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Aostract 
Four ex1st1ng Knowledge-representatlons for the computat1on 
of s1m1lar functions 1n a chess endgame were 1mplemented on the 
same comput:er 1n the same language. They are compared w1th 
respect to effic1ency regard1ng time-space requirements. 
Three of these programs were then paraphrased 1nto English 
and all four were studied for their feasibility as 'open book' 
advice texts for the human beginner in chess. A formally verified 
set of rules was also tested for its suitability as an advice 
text. The possible effectiveness of these advice texts in 
'closed book' form is considered. 
The above experiments comprise a case study of a phenomenon 
known as the "human window". This phenomenon mot1vated an 
analysis of four documented instances of mismatch between human 
and machine representations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis concerns itself with the comparison of 
Knowledge representations for a spec1alized sub-domaln of chess, 
namely the ending King and Pawn versus King (KPK). The s1de Wl't.h 
the pawn will be referred to throughout as Wnite. The game of 
chess has not been solved, even with the aid of powerful comput-
ing methods, and may possibly not be feasibly soluble in the 
sense of, for example, Knuth (1976). The total problem space or 
KPK contains only 98304 legal piece configurations after allow1ng 
for right-left symmetry, not distinguishing "White-to-move" from 
"Black-to-move" positions, and not including positions where the 
pawn 1s on the eighth rank with White-to-move (Clarke, 1977). Ir 
mav seem unclear how study of so small a fragment of so larae a 
problem can significantly contribute to the computational study 
of chess as a whole. 
It is generally accepted that the endgame is the phase of 
chess where classes of players are the most clearly separated, 
1.e. the hardest and most subtle phase. Therefore this is also 
the phase where domain-specific knowledge is most sianificant. 
As a min1ature illustration of th1s, how is it that masters can 
recogn1ze the value and correct move(s) in almost any KPK posi-
tion at a glance? Certainly masters have not studied or memor-
ized all 98304 legal piece-configurations. Nor is it feasible for 
a master in the general case to perform the recognition by ex-
haust1ve lookahead calculat1on: in worst case the number of nodes 
on the requisite search tree greatly exceeds 10 14 Ins~ead there 
must be some pattern store or "reference library" wh1ch masters 
can consult internally when considering any KPK position. 
it is true that calculation as opposed to pattern-lockup may oc-
caslonally be necessary in KPK even for a master, the nov1ce has 
to rely on calculation for almost every decision, and then fre-
quently decides wrongly. It may be concluded that even for so 
small a fragment of chess as KPK acquired knowledge dominates 
over calculation as a prerequisite. for skilled performance. 
Hence it constitutes a suitable domain for the study of mach1ne 
representation and acquisition of knowledge. 
We shall discuss: 
(1) the "computational efficiency" of a representation~ 
i.e. efficiency with regard to processor-time ana 
machine memory. This comparison is made with respect to 
a specified machine and computer language CDEC-lCJ 
machine, Algol-60 language).· What does such a represen-
tatlon look l1ke for KPK? 
(2) the "cognitive efficiency" of a representation; i.e. 
computational efficiency ·with respect to the "brain 
mach1ne". What does a "brain-oriented" representat1on 
look like in its mach1ne-executable form as a computer 
program? 
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(3) how four existing machine representations for the compu-
tation of similar KPK functions compare with regard to 
<1> and (2) apove. That is, 
i. Do they look much the same? If not, then 
ii. What does an efficient machine representation 
satisfying criterion (2) look like when con-
verted into human-readable form? 
Thus by identifying the representation which is most efficient in 
terms of goal (2) we may illustrate how masters can so easily 
cope with KPK and have a better understanding o~ what the neces-
sary and su~ficient concepts are. 
The sufficient and necessary condition o~ a complex 
problem-domain is that all space-minimal solutions are time-· 
infeasible and all time-minimal solutions are space-infeasible. 
Informally, the short solutions are too long-running and the ~ast 
solutions are too bulky. Such problem-domains are distinct from 
standard problem-domains. The latter may entail large amounts of 
calculation or alternatively _large memories, but not to an in-
feasible degree. The distinction is diagrammatically illustrated 
in Figure 0.1. 
For problems of sufficient complexity we can talk about a 
"human window" <Michie, 1982) I an interval on the memory-
requirement axis derived from a plot of execution time versus 
memory space. Solution programs for complex problem domains which 
lie within the bounds of the human window combine two properties, 
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neither of which is normally taken as paramount in standard <as 
opposed to complex) information processing. One condition for a 
human-window program is that it be humanly intelligible as pro-
gram text. This entails among other things that it must not be 
too long relative to the limitations of human memory, desir-
able for effective de-bugging of the program, for its transmis-
sion to others, and for trouble-shooting aberrant run-time 
behaviour (e.g. for example during suspected malfunction of an 
automation system). The other condition which a human-window 
program for complex domains must meet is that it be humanly ~ 
cutable, e. g • for checking purposes. This condition means that 
it should not be too calculation-intensive relative to limita-
tions of human calculation capacity. This condition again has a 
relevance to debugging. Human-factors research has shown that 
the experienced programmer executes suspect modules "in the head" 
as an important means of f~ult location. At run-time under 
operational conditions such mental checks also have relevance 
during suspected malfunction. Examples of complex problem-solving 
where programs exhibit neither of the above properties can readi-
ly be found in, for example, computational meteorology and other 
problems requiring calculation-intensive mathematical modellin~ 
But in certain application areas, particularly in control en-
gineering, the above-stated considerations make it desirable that 
-program text should wherever possible be both humanly comprehen-






















The curves join all (space x time) - optimal 
solutions of f or f as the case may be. 
c s 
Store-time trade-off curves for two hypothetical finite functions, f~ and fc · 
The maximum acceptable worst-case waiting time has somewhat arbitrar~y been placed 
at 105 secs. 
A complex problem, symbolised above by fc, requires a far greater increment 
of store to convert a sub-feasible solution-program into one which is sufficiently 
fast-running to be feasible. The minimal required store increment for fc in the 
diagram a~ove is C - A, corresponding to 6 orders of magnitude, i.e. from approxi-
mately 10 bits store-occupancy for an ideally compact program to 1010 bits (approx-
imately a thousand megabytes) in our hypothetical example. 
A standard problem, symbolised above by fs, either is feasibly soluble by an 
ideally compact program or requires only a modest use of additional store to achieve 
~he needed sp~ed-up. The diagram shows a somewhat bo4derli~e case. ~s has a store-
tncrease requ~rement (B ~ A) of ten -fold (from 10 -105b~ts), poss~bly equal to, 
or more than,the maximum to which a professional programmer is willing to resort. 
Any lesser requirement would certainly characterise a "standard" problem. 
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Some of the known physical limitations on the bra1n v1ewea 
str1ctly as an information processing device are shown in Table 
0, taken from M1ch1e (1977). A given machine-feasible represen-
tation for a non-tr1vial problem (let us say that the representa-
tion maps all KPK positions to their game-theoretic values) may 
lie outside the human window in either of two directions: it 
may be too "intensional" or too nextensional ... 
By too intensionaJ we mean a compressed representat1on whose 
complete human computation in an acceptable time (say 10 5 secs.) 
would be infeasible (remember that the calculational speed of a 
human is limited to about 20 binary discriminations per second 
(see Table 0)). The intensional solution will have few concepts 
(patterns) and these will have a large "grain size" . 
. By too extensionaJ we mean a representation which lies at 
the other end (the scale runs from compact representations with 
large gra1n size to bulky assemblages of very many small pat-
terns). The extreme example would be a database which stores the 
game-theoretic value for each:. of the 98304 configurations. Here 
the gra1n size is as small as it can be. But the number of 
"gra1ns", 98304, is very large, and hence the space requ1red for 
the1r memorizat1on is beyond practical human capac1ty ana cannot 
be comprehended mentally either 1n this sense or in the sense of 
intelligibility. 
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1. Rate of info~mation transmission 
along any input or output channel 
2. Maximum amount of information 
explicitly storable by the age of 50 
30 bits per second 
10 10 bits 
3. Number of mental discriminations 
per second during intellectual work . . . . . 18 
4. Number of addresses which can be 
held in short-term memory 
5. Time to access an addressable 
"chunk" in long-term memory 
6. Rate of transfer from long-term to 
short-term memory of successive elements 
of one •chunk• . . . . 
7 
2 seconds 
3 elements per second 
Table 0. Some information-processing parameters of the human brain. 
Estimation errors can be taken to be around 30 per cent. 
Sources: 
1. Miller (1956) summarises knowledge up to that date. 
Subsequent deter~inations are reviewed in any modern 
text in physiological psychology. 
2. Calculated from:.l above. 
3. stroud (1966), cited by Halstead (1977). 
4, 5 and 6. Sources cited by Chase and Simon (1973). 
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To l1e with1n the bounds of the human w1ndow a solut1on 
must reau1re neither too much computation time nor too much 
memory space. If too much computation time 1s needed then the 
solution cannot be executed (e.g. for check1ng) by humans; if 
too much memory requ1rement, then it cannot be memorized or un-
derstood. Furthermore, representations which are not too exten-
sional for memorization (given an effort) may nonetheless still 
be too memory-intensive for inteJJjgjbjJity ~ ~ uaeL'a point 
.cl.~. 
It is to the experimental examination of the proposit1ons 
advanced in the above paragraph that this dissertation 1s 
d1rected. 
Wnen we compare a text-book representation for any domain of 
human expert1se with a machine-feasible representation we see a 
d1stinction between information and knowledge. Any standard text 
on chess will have a number of concepts laid out in some ordered 
fashion with supporting prose and game examples. The speciflC ex-
amples are geared towards imparting general concepts. Thus the 
chess student more often learns general concepts by primary ln-
ductlon on examples rather than by reading text-book descr1pt1ons 
re1nforced by tr1al of specific applications deduced from 
these. Rules comprising a human window representation are both 
obvious to the expert human practitioner and intelligible to the 
human student. Typically a KPK solution which falls w1thin the 
bounds of the human w1ndow will have around twenty conceots 
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(rules) each represent~ng an easily d~st~nguishable ges"t.alt, no-
tion, or piece of knowledge. For the complete game of chess, 
knowledge-based machine representations result1ng in high quallLY 
play have not yet been achieved. It has been estimated (Chase 
and S1mon, 1973, Nievergelt, 1977) that the number of concepts to 
be represented as machine-implemented patterns would lie 1n the 
10 4 -10 5 ranae. 
Our four test programs may be arranged as follows: 
Name of program: Harris Bramer Beal Clarke 
Approx. 
No. of concepts: 7 20 50 100000 
"Gra1n size": large intermediate small minimal 
"Transparency": 
Key: Intensity of shading indicates trend from transparenc 
(no shading) to opaque (much shad1ng). 
We hypothesize, as indicated by L.he "transparency" shading 
of the Taole, that representat1ons of the Bramer level w1ll prove 
persp1cuous and manageable for people, but that departure of 
mach1ne representations in e1ther direction will be penal1zed by 
loss of this conceptual 1nterface. If this is r1ght, then les-
sons of some importance should be drawn for the engineering of 
socially crit1cal software systems of high complexity (medical 
informa"t.ion systems, nuclear power stations, alr-traffic control, 
large-scale automatlon, etc.). 
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By carry1ng out exper1ments on human chess novices using 
English-language translations of these four machine representa-
tions presen~ed as open-book "cribs" (which we shall call "advice 
texts'') we (a) obtain evidence for the existence and extent of 
the human window , and (b) in the process gain some 1ns1ght in~o 
wha~ a machine representation must look like if it is to fall 
within this w1ndow. 
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l_. BACKGROUND 
Before proceeding further we direct attention to Table l 1n 
wh1ch are collected var1ous symbolic and abbrev1at1ve forms em-
ployed throughout this Thesis. 
l.l KPK from the Chess Master's Point of View 
In real1ty, KPK is uninteresting for the chess master. It 
1s surprising how the addition of a mere pawn to the opposing 
side allows us to enter a domain of much greater interest (see 
P iasetski, · 1977) . For the stronger 
domain of KPK can be generalized into the 
rules: 
side the entire problem 
following two simple 
(l) If you can run the pawn to the queening square, do so. 
(2) If you can gain the opposition ahead of your pawn, make 
the necessary k1ng move to achieve this. 
For the weaker side, the correG~ defence is simply the antidote 
to the above two rules. There are a few special cases which 
deserve mention. One occurs when the White and Black Kings are 
on the 5th and 7th ranks respectively, in file opposition, and a 
pawn advance (non-RP) to the 6th, on a non-adJacent file, 
ach1eves a w1nning position, e.g. WK:d5,BK:d7,WP:f5, White-to-
move. Another occurs when the WK is able to get on the other 
side of his P before the BK can, and thereby the WK is able to 
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Pr The Pawn's File (always a White Pawn) 
PR The Pawn's Rank (always a White Pawn) 
WF The White King's F 1le 
WR The White K1ng's Rank 
BF The Black King's File 
BR The Black King's Rank 
WK The White K1ng 
BK The Black K1ng 
p The Pawn 
Equal to 
< > Not Equal to 
,) Greater than 
< Less Than 
>- Greater than or equal to 
(= Less than or equal to 
The absolute value of, i.e. the positive value 
Table 1. Notation employed. 
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achieve diagonal opposition in front of his pawn, leading to a 
win. This is one of the few special concepts which needs to be 
known, fo~ even st~ong playe~s have missed the key first move in 
the position with White to play, WK:dl,BK:f8,WP:c3 (Clarke, 1977; 
see also Section 6.2.1). 
Howeve~, if the precise machine representation for correct 
play in this ending we~e as simple as the ~ules stated above, 
then most of the following pages would be unnecessary. 
1.2 History of KPK Program8 
The fi~st ~eco~d of a program designed specifically to play 
KPK, the least mobile of chess endings, was ~itten by s. Tan in 
1972. Since then this endgame h~s been programmed by (among oth-
e~s) Larry Harris, at Dartmouth College in 1975, Michael Clarke 
(1977) and Don Beal (1977,1980) at Queen Mary College, Max Bramer 
(1977) at the Open University, Milton Keynes, Leon Piasetaki 
(1977) at McGi11 University and by my colleagues A. Shapiro and 
T. Niblett (1982). Clarke's program generated a database which 
stored the game-theoretic value and the minimax-optimal number of 
moves to termination for each of his computed 98304 legal confi-
gurations of the three pieces with White-to-move and Black-to-
move. Beal developed the first proven correct algorithm, based 
on other than exhaustive enumeration, for computing the game-
theoretic values for KPK. It was implemented as a decision tree 
in a Fortran subroutine called by a larger program used to co~pute other KPK 
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quantities of interest. Bramer (1977) employed 19 "equivalence 
classes• acting as goal patterns for a 1-move lookahead to try to 
find a "correct" move in any position where White-to-move can 
win. This version of the program played correctly in all criti-
cal positions (i.e. positions where White-to-play has only one 
winning move {Bramer,l977)) and was known to perform correctly 
for very nearly the entire space of White-to-move positions. More 
recently Bramer (1981) reported the development of a 20-class 
program which plays correctly in ~ White-to-play positions. 
Piasetski's work involved a Fortran subroutine, ONEPAWN, which 
gives 300 •masks• encoding the game-theoretic value of every pos-
sible KPK configuration. Harris's program occupies approximately 
128000 bits in core, Beal's approximately 42000 bits, and 
Bramer's requires on the order of 58000 bits of source code which 
is interpreted. For comparison, Clarke's database is stored in 
786432 bits of memory. 
Bramer {1980a) reported the modification of his KPK model by 
the addition of a further 19 equivalence classes, so that it not 
only found correct moves, but optimal ones. This was verified by 
tests with Clarke's database. Optimal programs guarantee pawn 
promotion in the shortest possible number of moves, while correct 
programs may take more than the minimum number of moves to win. 
Bramer's original •19-class• version was in fact optimal in 96.6% 
of the cases. Such "diminishing returns" effects in the program-
ming of chess endgames will be discussed later. Bramer's is the 
only endgame program currently in existence which plays optimally 
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(as contrasted w1th merely evaluat1ng the game-theoretlc value of 
a pos1tion, or where applicable 1ts minimax-optimal d1stance from 
safe pawn promotion). We here exclude programs which generate 
optimal play by d1rect lookup of an exhaustive database. Shap1ro 
and Niblett were able to use the ID3 (Iterative Dlchotomiser 
Three) program (Quinlan, 1979) based on Hunt's Concept Learning 
System (1966) coupled with a powerful programming tool, the CLIP 
parallel array processor (Zdrahal, Bratko & Shapiro, 1981) to in-
ductlvely derive a set of decision rules wh1ch correctly class1fy 
all legal Black-to-move (B-T-M) positions. 
1.3 Huberman's Work 
The first success in the programming of correct play in 
chess endgames was reported by Barbara Huberman (1968). Her goal 
was to study the translat1on of standard textbook informat1on on 
the correct play of certain elementary chess endgames to some 
higher level computer language (LISP). The machine-encoded ver-
Slons for King and Rook vs. King (KRK), King and Two Bishops vs. 
King CKBBK·l, and King and Bishop and Knight vs. King (KBNK), were 
cont1nuously revised and ref1ned, until they seemed to olav 
correctly in any position. Then these final implementations were 
assessed on the1r correspondence to the textbook methods which 
they orig1nated from. Textbook conceptualizations were found to 
be sufflciently clear for th1s purpose, though too incomplete and 
1mprecise for direct translation. Huberman's final programmed 
versions turned out to be quite successful, forcing mate within 
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Lhe 50-move l1mit 1n each case. In the description which follows 
I have been a1ded by Bramer's (1977) earlier analvtic assessmenL 
of Huberman's work. 
The foundation for Huberman's model is the concept of a 
forcing tree. Th1s model assures that from any start1ng posit1on, 
p, where the program has the move, it will search until it finds 
a pos1tion, q, which satisfies a relation better than p, and 
reachable from p for every sequence of moves by the opposition. 
This process repeats until checkmate is reached (Huberrnan, 1968; 
see Fig.l.~. 
Basic to this formulation are two truth funct1ons, better 
and worse, which take as arguments any initial pos1tion, p, with 
White-to-move and a successor position, q, (at some depth) w1th 
Black-to-move. A breadth-first search 1s performed to f1nd the 
better positions as White's goals. Any var1ations which lead to 
worse positions as a result o~ Black's best play are immed1ately 
rejected. The purpose of better and worse is to prune the search 
tree and they are in no respect complementary. Both functions 
are used to def1ne STAGEs whose increasing integer value indl-
cates prox1m1ty to checkmate. STAGEs are further subdiv1ded 1nLo 
MEASUREs. The lower the MEASURE the closer we are to enter1ng 
the next stage. Terminal positions in the forcing tree are all 
ones where Black 1s to move and better evaluates true. S1nce 
these truth functions are defined in such a way that White can 
always force a better position, and that a position, 
evaluated on the b~is of STAGE's and MEASURE's 
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q, can be 
as clos~r to 
Figure 1.1 Example of a Forcing tree. The program has the move in 
p; it must make a move leading to a position q judged better than p 
for every sequence of moves by the opposition. Each iteration of the 
program will produce a tree like this; several iterations will be re-
quired to reach checkmate. (reproduction of Figure 1.1 plus caption 
from Huberman, 1968) 
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checkmate than p, we are assured the process w1ll ult1macely con-
verge. Worse is used to avoid disasters such as stalemate or the 
loss of a piece, deemed too high a price to pay for attaining a 
g1ven bP.tter condition. Each STAGE with its MEASUREs, supported 
by Oetter and worse, was intended to roughly correspond to one 
textbook heuristic (rule of thumo). 
In her final versions for the three endgames ment1oned, 
Huberman requires the following comb1nations of STAGEs and MEAS-
UREs: 
KRK 4 STAGEs, 1 Wl th MEASURE 
KBBK 5 STAGEs, 3 with MEASURE 
KBNK 7 STAGEs, 2 with MEASURE 
However, the resulting definition of these STAGEs and che neces-
sary extensions to better and worse to bring the search down to 
reasonable proportions is in each case an extremely complex com-
bination of predicates, bearing little resemblance to book 
heuristics. Huberman considered the process of deciding roughly 
what the STAGEs are rather straightforward, closely corresponding 
to book information. What she found difficult were the exact de-
finitions of STAGEs and MEASUREs, and generally it was even more 
difficult to define practical refinements to better and worse. 
The play for KRK is quite strong (where by strong we mean 
correct and not far from the shortest path to Vlctory) in che ex-
amples given. It is considerably less strong for the two more 
difficult endgames (KBBK, KBNK), but particularly effect1ve 1n 
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the f1nal scages of each endgame. Huberman paid spec1al atten-
Clon to chese stages s1nce diversions and falter1ngs near the end 
could have racher detrimental effects on the effort as a whole. 
Huberman's work was the first serious, practical model for 
the p~ogramming of chess endgames. In addit1on, one of che 
endgames successfully modelled (KBNK) 1s cons1dered hard, even by 
human standards. 
approach: 
Nonetheless there are some problems w1th her 
1) All better positions are equally good. Therefore the pro-
grams tend to make "acceptable" moves, though rarely the best. 
2) There is little control of the depth and breadth of search, 
and attempts to do so necessarily led to very complex definitions 
for STAGEs, better, and worse. 
3) Other than a few examples of program play, there is no indi-
cation of empirical testing. 
4) Huberman informally proves that her programs are correct 
~Chapter 7) in the sense that White would eventually win regard-
less of how Black plays. Yet for more complex end1ngs such proof 
methods would be severely taxed. 
5) wnile in principle the model is generalizable, ln practice it 
m1ght be v1rtually impossible to program for more complex end-
ings. 
6) The model is only applicable 1n positions where White has u. 
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forced win. Bramer (1977) states, "It is d1ff1cult to spec1fy 
precisely the subset of posit1ons in which Wh1te has a forced 
win, even 1n the case of KBNK". Aga1nst th1s, however, it might 
be argued that KBNK only poses problems with regard to a few 
stalemate positions and those where the Bishop and Knight can oe 
forked by the Black King. 
7J There is no simple a pr1or1 way of know1ng that a move w1ll 
actually be found by the program. That is to say, as reflne-
ments are made to the program, very precise def1nitions of STAGEs 
and extension t.o better and worse are required to ensure that a 
move will always oe returned. 
The groundwork for programming chess endgames in a systemat-
ic, if tedious manner, was laid by Huberman. Of the efforts to 
program KPK, Bramer's equivalence class model bears the closest 
resemblance to Huberman's approach. 
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ll INADEGUACY OF THE STANDARD ALGORITHMIC APPROACH 
TO COMPLEX PROBLEM-SOLVING 
2.1 Int~oducto~y Rema~ks 
The wo~k ~epo~ted in this Chapter conce~ns an attempt to 
solve a complex p~oblem, namely the value (a White win o~ a d~aw) 
of all KPK con~igu~ations, in the conventional algo~ithmic p~o­
g~amming style. A program w~itten in the classical o~ convention-
al algo~ithmic style is cha~acte~ised by two p~ope~ties: 
1. it is relatively compact. 
2. any domain-specific knowledge which the p~og~ammer may 
have put into the p~og~am is embedded in the bodies of 
the procedu~es in a way which is in some sense implicit 
only, as opposed to the clea~ sepa~ation of knowledge-
base and knowledge-interp~eter which characterises the 
knowledge-engineering style. 
The difficulties encounte~ed are an example of the limitations of 
the classical prog~amming app~oach when used for complex prob-
lems, namely: 
(1) proliferation of special cases each 
code written to supply ~hoc ~ixes, 
requiring its own 
these in turn leading 
to special cases at lower levels, and so fo~th; 
<2> in consequence a virtually undebuggable prog~am in which 
location and characterisation of e~rors grows in difficulty, 
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(3) ~he introduction of cures for each local disease r~-
quires exhaustively checking for subtle maladies which may 
have been introduced by side-effect in other parts of the 
same program. 
Zuidema (1974) reported that the work involved in program-
ming by classical methods and debugging even the comparatively 
simple King and Rook vs. King <KRK> was enormous. For KPK our 
experience indicates that while the programming task by conven-
tional algorithmic methods may be feasible in a matter of months, 
the debugging task is not. At the next level of complexity lies 
the King and Rook vs. King and Knight <KRKN> endgame which Bratko 
and Michie (1980) regard as not programmable by classical 
methods. The programming task posed by KPK appears to lie in an 
interval on the complexity scale which is transitional with 
respect to intractability of debugging, suspended, as it were, 
between the hard but tractable KRK level, of which Zuidema corn-
plained, and .the KRKN and harder levels. The remainder of this 
Chapter is devoted to recording a detailed investigation of 
Harris/ KPK program, a worthy representative of the classical cl-
gorithmic style, from this point of view. 
2.2 Harris/ KPK Program 
2.1.1 Verification and Changes 
Circa 1975 Larry Harris wrote a KPK program in Algol-60 for 
t:he Dartmouth T1meshar ing . System (Honeywell 63.5). The program~ 
l1ke Beal'sr g1ves as its output the game-theoretic value of anv 
1nput pos1t1on for both Whlte-to-move and Black-to-move. 
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produces a test scac1ng reasons why the pos1c1on 1s drawri or won. 
J. B1tner & B. Hansche (1976) cranslaced the Harr1s program 1nco 
Algol-W for an IBM 360/75. After mounting the Clarke dacabase on 
the d1sc of che IBM 360;75, chese authors used it as a standard 
of compar1son to determ1ne che correctness of the Harr1s KPK Pro-
gram. From the1r tests on the entire data-space of 98304 legal 
board configurations, each hav1ng a value w1ch Wh1ce and Black-
to-move, the program was found to be 99.11% correct. They cla1m 
that 45% of the errors were triv1al programrn1ng errors (p.7 of 
the1r report) and they give a conceptual classification and dls-
cussion of the remainder. 
·Part of this work has involved an effort to substantlate 
Bitner & Hansche's conclusions and to make necessary corrections 
to the program. The original Honeywell version of the Harr1s Al-
gol program was initially (1977) translated into Algol-60 for che 
Ed1nburgh Regional Computing Centre's (ERCC) DEC 10 1 KI 10. 
Then it was modified so that inout was in terms of the 1ntegers 
0 to 98303 in order to match the way that the database is inter-
rogated (this will be describe~ more fully later). Each 1nteger 
in this set represents a position that was previously input 1n· 
Algebraic Chess Notation. Procedures CONVALG, BASPOSNOALG, 
VALUES, and BASVAL were added to the Harris program to perm1t 
commun1cation w1th the database, together with some add1tional 
blocks of Algol code. Numerous changes were also made in other 
orocedures and in the main program for th1s purpose. This vers1on 
of the program, also incorporat1ng database 1nterrogat1on, was 
=~named HARBAS.ALG. 
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2.~.~ Tests on lOOl Conf1gurac1ons 
A prel1minary samole of posic.1on numbers 0 to 1000 was used. 
All conr1gurat1ons 1n this range have the White pawn tWP) on t:.he 
square a2 (Where "a" represents column one and "2" re9resencs row 
two on an 8 x B matrix), while the Kings' pos1t1ons are alc.ered. 
The program's value was found t:.o com9are co~rectly on ·j7. 4t:J~1 of 
ch1s sample (See Note 1). However, closer analys1s revealed che 
1nadvertent 1nclus1on by the program of a part1cular k1nd of 
1l~egal EJOSlt:.lon, namely pos1t1ons where the WP 1s on a2, and che 
Black King (BK) is on b3, which have no legal predecessor. 
Correction of this special case resulted in 16 fewer errors or a 
0.75% 1mprovement. To generalize this correct1on, all pos1tions 
with the WP on the second rank and the BK in check have been 
marked as illegal by the revised Harris KPK program. 
The 37 positions of disagreement by the "98.15%" version of 
the program were classified as follows: 
:t 
Type 0: WP:a2, BK:al or bl, WK: legal and not next eo WP; 
Black- to-move draws. 
Tvoe l: WP:a2, WK: on the second rank and can block BK from WP; 
Black- to-move loses. 
Tvoe 2: WP:a2, WK: on the second rank, nearer to w~ than BK, BK: 
on the third rank; Black-to-move draws. 
* NOTE: P1ece Name: Square Name means Pjece .is. nn Square. 










See A~pendlx A.l for a d1scuss1on of how these 1nt1al Type-
classed errors were corrected. 
The reported 22 Type 0 errors which resulted from travers1ng 
the WK across the first 2 ranks, while the WP was on a2 and the 
BK was on al or bl. Therefore it is safe to assume ~hat there 
would have been at least 4 x 22 errors of precisely this Type if 
the WK were traversed across all 8 rows, and at least 4 times 
this total, or 176, if the Pawn were tested on all 4 files in the 
database. In other words, more than 10% of the reported 1750 po-
sltions of error (Bitner & Hansche, 1976) were probably caused by 
extensions of this Type 0 error. This type of error must be con-
sldered of a trivially conceptual nature. However, if th1s was 
viewed by Bitner & Hansche as a "trivial" programm1ng error, then 
at least 176/788 or 22% of the programming errors were caused by 
this mistake. 
2.1.3 Tests on Random Samples 
A test was attempted on a random s·ample of 1000 positlons 
from the whole space employing the DEC 10 Algol-60 random number 
generator. It was adjusted so that a position was selected ran~ 
domly from every database interval of lOO positions. Unfor-
tunately the JOb could not be fin1shed in one sess1on because 
there was a system crash. However, approx1mately 800 randomly 
selected positions were successfully input to the program. For 
th1s sample there was 94.37% correctness, or in other words 45 
posit1ons were generated where the database and Harris program 
were not in aareement. These 45 positions of error were classi-
fied as: 
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~ fr.n: where the 0 implies that Black-to-move can capture the 
WP and "n" specifies how many moves the BK will have 
to make to do so. Type 0.1 positions are the same as 
the Type 0 positions defined earlier, except that the 
WP can be on any rank, rather than just the second. 
~ ~= positions where Black-to-move can get to a key square in 
front of the WP to draw. That is, positions where the 
WP is not a rookpawn and the WK cannot get in front of 
it with opposition. 
The breakdown of these error types was: 
ERROR TYPE: 0 1 2 3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Not class if· c:d 
TOTALS 0 0 0 5 19 6 9 2 3 1 
The one position which was not classified will be held over until 
more such errors appear. Ther~ are two pieces of information in 
this set of errors which were suspect: (l) All positions are 
with Black-to-move (see Note 1 and later) (2) Of these, most in-
volve a simple "foot race" to test whether the BK can reach a 
crucial square in time, rather than some conceptual problem. See 
Appendix A.2 for a discussion of efforts to eliminate these er-
r~a. 
After incorporating the needed correction, a second · attempt 
to sample 1000 random positions employing the DEC 10 Algol func-
tion SETRAN to obtain the same random number sequence, verified 
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EXAMPLES OF ERROR TYPES CLASSIFIED 
FOR THE HARRIS PROGRAM 
ALL POSITIONS ARE BLACK TO MOVE 
Fig. 1. 
a b c d e f g h 
Type 0 Errors: 
WP:a2, BK:a1 or b1, TN.K any of 
the squares marked with "X" are 
legal. 
Fig. 3. 
~;ne 2 Errors : 
BK: any of the three squares 
marked with "X". 
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Fig. 2. 
Type 1 Errors: 
WK can block BK. 
Fig. 4. 
Type 3 Errors: 
BK can reach the vital square (X) 
in front of WP to Draw. 
the above beliefs. This time the run got as far as position 
number 75995, again with approximately 800 positions tested. 
There were only two positions of error, or 99.75% correctness. 
one of these was a Type 3 error which occurred earlier and was 
very similar to fig. 6 in Bitner & Hansche's report (see fig. 4.) 
The other was the position which was unclassified after the pre-
vious run. These results were encouraging because they indicated 
that the trivial programming errors may already have been ac-
counted for, in addition to something extra. 
Bitner & Hansche also mention several other errors in the 
PROCEDURE WKOPP (pgs. 8, 9). Their suggestions, with some modif-
ications, have been implemented. Thus White can get the opposi-
tion if: 1) White-to-move can reach the square two ranks ahead 
of the Black King with his King. 2) The Kings are on opposite 
sides of the pawn and (my addition) the White King can reach a 
key square ahead of the pawn before the Black K~ng can reach a 
key defensive square. 3) The ~ings are on the same side of the 
.. 
pawn, and the White King is able to reach a ~ square on the 
other side of the pawn. In addition, a test for the existence of 
diagonal opposition has been added since this will help determine 
if victory can be achieved in many cases where the Kings are on 
opposite sides of the pawn. This correction of PROCEDURE WKOPP, 
coupled with the changes just described in PROCEDURE RANK234 to 
remove Type 3 errors, inspired confidence that the program now 
correctly evaluated opposition with the White pawn on the 3rd and 
4th ranks. Tests with a benchmark of positions for these ranks 
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confirm thia view. 
An overview of the changes made in the PROCEDUREs WKOPP and 
RANK234 to get algorithms which have proven to be empirically 
correct (that is for the B-T-M positions which were evaluated and 
compared with database values) points to two important features: 
1) The decomposition of a procedure growing in complexity into 
several smaller, special-purpose procedures. This was done 
for PROCEDURE WKOPP. The basic procedure detects standard 
forms of opposition and whether they can be achieved. WKOPP 
was broken down into three conceptually different forma of 
opposition, with the addition of PROCEDUREs KOPOP and sso~~ 
The first recognizes if opposition can be achieved when the 
Kings are on opposite sides of the pawn. The second detects 
whether the White King can achieve opposition by getting ·~;·: 
the other side of the pawn, when initially the Kings are on 
the aama aida of the p~wn (SSOP). In fact the evaluations, 
SSOP = FALSE AND KOPOP ~ FALSE were necessary for the 
proper definition of Type 3 draws in PROCEDURE RANK234. 
2) The importance of "distance" tests to the entire domain. 
This technique is common to the approach of Bramer in his 
breakdown of the problem into 19 equivalence classes, and to 
that of Beal, in his 48 decision table tests. In our pro-
gram, the refinement of such "distance" testa was also found 
to be necessary in order to correct several conceptual er-
rors and improve the program. 
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Fig. 5. 
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WIN WK CAN GET IN FRONT OF '.aJP l.aJITH OPPOSITION 
An example o~ how the Harris Program generated Type 3 errors 
(WK=2, BK= -1, WP=O) because the test in PROCEDURE RANK234 ~or 
whether the BK can reach the square 4 ranks ahead o~ the WP 
fails with the inclusion of d4 (marked 10). Since the Abs(10) 
is less than the Abs(-11), the wrong decision was reached. 
2.1.4 Improving Efficiency 
A test on Posnums (position numbers) 1000-2000 was done on 
the Dundee University DEC 10 after the correct sequenc1ng of 
"Closes" and "Opens"· of the database f i1e on disc. For this sam-
ple, statistics compare as follows: 
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June 19,1977 




ERCC DEC 10 lKilOI 
c1me: 22.28 
l l. cause: wt>RANK=3 
lnsL.ead or 2) 
4976674 
7679 
Dul'JuEE fji-J I V""'ERS I TY :UEC ltj 
uec. 7, 1977 Clme: 
l hour, 3 m1nu~es 
1769240 
8703 
i~ .B. The only changes eo the program HARBAS.ALG made becw8en 
the two runs were those descr1bed becween pgs. 20 and 24. 
MosL. or che speed-up result1ng in nearly two-chlrds less CFU 
c1me consumed can pr1mar1ly be accr1buted eo the relat1ve soeed 
of the DEC 10 processors used (the KLlO is 2.3 times as fas1: as 
t:he K I 10) . The remaining time d1fference was due to a program-
ming error in "READ1ng" from the dat:.abase f1le. 
As a result of further 1nvesc1gat1on 1nt:.o efr1c1ency oroo-
lems for purposes of dacabase test1ng, 1t was found chat cne verv 
cosclv PROCEDURE VALUES was be1ng called several e1mes, when 1es 
resulc could nave been held by a var1able from the init1al call. 
C?U c1me savinas as a result of this correct1on were sian1ficanc. 
The comolet:.ion of cests on t.he rema1ning 224 pos1t:.1ons t?OSNU"MS 
7GOl6-97d75J from t.he randomly selected 1000 ooslt:.ions requ1red 
only 226 CPU seconds, or less chan 3 m1nutes, wit:.h no new Harr1s 
Program errors found. Therefore the program had only che two er-




or ~9.8~ correc~ness. On the bas1s of ~h1s run ~ ~1aaer tes-r:., 
nor:-. 9rev1ously a.~i:empted, namel v on che f 1r 3L.. 2Gtjtj 2 oos l t: 1ons 
t ?OSNUJ:vfS (j-ltj(Jljlj J 1n -che dacabase was feas1b.i.e and snowed S·j .l.:.:J 
correc-c.ness. Th1s ent1re run requ1red less chan 44 m1nuces. 
More recenclv tFeb. 17, 1~7~) 1c was found chac onlv B-T-M 
oos1c1ons or confl1c~ tchose where che da~abase does noc agree 
WlLn the Harr1s Program) were be1ng decec~ed oy the program. A 
var1aole wh1ch was to transfer concrol to the appropr1ace I;O 
sect1on was not be1ng in1tial1zed in che Ma1n ~rogram. As a 
resulc, even enough the values of Whlce-to-move lW-T-MJ oosit1ons 
were be1ng compuced by the program and looked up 1n the dacabas· 
they were not be1ng compared. 
A second run was performed on POSNUMS 0-10000 l. 20002 pos 1-
c1ons), but th1s time Wlth conflicts on Whlte-to-move also eel!·.~ 
tallied and output. Th1s showed 98.33% correccness. Of the 335 
oositlons or Harr 1s Progr.am error, 182 were w1ch Black-to-move 
and 153 were w1th wnlce-to-move. 
It would seem worthwhile eo mention here ~hac all '-he oos1-
tlons 1n ch1s nonrandom samole of 10001 conf1gurac1ons 1nvolve 
the WP on rank 2, as do the f1rsc 16384 entries 1n che dacaoase. 
For th1s run all the correct1ons eo the Harr1s Program already 
descr1bed for such pos1t1ons had been 1mplemented, w1ch che ex-
ceoc1on of the overnaul to PROCEDURE wKOPP, 1nclud1ng PROCEDUREs 
KOPOP and SSOP. 
It was now possible to carry out a bigger test whose results were as 
follows: 
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POSNUMs T.il1E. ( hr...a . : Illn. . ) Nu. Qi. ERRORS ~ !hl. + B.) ('ORREC'T I) 
w 8 TOT. 
n - ltj000 :44 153 182 335 98.33 
lt)tJO l - 23627 1:00 223 306 529 98.06 
23627 - 44692 1:44 175 258 433 98.97 
44692 - 61285 1:05 45 66 111 99.67 
61285 - 98304 1:48 50 57 107 99.71 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Tot. 6:21 Totals: 646 869 1515 99.23 
Th1s resulted in 99.23% correctness for the Harris Program over 
the complete set of 98304 configurations where evaluations of 
both W and B-T-M pos1tions were correctly compared with database 
values. A complete class1f1cat1on of these pos1c1ons was not un-
dertaken, but it was noted that 1378 of the positions of error 
1nvolve the WP on ranks two, three and four. Enough had been 
learned for ic to be ev1denc thac final pur1f1cac1on of 
HARRIS.ALG of error, although doubtless poss1ble in the end, was 
a tasK so little fac1litated by structure and ph1losophy of clas-
s 1cal algorithmic programming as to. cost a rather large mulc1ple 
of che amount of work which Zuidema had to expend on KRK. 
2.1.5 Vital Statistics 
The or1g1nal Harris KPK program (HARRIS.ALG), translated 
1nco DEC 10 System Algol-60, occupies 27 blocks on disc; thac 
1s. w1th 128 words/block and 36 bits/word, approximately 124000 
b1ts. Abouc 7 of these blocks are devoted to data-structures and 
che analys1s of KPK positions. The program requ1res 5119 m1l-
l1seconds eo compute the values of one configurat1on, 1.e. wich 
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~hite-co-move and Wich Black-eo-move. In order co access ~ne da-
r:-.aoase and perform cile necessarv cnanaes 1n I nouc/ Oucnur:, ltj - - -
olocks of Algol code (37% 1ncrease 1n sizeJ had co oe added eo 
i-iAR.RIS.ALG, resulc1na in the version HARBAS.ALG. Anocher addl-
r1on was a TV d1splay rouc1ne tsee Table 2 ). The d 1 se o(;cupan-
c1es of these var1ous comoonents or Algol-60 tex~ are aoorox1-
macely as follows: 
( l) Data Structures l8tj (J 0 bits 
( 2 ) Input;Outpu-c 3 600t) Oit:S 
( j } Dacabase Access 1.3 5tJ0 bics 
( 4) KPK Routines 90000 bits 
( 5 ) TV Display 9000 nits 
To-cal 166500 blt:.S 
Th1s vers1on, minus the TV oisplay procedures, OCCUOleS abOU"C 
7700 36-bit words of comp1led code in core. Of these, 1024 words 
are required by che data-s-cructures 1n the procedure INITIALIZE. 
3ased on che above figures for relative o1-c sr:ore on d1sc. we can 
esr:1mace chac che KPK rout1nes reau1re 129000 b1-cs of como1led 
code. The d1screpancy 1n s1ze between th1s and Beal's subrou-
Clne. che most compact KPK algorithm, 1s due In oar1: r:o ;:he 
lac~er's being essentially 1n che form or a dec1s1on cable. 
i-1AR.BAS .. ~G r ec~u 1r es very roughly 40 seconds on r:he aver aae C·"J 
comoute che values or one conf1gurat1on w1th Whlce-r:o-move and 
w1-ch Black-eo-move, access the value or che oos1cion 1n che daca-
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WHITECANWIN (TRUE) (FALSE) 
OPENFILE (2, "BASE.OAT") 
VALUES (POSNUM, LASTI) 
BASVAL 
PRINT (INFO(O, 4 ······-··)) 
oase, dnd compare chese values. Access eo che database values 
.Cor a conf1gurat1on was sequent:.1al. 
2.1.6 Conclus1ons 
The result:.s of the work descr1bed 1n the orev1ous Secc1ons 
of th1s Chapter 1nd1cate how d1ff1culc the KPK endgame, an easy 
one for human masters, is to bring to finally complete and 
correct form by conventional algorithmlc methods. We now turn 
to a descr1ption o( three non-algor1thm1c approaches to KPK. 
i i i DE:3CR I PT I ~-JN 11'::' ............ ----------~--~THREE NQN-ALGORjTHMIC APPROACHES T.Q KE.K 
3.1 Beal's KPK 
Th1s work is signlficant for two reasons 1n parc1cular: 
ll lC was ~he f1rst correct program to be val1dated exhaustlvely 
aga1nst a pre-computed database for any chess endgame; 
2) the inrormat1on provided by a KPK database (Clarke, 1977) was 
used to develop a correct rout1ne in about two weeks (con-
trast experience with HARRIS.ALG). 
The correct Fortran subrout1ne was devised by perform1ng a ser1es 
or tests on geometric distances (such as max (flledlst:,rankdlStJ: 
between var1ous pieces and squares. First these tescs were ap-
plied eo Wnite-co-play positions to determ1ne their game-
cheoretic value (win or draw) based on the appl1cabll1ty or one 
of 48 dec1sion rules. Then Black-to-play pos1t1ons were evaluat-
ed bv a 1-ply lookahead mapping into the value of successor pos1-
t:lons with Wnite to play. 
Beal's technique to generate a correct program was to svs-
cemac1callv compare each current version w1th the KPK dat:abase 
un~1l a number of m1sclassif1cations had been accumulated. These 
were st:ud1ed, and rules were devised or modified to bring about: 
correct classiflcations. Furthermore, the study of erroneous 
rules or pos1tions wh1ch lacked classification alcoget:her, oer-
m1tted the int:ultive aeneralizacion of rules for s1m1lar pac-
t.erns. Such pattern-oriented class1f1cat1on techniques have al-
ready been mentioned in facilitat1ng the correct1on process for 
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the Harris program. In chess endgames, patterns of considerable 
generalicy are often easy enough to ascertain because the partic-
ulars of a position are less important than che underlying mot1f. 
Beal states: 
" other workers have spent a areat deal of time 
and effort transforming- this kind of information 
1nto a computer program and it may be that a large 
portion of this effort lies in a possibly un-
suspected quarter that of being their own 
'devil's advocate' when considering the correctness 
or otherwise of parts or p~oposed parts of their 
algorithm." 
The use of empirical proof techniques (i.e. a database for 
verification), coupled with the simple and uniform decision-table 
representation, served to speed up the correction process im-
mensely. Accompanying this approach was the fact that new rules 
could be added without· much consideration for their redundancy or 
assimilation to existing ones. Nor was there any effort to make 
these descriptions intuitively meaningful to the human player. 
Correctness and speed with regard to discriminating wins from 
draws were the only criteria in Beal's work. In achieving this 
he discovered, as Zuidema anticipated ( Zuidema, 1974), .that the 
number of rules (tests) increases disproportionately as the 
number of exceptional cases (misclassified positions in Beal's 
case) decreases (see Table S ·2·). 
While Beal's KPK subroutine does not play moves, he states 
that it could easily be constructed to do so by using the func-























and Black-to-move, respectively. However, the mapping into ap-
propriate rules to ensure correct play, as opposed to just 
value-preserving play where cycl1ng in won positions might occur, 
would requ1re additional heurist1cs. He orders these as follows: 
1) If there is only one winn1ng move, make it. 2) If advanc-
ing the Pawn preserves the win, advance it. 3) Otherwise 
(a) select the King move wh1ch advances the King a rank. 
(b) If there is choice in such moves, play the King move 
which minimizes K and P file difference. 
(c) If there is still a choice, play the King move 
nearest to the edge of the board. 
The decoding of Beal's 48 rules, which have been generate0 
in no particularly ordered fashion, into an English language 
translation (see Chapter V) proved to be no mean task. As Beal 
admits, "Greater chess expertise would probably have helped" to-
wards the production of more economical rules. However, the task 
of deciphering Beal's "well-encoded" rules may be considered 
analogous to the difficultie~ encountered when an expert program-
mer tries to debug a novice's unnecessarily complex version. In 
each case there is the problem of translating a bitty into a 
well-conceptualized representation. 
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3.2 Bramer's KPK Programs 
3. 3 .1 Goals 
Bramer aims at a well-conceptualized system of knowledge 
representation for elementary chess endgames. Two major criteria 
underlying his choice of model were: 
l) The algorithm constructed using the model should be na-
tural from the viewpoint of a chessplayer and commen-
surate with his view of the complexity of the task. 
2) That the algorithm should be capable of refinement in th :·~ 
light of experience in a manner which preserves the pre-
vious property. 
(Bramer, 1977) 
A long-term goal of his research is the development of a 
'· 
representation suitable as the basis for a fully automatic system 
of algorithm refinement. He clearly parts from the usual ap-
preaches based on tree-searching and numerical evaluation func-
c1ons. He feels that the equivalence class model tested on the 
endgames KRK (King and Rook vs. King) and KPK have been success-
ful in adhering to the two above criteria, and that the long-
range goal, automatic algorithm refinement, is not out of the 
question. A full description of Bramer's equivalence class model 
can be found in his Ph.D. thesis (Bramer, 1977), so we shall just 
present an overview of the model and its implementation for KPK. 
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3.3.2 The Model 
The idea of equivalence classes 1s that human chess players 
learn elementary endgames through a few examples given on a few 
pages in a textbook. The human generalizes these examples into 
patterns which do not change in concept when pos1tions are shift-
ed by a few files and/or ranks. Still he is able to recognize 
exceptions to familiar-looking situations, and his pr1me con-
sideration is, "What is the best move which w1ll bring me into a 
position which either is a known goal pattern, resembles one, or 
decreases the 'mental distance' from one?" These goal patterns, 
with regard to only one side to move, each representing the 
unique set which every position must fall into, are equivalence 
classes. Equivalence classes are the subsets which collectively 
completely define a set and are mutually exclusive. 
The basic model starts by generating all legal successors 
with one side to move. The side chosen is the stronger side (in 
this case White) since its correct play is more interesting and 
better prescribed in textbooks. Then the most favourable of 
these is chosen. Thus a general means of evaluating all posi-
tlons w1th Black-to-move must be developed. The model encom-
passes no tree-searching below the level of the immediate succes-
sors of a given initial position. This format has been suffi-
cient for the two endgames tackled (KRK, KPK) and is consistent 
with the belief that such pattern-knowledge rather than analysis 
is employed by humans for elementary endgames. For more complex 
endings more tree-searching would undoubtedly be needed. 
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Once a set of all legal successors, that is, all ~osit1ons, 
B, with Black- to-move starting from an in1tial posltion with 
wnite-to-move, have been generated, they are broken down into 
subsets (equ1valence classes) whose membership is un1que and ex-
haustive, i.e. every position in B can only belong to one subset 
and there must be a subset for every position. These equivalence 
classes having been defined, it is then necessary to order them 
in such a way that it is possible to say that every member of one 
class is better (in the sense of Huberman) than every member of 
another class or vice-versa. This ordering is in general possi-
ble only when all the positions in a class have some very strong 
feature in common, related to the particular endgame under con---
sideration. These classes can be defined statically, without any 
forward analysis. The position with the highest ordering (class 
value) is then chosen. In the event that several successor posi-
tions fall into the same equivalence class, further discrimina-
tion can be performed by applying appropriate asssociated ~nc­
tions which are analogous to'Huberman's measures. However,. these 
associated functions may determine position yalue by further 
minimizing or maximizing an argument. There may be several 
back-up associated functions which can be applied in the event of 
further ties in position value. Once the equivalence classes and 
their associated functions have been defined in a sufficiently 
~recise way, we can be confident that the model will play an ele-
mentary endgame correctly, since this means play from all classes 
of positions in that ending has been considered . 
. -42• 
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3. 3. 3 Implementation of the Model for KPK 
Bramer's first version for KPK contained 15 equivalence 
classes. These classes broke down the problem of KPK 1nto some 
larger overall categories such as "stalemate", "pawn can be im-
mediately captured", and "pawn can run", as well as more specific 
nes such as "the BK th o can occupy e square in front of the pawn", 
"the WK is on the square in front of the Pawn and Black can take 
the opposition", etc. In refining this coarse version of his al-
gorithm, Bramer . found it necessary to treat the RP as a special 
case. Despite this also being the treatment of RP in standard 
chess texts (Fine, 1941), Bramer had hoped he could get arou~.::: 
this. The 15 class model provided a good testing ground f::,~: 
learning the modifiability of his algorithm. 
Since Bramer's long-range goal was perfect play (that is op-
timal play as opposed to jus~ correct play, see Bramer, l980a), 
he chose a unique sample by which the program's play could be 
studied. These were the 1733 positions where White can only play 
one move which wins, positions where the "pawn can run" being ex-
eluded. Of the 81662 legal pos1tions with White-to-move (not 
including P on 8th rank), only 62480 are wins, and 47223 of these 
wins are "trivial" because the pawn is essentially free to run. 
Therefore 15257 wins are non-trivial, and these 1733 would seem a 
good sample from them. The method used to refine the algorithm 
was simply "exception reporting". That is, program moves were 
compared with those in the database, and positions where they· 
disagreed were output. In this, the initial version of the algo-
·-~·-·~ • J -··-~... • .. , ••••••• 
rithm, there were 193 exceptions, all of which were corrected via 
a lengthy, but straightforward, series of amendments to the 
equ1valence classes, their value table, and their associated 
functions. The analysis of exceptions enhanced the understanding 
of how classes might be simplified, combined or generalized. The 
breakdown of the problem-space into equivalence classes facili-
tated the debugging process since it was always fairly easy to 
discern which class or associated function was responsible for an 
error. This was in contrast to the debugging of the Harris pro-
gram with its complex procedures. 
The final algorithm consisted of 24 equivalence classes. 
After further analysis of the selection table for this algorithm·, 
it was asserted that a number of these classes were in fact un-
necessary, as they could be "ORed" together. Thus six classes 
(16, 1~, 21, 22, 23, and 24) ~hich were related in that they all 
had the predicate "Rookpawn", were combined into one class, 16. 
As with the Harris Program, each time a change was made to the 
algorithm it was necessary to retest the entire position space 
before one could be certain of its effects. Recalling that one 
of Bramer's goals was that his model closely corresponds to text-
book descriptions, we find that each of the 19 classes satisf1es 
that criterion, and that in some cases textbook knowledge must be 
expanded or further generalized. 
After the above refinements plus a few more, the "19 
~ · 1 Class Model" qu1va ence played correctly in each of the "1733 
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critical" pos1tions (for an example see Section 5.3.5), although 
not in every position of the ent1re space. It returns optimal 
moves 1n all but 2139 of the 62480 pos1t1ons where Whlte-to-move 
wins, or in other words it plays optimally 1n 96.6% of the posi-
tions. The fact that 1.t ~ a~so played correctly in all the 1733 
pos i·t 1ons tested is not surprising, since all "hard" KPK w1ns 
would be expected to fall into one these 1733. In 921 (43.1%) of 
the non-optimal cases the incomplete implementation of "Pawn can 
run", which was Class 4, was held responsible. A 20-class model 
subsequently gave correct play in all cases (Bramer, 1981 ). 
Bramer (1900a) reports the successful modification of the 19 
equivalence class model for KPK by the additiory of 19 new classes 
to generate an algorithm which plays optimally for every KPK po-
sition. Again we see this "diminishing returns" effect mentioned 
earlier. For a relatively small number of exceptions it was 
necessary to do a great deal of work. I have reported the same 
phenomenon in attempting to correct the Harris KPK program, as 
also did Zuidema (1974) for KRK. A main overall conceptual 
framework seems to cover most of the positions 1n the problem-
space, but then the special cases may require that the number of 
rules or classes be doubled. The implementation of the 
equivalence class model for optimal KPK play is the same as for 
correct play, except that now there are 38 classes and 13 assoc1-
ated functions. The analysis of "effective distance" (i.e. the 
real distance between two squares in King moves, taking into ac-
count necessary detours (Bramer, 1977a)), which is embedded in 
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Fig. 6. 
White to move 
(This is Fig. 7 from Bramer (1980~. 
White's optimal move is 1.Kc4, winning 
in 13 ply.) 
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the subroutine "Pawn can run", was helpful in bringing about an 
optimal program. 
3.4 Clarke's KPK Database 
3.4.1 Construction and Organization 
As alluded to earlier, if we consider that the Pawn can be 
on four files (symmetry across the midline) and seven ranks, and 
the Kings can be anywhere on the chessboard, that gives: 
7 x 4 x 64 x 64 - 114688 configurations for KPK. 
Reducing this number for PR-8 with White to move, we deduct 
16384, leaving 98304 legal configurations with each side to move 
in the state space. Each position in this state space can be 
uniquely represented by the integer 0 to 98303 returned by the 
formula: 
. 
I - 16384 WPR + 4096 WPF + 512 WKR + 64 WKF + 8 BKR + BKF - 3744£,. 
where, 
WPR is the White Pawn' s;_ rank (range 2-7) 
WPF is the White Pawn's file (range 1-4) 
WKR is the White King's rank (range 1-8) 
WKF is the White King's fi·le (range 1-8) 
BKR is the Black King's rank (range 1-8) 
BKF is the Black King's file (range 1-8) 
The complete table for KPK was constructed by the technique of 
breadth-first backing up from terminal positions. Terminal posi-
::'•; 








P has queened) or Black draws (because he is stalemated). For 
Clarke's KPK these have all been defined with regard to Black-
to-move. Depth zero losses (of which there are 12985) are those 
where PR (pawn's rank) equals 8 and B does not attack the P, or 
PR equals 8, B attacks the P, and w defends it. Depth zero drawe 
are defined by either: B can take the P on the move (10093 posi-
tions) or Black is stalemated (9 of these). Depth zero w1ns ana 
losses with White•to•move are defined by their transposability 
and necessity to transpose, ~espectively, into depth zero posi-
tions for Black. For each KPK configuration, I, a twenty-bit 
word consisting of an eleven-bit part W(I) --one bit for each of 
the ten possible White moves in I plus an "evaluated" marker bit. 
and a similar nine-bit part B(I) for Black (Clarke, 1977). A 
more complete account of the breadth-first backing up, as well as 
a fuller description of this program, can be found in the above 
reference, but we shall just give the essentials considered 
necessary for understanding how Clarke's database is used in con-
junction with the other KPK p;r"ograms under discussion. 
After defining all the terminal positions we "back up" to 
all predecessor positions until all positions have been evaluated 
or left as members of the scanned-but-unevaluated group. . These 
are positions which will transpose into each other after some 
loop1ng, e.g. the drawn positions where Black can maintain the 
op~os1t1on indef1n1tely until White finally gives up his pawn or 
delivers stalemate. 
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the valu~ 0r· · 
w ~ eacn KPK conf1guza~1an is F.H:o-r ed 
1n a 20-blt word. The depth of draw or loss is held in W(I) for 
w-T-M paa1t1ons and in B(I) for B-T-M positions. These derrt:.ila 
j., 
range from 0 to 26 for both W(I) and B(I). Hence f(I), the fig-
ure which actually appears in the database, is defined by: 
f(I) • 27 * W(I) + B(I) 
and can range from 0 to 729. Wins and draws break down as fol-
lows: 
DEPTH ki(~) RESUI1T B.(~) :OEPTH 
0 0 Illegal, Black in Check 
·;. 1 Draw by Repetition 0 
0-5 2-7 Black can take Pawn 1-7 0-6 
0-18 8-26 White Wins :. 8-26 1-19 
In actuallt.y, only 262 of these values occur,. and only 251 mo2:e 
than once. In appearance, the database is Fortran format 1Sl4 
(18 columns with allocation for up to 4 digits each) and contains 
5462 such lines. Since each of the 98304 configurations requires 
8 bits of store, the database requires a total of 786432 bits of 
memory. One complete example of how the value of a KPK position 
can be retrieved from the database is given in Section 6 .2.1 ~ 
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Recently Shapiro and Niblett (1982) have po1nted out thac 
Clarke's database lncludes 384 B-T-M positlons which have no le-
gal predecessor (e.g. WK:cl, WP:a2, BK:b3). The Ha~xia prog~am 
recognizes such illegal positions and classifies them as such. 
'' .; .. 
•.' 
There is also ~ least one position with the P on the Bth r~k, ~ 
Black-to -move (e.g. WK:a3, WP:bS, BK:al) which 19 misclaasified 
because stalemate has been overlooked. 
Of the two other KPK programs studied in thia theais, Beal!e 
would not have been affected by the latter error in the Clark.e 
database since it did not attempt to evaluate positions with th!:c. 
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~ COMpARING ~ EQliR REPRESENTATIONS 
Qli COMPTITAT I ONAI I EFF I ("' I ENCY 
4.1 Their ·Implementation on the DEC 10 
Th~ ft1U~ proq~4ln6 under d1scussion, Harr is~, Ba&.l'S, 
Bramer's and Clarke's, have all been implemented on the Dundee 
University DEC-10. Each has been translated 1nt.o Algol-60, Wlth 
the exce~tion of Clarke~s database which was generat.ed by a For-
tran program, and received on a magnetic tape. Instead we do 
sequential lookup and input-output in Algol on Clarke's database. 
The implementation of Harris' program has already been fully 
described in Section 2.2. The Beal program was implemented as a. 
direct translation from. the original version ~n Fortran (Beal, 
1977) to Algol. The only modification was the addition of a few 
linea of code for Input-Output. 
The process of implementing Bramer's program was somewhat 
more problematic. Essentially the program was divlded into three 
parts. The first part consists primarily of the rather long Pro-
c9dure '~RUN which was translated from the Fortran version (Bra-
mer, 1977a). In addition, we received Algol versions of the Pro-
cedures LEGAL and STALEMATE which are prerequisite for further 
tests on KPK positions. The next part consists of the Procedure 
FINDROW (Bramer, 1980w which determines one of 38 classes which a 
successor position with B-T-M will fall into. Then the Pro-
cedure CLASSVAL orders these 38 classes, just as Bramer does in 
the work referenced above. Th t' · d · e n1r part is mainly compr1sed oy 
the Procedures MAKEMOVE, GENMOVES, BESTMOVE, TIEBREAK, ASSFNCVAL, 
and READTABLE. MAKEMOVE defines the possible K and P moves 1n 
KPK. GENMOVES tries these moves for a W-T-M posit1on, calls uo 
LEGAL to test for legality, and determines a class for the legal 
successor positions by calling FINDROW. In the event that two or 
more successor positions fall into the same highest valued class, 
I 
TIEBREAK is called by BESTMOVE. TIEBREAK in turn calls ASSFNCVAL 
which computes the associated function values for the tying 
moves. READTABLE is used simply to read in the numbers and orders 
of the associated functions from a file (FUNC.NUM) where they are 
stored. TIEBREAK is continuously called to bring in the next as-
sociated function for these tying moves until the tie is broken 
or until the associated functions for that class (at most four} 
have been exhausted. If the latter occurs, then the tie is arbi--
trarily broken by choosing the lower (lowest) indexed K move. 
Thus far for all positions tested it has been unnecessary ~o 
choose this arbitrary tie-breaking rule. This should be expected 
since, if the program is to play optimally, then there can be 
little room for random decisions. The last part of Bramer's pro-
gram was mostly designed from our understanding of Bramer's model 
as published (Bramer, 1977, 1980a) but not directly copied or 
translated from any actual program listing. The third part also 
consists of a very .short Procedure MOVES and a few lines in the 
MAIN program for purposes of I/0. 
The Clarke database is accessed independently in Algol by a 
program called BASE.ALG. This program is entirely composed of 
procedures extracted from HARBAS.ALG which, as described earl1er, 
was used to compare Harris Program values with database values 
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for a given pos1t1on. Again the Procedure VALUES is used to ac-
cess tre database value for a position number, or range of pos1-
tion numbers from 0 to 98304. Here the Procedure BASVAL has been 
slightly modified and improved to output more specific informa-
tion on the minimax-optimal value of a position. The Procedures 
EXT, POS, BASPOSNOALG, and CONVALG are used for convers1on of a 
position number (POSNUM) to Algebraic Notation for the purposes 
of output. The MAIN program also includes a few l1nes of code 
used to keep a record of the time consumed and the time differen-
tial in this sequential process of database access. 
4.2 Spatial Factors 
With ~egaid to core and disk requirements in terms of space. 


























This table shows that running the Beal Program is comparable 
to running the database access routine (BASE.ALG) in terms of 
words required in core. Beal's decides which of 48 rules is ap-
plicable for a given position in determining its game-theoretlc 
value. BASE.ALG decodes a value for a position in the database 
into its game-theoretic value with each side to move, check~ng 
for legality, and converting the input, which is a position 
number, into output in algebraic notation. The Harris and Bramer 
programs are considerably bigger in core. However, readers are 
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reminded of the var1ed knowledge offered by these programs --
that is, the Harris Program provides a reason for why it has de-
cided a position is a win or a draw, and the Bramer Program, 
while only useful in evaluating White-to-move positions, also 
provides the beat move (38-claas versi9n) or winning move (19-
class vera ion). 
4.3 Time Factors 
Table4.lshows that the Beal Program and BASE.ALG are also 
similar with regard to time factors, again demonstrating the corn-
putational efficiency of the decision table approach. The Harris 
and Bramer programs are also similar with regard to CPU time con-
sumption; Bramer's runs slightly slower (.18 sec./pos. avg. vs . 
. 15 sec./pos. avg.), but in compensation: 
1) It is correct; 
2) It gives optimal moves in H-LQ-play wins positions. 
For example, in position number 10000, W to play, given in Table 
4.1, Bramer's Program gives the optimal move, WP:c2-c4, whereas 
Harris' returns: "White wins,· WK can get two ranks ahead of WP"; 
while this is true, and the procedure of bringing the WK two 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































y_ EARLY EXPERIMENTS 
5.1 Objectives 
In the previous section we compared our four specimen pro-
grams on computational efficiency. In providing a "common denom-
inator" for the testing of these programs, i.e. the Algol-60 
language on the DEC 10 computer, we have attempted to maintain as 
closely as possible a resemblance to their original form. That 
is, changes due to translation into Algol-60 or to meet DEC 10 
system specifications have been carried out in the spirit of 
maintaining the program's original format wherever possible. 
Inpu~/output encoding has therefore been kept to a minimum. 
Now we shall turn our attention to the "cognitive efficien-
cy" of these four specimen programs. Which representation, when 
translated back into English, will serve as the most effective 
"advice text" for human beginners? That is, which advice text 
will prove to be most intelligible from the human user's point 
.. 
of view? (See Figure 7 for our hypothesis)Hence we now embark on 
the translation process of these three programs (of course it 
would not be practical to attempt to translate the database) into 
some suitable tabular, English-language representations. Beal 
pro.vides us with a decision table of 48 rules for his program 
(Beal, 1977,1980). We attempt to modify it, if possible, into a 
more usable English-language decision table. At first this may 
seem like a rather cumbersome and futile exercise, unnecessarily 
enlarging the outward appearance of the table. However, we hope 
that the effort expended in this direction will pay dividends in 
















( Shallo\1/'.J...) ______ _, R "-!Clarke's diagram! 
'Human-inte J.ligible' 
corresponds roughly 
to can be carried in 
the head 
'Human-executable' 
means (rough~y) can 
be used as a crib' 
rlgure 7- The four representations \J/hich are to be treated as 
'cribs'. Top half of figure taken from Clarke (1977) 
bottom from Michie (1982a). 
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is then flowcharted, translated and organized according to pro-
cedural flow. Lastly Bramer's •19 Equivalence Class Model" is 
translated and organized into a similar decision-rule structure 
as Seal's, mapping positions into Classes, Classes to their ap-
propriate Associated Functions, and finally providing a correct 
move in H-~-~ ~ positions. 
5.2 DESIGN OP THE EXPERIMENT 
Each subject was handed the given Advice Text and seated at 
a table equipped with an empty chessboard and the three pieces 
WK,WP and BK together with scratch paper. Preliminary experimen-
tation was performed on four subjects averaging 1628 in rating. 
Three of the four were tested on the Beal Advice Text alone, and 
the fourth was tested on the Harris-Kopec Advice Text as well 
(see Table 5.1). The Bramer Advice Text was still being prepared 
and hence not used in this pilot experiment. Tne results of the 
first two subjects tested, Beveridge and Feather, were of partic-
ular interest since Beveridge had a high rating for the purposes 
of this experimentation, and some computer science coursework as 
well, while Feather was a cemputer science Ph.D. student. 
Beveridge completed only 9 of the 15 stimulus test positions in 
the hour allotted, but all of his responses for Rule Number and 
Value were correct. Feather completed 10 positions, scoring 8/10 
on Rule Number (R) and19/l0 on their corresponding Values (V). 
The actual experiment, was performed according to the same 
conditions as in the preliminary experimentation as described 
above. The decision table, definitions, and the 48 translated 
rules appear on the pages which follow the test positions, there-
by comprising the Beal Advice Text (see section 5.4.1 for further 
-sa-



































H. Borland 1625 
A. Hountford 1625 
R. McDonald 1480 
H. Urquhart 1535 
D. Ward 1725 
B. Ratcliffe 1365 
E. Camp bell 1580 
R. Kelly 1735 
T. Lacey 1485 
1600 * N. McGregor 
IJ. McGregor 1680:. 
F. Taylor 1610 
~T • Blaikie 1250 
























(1) = Beal; (2) = Harris-Kopec; 
Treatments 
Advice Text Used 
( 1 ) 
( 1 ) 
( 1 ) 
( 1 '2) 
Treatments 
Advice Text Used 
(1,2)1f 
(2,3)* 
( 1 ) 
( 2' 1 ) 
( 3 '1 ) 
( 1 '2) 
( 3) 
(2,3) 
. ( 1 '3) 
(2,3) 
( 1 '2) 
(3) 
( 2 '1 ) 
(3) 
(3) = Bramer 
* Rating ls an approximate estimate. 
1f No answers given; subject not used in main tabulations for this 
Advice Text. 
* Subject misunderstood the task, and therefore his results with this 
Advice Text will not be tabulated. 
t These one-treatment tests were regarded as incomplete, and have 
been excluded from the main tabulations. 
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deca1ls). Exper1mentat1on with the Harrls-Kopec and Bramer Ad-
vice Texts was designed accordingly as descr1bed in Sect1ons 
5.4.2 and 5.4.3 respectively. 
The experiment was compr1sed of 14 subjects averaging 1542 
in rating, 28 years in age (Table 5.1 J. Ratings ranged from 1250 
to 1735; ages ranged from 16 to 62. Of the 14 subjects' results, 
only 10 were considered usable as "matched-palrs results", where 
a subject was tested on two Advice Texts. Subjects were given 
one hour for each Advice Text, with a 20 minute break in between. 
Two of these paired-results involved attempts to use an Advice 
Text where there was a complete misunderstand1ng~ 
5.3 Method: The Translat1on Process 
5.3.1 Translation of Beal's Program 
Despite the presumption that Beal's program had been corn-
pletely and correctly translated fro~ Fortran into DEC-10 Algo: 
(Section-4.1), the process of translating Rules and Entry Condi-
tions from Algol into Englis~ demonstrated otherwise. The Algol 
program had compiled and executed, giving the correct answer on 
all input positions thus far tested. Nonetheless the necessity 
of identifying each Rule in the program in order to produce a 
precise English-language "Advice Text" resulted in the discovery 
of a number of transcription errors in the Algol code. In face, 
errors in Beal's decision table for Rules 6, 31, and 33 (Fig. 3, 
Beal, 1980) which do not appear in the Fortran listing of the 
same publication, (see Note 2) were also discovered during chis 
translation process. 
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Many rules are somewhat redundant or repetit1ve. Some im-
pliclt entry conditions are not specified, i.e. Rule 12, which 
has as entry condition: PR=7, wR~8 g1ves (W-?PP)•2 & (B-7Q)s0, 
Wh1te w1ns, meaning that the WK's distance from the P's effect1ve 
rank (effective rank equals PR, except when PR equals 2, then 3) 
equals 2 AND the BK is on the Queening Square, then Wh1te Wins, 
assumes PF <> 1. 
The position space for Beal's program regards files 1-4, 
ranks 2-7 as unique for the P. The two Rules which suffice for 
most of the position space, numbers 7 and 8, would correspond to 
Harris' and Bramer's (Class 4) "Pawn-Can (Cannot)-Run" and 
"King-Can (Cannot)-Take-Pawn 11 (Class 1 Bramer) routines. As 
Table 5~2 shows, these two Rules alone satisfy 71.8% of the KPK 
configurations. Rules 7, 8, 28, 31, 4, 33, and 5 together handle 
90% of the position space. If one goes over the Rules, it is 
quickly apparent that for the most part they are very specific. 
There is much room for combining, modifying and in effect delet-











RULES vs. PERCENT OF SPACE 










of space satisfied 
54336 = 63.2 85923 
61716 = 71.8 85923 
66493 = 77.4 85923 
69962 = 81.4 85923 
73032 = 84.9 85923 
75559 = 87.9 85923 
77348 = 90.0 85923 
The above table shows that 7 o~·Beal's 48 Rules covered 90% of the 
problem space, and that the remaining 41 rules were necessary for 
"exceptions". 
Note: Figures used are taken from Beal ( 1977). 
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5.3.2 Examples of Beal's Decision Table Approach for KPK 
Ex. 1. 
Ex. 2. 
Rule 7, which detects 54336 of the 98304 possible configurations, 
is: 
(B ~ Q) > (PP ~ Q) 
where the s.y.mbols are defined as follows: 
B Black King' s square 
~ Distance 
Q Queening square 
PP Pawn's square 
Rule 29 Pf=1 A Bf > 3 A (B ~ SD) - (W ~ SD) < -1 & SDR > PPR 
If TRUE then the position is a DRAW. 
Where the symbols are: 
Pf Pawn's file 
Bf Black King's file 
SD A square defined by, which breaks down into: 
SDF 
SDR 
Square defined by file; 
Square defined by rank; 
PPR Pawn's Effective Rank 
SDF = 3 
SDR = If WBC:BR+l Then BR+Bf-3 
Else BR 
Taking the position WP:a3,BK:d4,WKf3, for example, we get: 
WR.C:BR + 1 so SDF = 3; SDR = 4 + 3 - 3 = 4 
Now. the DISTANCE (~) is evaluated by taking the maximum absolute 
value of the difference in the respective coordinates of the pieces 
involved. Hence 
BK SD 
(B ~ SD) = DIST(4~,i:4) = 1 
WK SD 
(W ~ SD) = DIST(~3,3~) = 3 
(B ~ SD) (W ~ SD) = 1 - 3 = -2, which is < -1 
and SDR = 4, which is > PPR (3). 
So Rule 29 holds true, and the position is a DRAW. 
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5.3.3 Translation of Harris' Program 
Th1s program, not surpris1ngly, proved to be the hardest eo 
cranslate 1nto an Advice Text. It is long, complex, and pro-
cedural. The successful computat1on of a pos1tion value 1s 
dependent on the prec1se calculation and understanding of qu1te a 
number of definitions and definitional procedures. Correctly 
marking the board in order to compute various d1stance measures 
1s an essential ingredient for the correct use of this Advice 
Text. Use of scratch paper to store results of computations is 
also probably essential, since the number of these quickly grows 
I 
out of hand for the human memory. The necessity for board mark-
ing is stressed in the instructions. Throughout the translation 
process it was difficult to find a balance between maintaining 
the structure and details of the program while making use of the 
advantages offered by the English language. 
Another point which must be mentioned here is that the 
Harris Program version being translated was tested as·98.33% 
correct on Posnums 0-10000, as reported earlier. With changes 
having been made to Procedures WKOPP and RANK234, the resulting 
Advice Text was renamed "Harris-Kopec". Thus a small amount of 
"advice" was being given, which was known to be imprecise or in-
correct in the sense that it was known that PROCEDURE RANK234 did 
not correctly evaluate all the positions it emcompassed. However 
based on the earlier reported empirical testing and on B1tner and 
Hansche's (1976) comments, it was considered that there was suf-
ficient reason to regard the modified version of PROCEDURE WKOPP 
(with SSOP and KOPOP) superior to Harris' original version. 
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5.3.4 Translat1on of Bramer's Program 
Translation of Bramer's Program into English proved eo be a 
rather straightforward task. Even though chis program 1s compar-
able to the Harris-Kopec program in length, the structures and 
computations involved are much simpler, and therefore easier to 
translate. Most of the 19 classes had already been translated 
into ~nglish (Bramer, 1977), and their concepts were readily 
understandable by the human chessplayer. 
The translation of a number of complex Algol procedures, 
such as GENMOVES, T IEBREAK, BESTMOVE and ASSFNCVAL was greatly 
curtailed by some careful stepwise instructions, as in Bramer 
(1980a.,.p,84), and the use of the table on p.220 of Bramer's Ph.D. 
thesis (see Section 5.4.3 here, ~ Bramer Advice ~ (page 
B3)). The instructions were therefore an essential ingred1ent of 
the translation process, and these went through a few levels of 
refinement before being used in the experiment. 
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5. 3. 5 Example of Bramer's 19 Equivalence Class Approach for KPK 
(See Seccion 5.4.3 for the actual Advice Texc.) 
For this position let us consider 4 legal su~essor positions 
with the move index in Bramer's notation given in"()" : Kg6 
( 6 ) , Kg 7 ( 7 ) , Kg 8 ( 8 ) , d 4 ( 10 ;) • 
... 
If we go through the Equivalence Class List for the successor po-
sitions resulting from the above moves, we find they all fall 
into Class 18: 
The WKR is greater than the PR (White Wins ·l 
Now turning to the Table on Page B3 we find that Class 18 has As-
sociated Functions 4, 1 and 8 to be applied. Applying these As-
sociated Functions as "tie-breakers" we find that moves t6), (7), 
and (8) still tie on Associated Function 4: MIN of WK to P file 
d1fference, 
while move (10) falls out. Hence Associated Function 1 is ap-
plied, giving: 
L MAX of PR 
Agaln moves (6), (7) and (8) tie. 
Now we apply Associated Function 8: 8 minus the MIN of WK eo ? 
rank difference, giving: 
8 - MIN of rank difference of WK to ? for moves 
(Kg6, Kg7, Kg8) 
- 8- MIN((5-2),(7-2),(8-2)) 
- 8 - 4 
Hence the move Kg6 is the only winning move in the position since 
it is selected from one of the "1733 Critical Positions". 
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5.4 The Advice Texts 
The translation process resulted in three Adv1ce Texts Wlde-
ly varying in size, structure, and complexity. The Beal Adv1ce 
Text is clearly decision-table-like and straightforward in it3 
appl1cation except for a few complex rules and definitlons. The 
Harris-Kopec Advice.Text is at the other end of the spectrum, be-
lng very procedural and complex in application. The two share 
the necessity for some intricate definitions. The Bramer Adv1ce 
Text is in some sense intermediate, being neither decision-
table-like nor procedural. Its application may at first appear 
complex, but once its consistency in form is discovered by the 
user; he/she will find it rather "friendly". The Bramer defini-
tions are few, and easy to recognize for the chessplayer. We now 
consider each Advice Text in more detail. 
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5.4.1 The Beal Adv1ce Text 
This Advice Text is g1ven below and cons1sts oi 8 pages 1n 
all. There 1s one page for stimulus positions (15) and board 
representation. All stimulus positions are Wh~te-to-move s1nce 
the Table's 48 Rules are all designed for White-to-move posi-
tions. One page (Page C) is devoted to the decision table 1t-
self, and one page is for definitions. Of the definitions, SG 
and SD are rather unpleasant to use. Fortunately these are only 
used for Rules 28, 29, and 30. The remaining four pages are de-
voted to the 48 Rules themselves. These for the most part are 
easy to comprehend, with the exception of Rules 28-31 and 33, 
which are rather long and cumbersome. For subjects who might not 
have been acquainted with certain mathematical symbols the def in--
itions of the notation used as given in Table 1 (see Page 10) was 
provided. Empty boxes in the decision-table mean "don't care" 
for those parameters involved. It is ·important to note that if 
no matching Rule is found, then the position is a draw. In a 
preliminary version of the Te_xt, the first three of the randomly 
constructed input positions found no Table matches. It was de-
cided that this was poor design, since subjects might be 9sycho-




DON BEAL'S PROGRAM AS A KPK ADVICE TEXT 
INSTRUCTIONS 
On the next page (PAGE B) you Wlll find a number of 9osi-
tions from the ending King and Pawn vs. King (KPK). Use the 
TABLE on PAGE C to determine which Rule (of 48) matches which 90-
sition. Definitions are provided on PAGE D. After finding a Rule 
for a position, determine the "VALUE" (Win or Draw) of each posi-
tion by looking up the appropriate Rule on the following pages. 
Enter results on PAGE B in the columns provided. 
It is suggested that you try each Rule sequentially. If a 
Rule has no entry condition, then go to the Rule directly. A 
Rule is TRUE if all the "AND" conditions hold true. 
Scratch paper and chess set/board are provided. Subjects 
will have one hour to complete the experiment. 
Use whatever chess talents or knowledge you have. Don't 




ALL POSITIONS WHITE TO MOVE 
WK BK WP RULE NUMBER VALUE 
~------------------------------- ---------------- -----------
1. d~ d7 b5 
2. a4 c5. a2 
3. f)2 c7 b3 
4. d6 c8 d5 
5. diJ ~ d2 
6. f3 g6" c3 
7. hl -f5 d3 
8. U2 d7 b3 
9. cS e6 d3 
10. hJ h7 c3 
11. b3 d5 f6" 
12. d5 d8 b6 
13. dl f8 c3 
14. d5 c2 a2 
15. ~- as b5 
-------------------------------- ------------~---~-------------














































































PF PR WF WR BF BR WR-PR BR-PR WR-BR BF-Pf IWF-Prl IBF -PFI 13F -WF -· 
=1 =7 =1 =8 =3 >6 
=T =6 c4 =6 =3 =8 
=1 =1 :>o 
=-r =7 ·>2 
=1 ~3 
=1 =1 =3 =1 =1 
=1 ~3 52 =8 =4 -?:.7 
=2 =6 ~3 =6 =1 =8 
=2 =6 :4 :8 =1 :8 
=7 c8 
~- ·------~~- --




>1 =6 :8 =1 
>1 =6 >6 =2 
=1 =6 :1 :8 =2 :6 
~5 :0 =2 =2 =0 -
>1 =5 =1 ~1 
>1 =5 
>1 =5 ~4 ~2 :3 =0 
)] :5 
=2 :3 >1 
=2 =0 >1 =1 









=-1 :0 ~2 ;z!2 
=0 "'l 
=0 <-1 
)1 :0 >l 
>1 !3 
._>_l_ ~2 <o 
>1 ~3 l ~1 ~2 t!O 
>l ~0 25 ~3 
....__._~·-- --~--------:"'. 




>2 =0 =2 






§Q (Goal Square) is comprised of: 
SGF : If the WK's file is less than the P's file, 
then the P's file minus 1, 
ELSE 
the P's file plus 1. 
SGR If the WK's file equals the P's file 
and the WK's rank is greater than the BK's rank, 
then the WK's rank minus 1 
ELSE 
the WK's rank minus (the absolute value of the 
difference in files between WK and P) plus 1. 
~ (Square Defined) is comprised of: 
SDF = 3 
SDR If (the BK's rank is 1 less than the WK's rank, 
and possibly equal to or greater than the WK's rank) 
then the BK's rank plus BK's file minus 3 
ELSE 
the BK's rank. 
1 One file towards the pawn. E.g. TBF = If BF > PF then BP-1 
ELSE BF+1 . 
Square the P is on exce~t when the P's rank equals 2, 
then the square abov~ the P. 
'· 
Queening Square Square on which P will queen .. 
distance The distance between two squares, i.e. the maximum 
between (the positive· value of the file difference 
between two squares) 
AND 
(the positive value of the rank difference between 
two squares) 

























BK's rank minus PPR rank is greater than 1 
DRAW 
BK's rank is 1 or more greater than the P's 
effective rank (PPR) 
DRAW 
The distance of the BK from the Queening Square is 
greater than the distance of PPR from the Queening Square 
WHITE WINS 
WK's distance from PPR is at least 2 greater than the BK's 





WK is a distance of 2 from PPR and the BK is on the Queening 
Square 
DRAW 
BK is on the Queening Square 
WHITE WINS 
WK's distance from PFR is less than or equal to 2, and the 
BK is not on the Que~ning Square 
WHITE WINS 
BK's distance from the square 2 ranks ahead and 1 file to the 
rignt of the P is greater than WK's distance from the square 
to the right of the P, 
AND BK's distance from that square is greater than 1 
WHITE WINS 
BK's distance from the square 2 ranks ahead and 1 file to the 
left of the P is greater than ·the distance of the WK from the 
square to the left of the P 
WHITE WINS 
WK's distance from the square 2 ranks behind the BK is 
WHITE WINS 
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Rule 18 WK's distance from the square on the file of the BK, 
rank 5, is less than or equal to 1 
'tlHI TE WINS 
Rule 19 DRAW 
Rule 20 WHITE WINS 
Rule 21 WHITE WINS 
Rule 22 WK's distance from the square diagonally in front to the 
ri~ht, above the P, is 1 
AND the BK's distance from that square is greater 
WHITE WINS 
Rule 23 WHITE WINS 
Rule 24 WK's distance from the square diagonally in front to the 
left of the P is 1 
AND BK's distance from that square is greater 
WHITE WINS 
Rule 25 WK's.distance from the squar~ 2 ranks above the BK is 
less than or equal to 1 
WHITE WINS 
Rule 26 Kings are on the same side of the P 
DRAW 
Rule 27 WHITE WINS 
Rule 28 BK's distance from PPR minus WK's distance from the. SG 




AND WK's rank is greater than the P's 
AND WK to P rank difference is greater than WK to P file 
difference 
AND BK's distance fr9m SG is greater than WK's distance 
from SG ·· 
WHITE WINS 
BK's distance from SD is two or more less than the WK's 
AND SDR is greater than the PPR 
DRAW 
BK's distance from SD is less than or equal to the WK's 
distance from SD 
AND SDR is greater than the ·ppR 
AND the file difference between BK and P is less than or 
















BK's distanc~ from the square diagonally to the right 
above the P 1s greater than the WK's distance from that square 
AND BK's distance from the square 3 above 1 file to the 
right of the P is greater than the WK's di~tance from the 
square diagonally to the right above p 
AND the ~K is not on the diagonal f~om the lef~ bel~ft th~ P. 
through the P, ~o the right above the P 
WHITE WINS 
BK is on the square ~ ranks above, 1 file to the right of the P 
AND the WK's distance from the square diagonally in front to 
the right of the P is 1 
WHITE WINS 
BK's distance from the square diagonally to the left above 
the P is greater than the WK's distance from that square 
AND BK's distance from the square 3 above, 1 file to the left 
of the P is greater than the WK's distance from the square 
diagonally to the left above the P 
AND the WK is not on the diagonal from the left above the P, 
through the P, to the right below the P 
WHITE WINS 
BK is on the square 3 ranks above, 1 file to the left of the P 
AND WK's distance from the square diagonally to the left above 
the P is 1 
WHITE WINS 
BK's distance from the square 2 ranks above, 1 file to the r~:~ht 
of the P is greater than the WK's distance from that square 
WHITE WINS 
BK's distance from the square 2 ranks above, 1 file to the left 
of the P is greater than the WK's distance from that square 
WHITE WINS 
WHITE WINS 
WK's distance from the square 2 ranks above, 1 file to the left 
of the BK is less than o~ equal to 1 
WHITE WINS 
WK is on or adjacent to the square 2 ranks above, 1 file to 
the right of the BK 
WHITE WINS 
WK's distance from the square behind the P is less than or 
equal to 1 
WHITE WINS 
WK is adjacent to the square 2 ranks below the BK 
WHITE WINS 
Fiie difference between BK and P is greater than or equal to 









The PPR equals 3, file difference between BK and P is 1 less 
than, equal to, or greater than the file difference between 
WK and P 
WHITE WINS 
File difference between BK and P is 1 less, equal to, or 
greater than the file difference between WK and P 
,N'HITE WINS 
BK's rank equals the PPR 
AND the WK is on or adjacent to the TBF (square one file 
towards the P from BK) with rank 2 above the BK 
WHITE WINS 
WK is on or adjacent to the square 2 files to the right, 
rank below the P 
WHITE WINS 
WK is on or adjacent to the square 2 files to the left, 
1 rank below the P 
WHITE WINS 
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5.4.2 The Harrls-Kopec Advice Text 
This Adv1ce Text is g1ven below and cons1sts of 12 pages. 
One is devoted to instructions; one for st1mulus pos1t1ons (10l 
and board representat1on; one for top level procedural flow; 
two for definitions; five for the actual procedures of the Ad-
vtce Text, and two final pages exemplify1ng the board mark1ng 
necessary for proper use of the Advice Text. The Procedural Flow 
Diagram (Bitner & Hansche, 1976) is intended to guide the user-
towards the appropriate Procedures to be used in order to reach a 
decision on the value (win or draw) of a stimulus position. The 
two pages of definitions are of. two types, one page being for 
specific board relationships such as AHEADl, KNIGHTUP, PRANK 
etc., the other being used to compute distance relationshtps 
between two pieces, or a piece and surrounding squares. The Pro-
cedures PAWNCANNOTQUEEN and KINGCANNOTTAKEPAWN are intended tO 
determine whether what their names mean is true. The steps in·-
volved for both these Procedures are numerous and involved. The 
human chessplayer will most probably find it easier to decide for 
himself whether these are true. Finally, there are Procedures 
RANK234, RANKS, RANK6, and RANK7 which classify a position ac-
cording to the P's rank. The distance computations involved in 
these Procedures are complex and their purpose difficult for the 
human to comprehend. The names given to groups of squares under 
consideration, which have been defined under "Definitions" should 
be helpful. Finally, the reasons attached to a value do help in 
giving some idea of why that result has been obtained. 
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PAGE Hl 
THE HARRIS-KOPEC PROGRAM AS A KPK ADVICE TEXT 
INSTRUCTIONS 
On PAGE H2 you Wlll f1nd a number of K1ng and Pawn vs. K1ng 
(KPK) positions with White and Black to move. Use the Procedural 
Flow diagram on PAGE H3 to determine the "VALUE" (Win or Draw) of 
each 90s~tion by carrying out the Procedures defined on PAGES 
H6-Hl0. 
Indicate which Procedure allowed you to reach a dec~sion and 
the reasons for a VALUE (if given, the reason will appear in 
parenthesis after results). 
Definitions which are used in various Procedures appear on 
PAGES H4 and HS. Definition~ specific to a Procedure appear at 
the top of it. A sample board marking appears on PAGE Hll. 
Scratch paper and chess set/board are provided. It is strongl~-· 
suggested that subjects try marking the board initially. 
Subjects will have one hour to complete the experiment. Use 
whatever chess knowledge you have to facilitate your understand-
ing of the Procedures. Don't hesitate to ask questions if you 








































































Procedural Flow of Harris's KPK Program 









Branch to a deciding routine 
depending on Pawn's position 








Yes Can the BK reach the Queening Square?j 
No 
Can the WK get to N7 
~ (b7 or g7 in Algebraic Notation)? 
. jean the WK get to N8 (b8 or g8) 









PGUARDLEFT: The square diagonally to the left above the P 
PGUARDRIGHT: The square diagonally to the right above the P 
NEVER: A square which can never be reached with regard to a 
spec1fic K (marked 99) 
UP: The square directly in front of a P 
DOWN: The square directly behind a P 
LEFT: The square to the left of a P 
RIGHT: The square to the right of a P 
RANKLEN: The length of a rank (8) 
INFRONT: The 6 squares 1n front of a P, 1.e. X X X 
X X X 
p 
INFRONTLEN: Equals 6 
FLANKLEN: The two square diagonally behind a P, i.e. p 
X X 
AHEADOREVEP: The 5 squares ahead or even with a P, i.e. X X X 
X P X 
AOEWPLEN: Equals 5 
AHEADl: The 3 squares in front of a P, i.e. X X X 
p 
AlLEN: Equals 3 
ASIDE10R2: The squares 2 to the left and 2 to the right of a P 
AND the squares immediately to the left and right 
of a P, i.e. X X P X X 
ASIDEl: The squares immediately to the left and right of a P, 
i.e. X P X 
ASIDE2: The squares 2 to the left and 2 to the right of a P 
KNIGHTUP: The 2 squares a Knight jump in front of a P, i.e. 
S X S 
X where "S's" are these squares. 
p 
RANKSIX: The 6th rank 
WMOVE: TRUE if W to move, otherwise FALSE 
BMOVE: TRUE if B to move, otherwise FALSE 
PFILE: The file of the P 
PRANK: The rank of the P 
WKF ILE: The f 1le of the WK 
WKRANK: The rank of the WK 
BKFILE: The file of the BK 
BKRANK: The rank of the BK 
QS: The square on which the P will queen 
RP: The Rookpawn 
AHEAD2: The 3 squares 2 ranks ahead of the P, i.e. S S S 
X 
P (mar ked w 1 1:.n 11 s) 
AHEAD2LEN: Equals 3 
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PAGE H5 
DEFINITIONS OF DISTANCE PROCEDURES 
DIST(K,P): The accessibility of a square to a King. 




IF the parity (±) of the K concerned matches 
the parity of the square concerned 
THEN the EOsitive value of the sguare concerned 
.l. 
3 !Otherwise NEVER I 
SUREDIST(P,S):. The accessibility of a square's immediate neighbours 
(if the square itself is inaccessible) to a King. 
1 
2 
ILet D equal DIST(P,s)l 
"" IF D lS NEVER 
THEN for the 8 surrounding squares to S, 
A Let DIS equal the DIST of the piece P to them 
B Update D to values which are possible for these squares. 
t 
3 SUREDIST equals the last Eossible distance, Dl 
MINDIST(K,OFFSETS,OFFLEN): The minimum distance of a K to a square or 







For each of the squares in a specified area around the P 
Let DIS equal DIST(K,P) 
IF DIS is less than MINIMUM 
THEN let MINIMUM e ual the value of DIS 
I MINDIST is set to the last value of MINIMUM! 
MAXDIST(K,OFFSETS,OFFLEN): The maximum distance of a K to a square 
or group of squares. 
1 Set MAXIMUM to number 
2 For each of the squares in a specified area around the P 
A Let DIS equal DIST(K,P) 
IF DIS is greater than MAXIMUM 
B THEN let MAXIMUM e ual the value of DIS 
3 MAXDIST is set to the last value of MAXIMUM 









WK is on the file of the P and somewhere ahead of it. 
BK is on the file of the P and somewhere ahead of it. 
Square the P is located on. 
List of all the squares the BK can reach. 
NEWBKLIST: List of all the targetsquares for the BK which are generated by 
trying legal moves. 
1 !Assume PAWNCANNOTQUEEN l.e. BK can catch the Pl 
+ 
2 IF the WK is not INWAY of a RP, AND the P is not BLOCKED 
THEN: 
3 Initialize BKLIST all 64 s uare s FALSE 
4 I Set BKLIST for sguare BK is on to TRUE; Mark the P' s initial location I 
+ 
5 I~..-I_s_i_t_B..,.l_a_c_k,;_'_s_m_ov__,;;,e_?...,I_~Y=ES=-_....- PROCEDURE MOVEBK 
rNO r. For each square marked true on BKLIST: 
Is the WK INWAY? t--...... YES A Try all 8 possible moves 6 
I NO B Add legal ones to NEWBKLIST, marking them 
-!-· TRUE 
7 IF the P is on rank 2, C Update BKLIST to entries in NEWBKLIST 
! 
i 




the BK is adjacent to 
and behind the P 
E Continue with next step 1 
OR the WK lS 2 ranks above the P, one file to the left 
OR the WK is 2 ranks above the p 
OR the WK lS 2 ranks above the P, one 
THEN the P must be considered on rank 2 
Otherwise 
the P can be "imagined" to be on rank 
does not equal Qp WHILE WPLOOC 
AND WPLOC and QS are not on BKLIST 
Increment the P's rank 
file to the right 
3 
After each increment IF the WPLOC is not on BKLIST 
AND the QS is not on BKLIST 
THEN MOVEBK 
1 
Finally, when we have stopped incrementing the P' s rank 
IF the WPLOC AND QS are not on BKLIST 
THEN WHITE WINS; PAWNCANNOTQUEEN is FALSE 




DEFINITIONS BKDIST equals DIST(BK,P) 
WKDIST equals WKRANK minus P' s rank 
Assume KINGCANNOTTAKEPAWN, i.e. Pawn is safe from BKl 
J.. 
2 IF the BKDIST is not NEVER 
THEN 
3 IF the WKDIST is less than or equal to zero 
(i.e. the WKRANK is less than or equal to the P's rank) 
OR 
the file difference between WK and P is greater than one, 
HEN 
o times WKDIST plus ( 0 
greater than BKDIST 
t 
4 KINGCANNOTT.AKEPAWN J.s FALSE 
BLACK DRAWS ( BK can capture P) 
if WMOVE, otherwise 1) 
PROCEDURE ROOKPAWN 
1 IF DIST(BK,QS) is not NEVER, i.e. BK can reach QS 
THEN BLACK DRAWS (BK can block advance of P) 
2 OtherwJ.se ·-
IF DIST(WK,b7 or g7 depending on whether a-pawn or h-pawn) 
is less than NEVER 
THEN WHITE WINS ( WK can block BK away from P) 
t 
3 OtherwJ.se 
IF the P' s rank is greater than or equal to 5 
AND 
DIST(WK,b8 or g8 depending on whether a-pawn or h-pawn) 
is less than NEVER 
THEN WHITE WINS (WK can get off rookfile and P can 
move up for protection) 
+ 
!OtherwJ.se BLACK DRAWS ( WK can get J.n front, but-f 





DEFINITIONS: WKIN equals MINDIST(WK,AHEAD1,3) 
1 IF MINDIST WK,AHEAD2,A2LEN) is less than NEVER 
THEN WHITE WINS (\-TK can get two ranks ahead of P) I 
+ 
2 Otherwise 
IF WKIN is greater than or egual to NEVER 





IF the WKRANK ~s less than or egual to the P rank 
AND 
DIST(WK,UP) is greater than or egual to 
(DIST(BK, the square 4 ahead of the P) minus one) 
AND 
not (SSOP OR KOPOP) 
THEN BLACK DRAWS ( BK can reach the square 4 ranks 
ahead of the P) 
Otherwise 
IF WKOPP is TRUE 
THEN WHITE WINS (WK can get ~n front of P with opposition) 
+ 
Otherwise 
BLACK DRAWS (WK cannot get in front of P, 
and no s_p_ecial _p_awn push works) 
PROCED~ RANK5 
DEFINITIONS: SIDE: IF WKFILE is less than PFILE THEN minus RIGHT 
Otherwise RIGHT 
DIS: DIST(WK,WP plus (two times SIDE)) 
BDIS: DIST(BK,WP plti.s (two times (Up plus SIDE))) 
1 IF MINDIST WK,AHEAD1 ,A1LEN is le ss than NEVER 
THEN WHITE WINS (WK can et in front of P) 
2 Otherwise 
IF DIST(WK,O, 4ora5 in Algebraic Notation) is less than NEVER 
OR 
DIST(WK, 7, 4 or h5 in Algebraic Notation) is less than NEVER 
THEN BLACK DRAWS (WK cannot et in front of P) 
3 !Otherwise 
I 
IF DIS is less than DIST(WK,WP plus SIDE) 
AND BDIS is less than DIST(BK,WP plus (two times UP) plus SIDE)) 
AND DIS equals BDIS minus one 
THEN WHITE WINS (S ecial case WP can be uushed) 











! IF MINDIST(WK,AHEAD1 ,A1LEN) is less than NEVER 
I THEN WHITE wrns (WK can support advance of p) 
L 
Otherwise 
IF the positive value of the file difference between 
BK and P is greater than one 
AND the K's are on the same side of the P 
AND the WK' s rank is less than 5 
THEN 
A IF SUREDIST WK ,P plus DOWN is less than or egual to 
DIST(BK,WP plus (two times UP)) plus one 
B 
AND the positive file difference between BK and P 
is greater than the file difference between 
(WK and P minus one if WMOVE is TRuE) 
!THEN WHITE WINS (WK can use_P to osition 
Otherwise 
BLACK DRAWS (BK can ge.t in front of P before WK) 
+ 
Otherwise 
IF MINDIST(WK,ASIDE1,2) equals (MINDIST(BK,KNIGHTUP,2) 
plus one) 
THEN WHITE WINS (WK can et even with P with o osition) 
+ 
Otherwise. 
BLACK DRAWS (WK can get even with P, but 
not with opposition) 
PROCEDURE RANK7 
1 IF MINDIST WK,AHEADOREVEP,f is less than NEVER 
THEN WHITE WINS (WK can et even with or ahead of P) 
+ 
2 Otherwise 
IF DIST(BK,QS) minus MINDIST(WK,FLANK,2) equals -1 




BLACK DRAWS (WK cannot get even with or J.n front of P 
with opposition) 
PROCEDURE RANK8 




PROCEDURE SSOP (Same Side Opposition) 
DEFINITIONS: KFDIST equals WKFILE minus BKFILE; ABSKFDIST equals positive value of 
KFDIST. 
1 A IF the positive value of the WK toP file dlfference 1s less thanl j
the positive value of the BK to P file difference 
B AND ABSKFDIST is not one AND it's not BMOVE 
c AND IF BKFILE is less than PFILE I 
THEN DIST(WK,WP plus PGUARDRIGHT) is less than NEVER 
2 Otherwlse 
IF DIST(WK,WP plus PGUARDLEFT) is less than NEVER 
THEN SSOP lS TRUE (Tests for case where WK and BK are on the same side 
of the P and WK can reach a key square on the other side of the P 
ahead of BK) 






K's are on opposite sides of the P 
DIST(WK,P plus PGUARDLEFT) is less than 
DIST(BK,square three ranks ahead, one file to left of P) 
OR DIST(WK,P plus PGUARDRIGHT) is less than 
THEN 
DIST(BK,square three ranks ahead, one file to right of P) 
KOPOP is TRUE (K's on opposite sides of P, and WK can 
reach Key Square ahead of BK) 
PROCEDURE WKOPP (Encompasses All Forms of Opposition) 
DEFINITIONS: I<.F'DIST equals WKFILE minus BKFILE; KRDIST equals WKRANK minus BKRAl~K; 
ABSKFDIST equals positive value of KFDIST 




B OR ABSKFDIST is even and ABSKFDIST equals the positive value of KRDIST 




THEN WKOPP is TRUE j 
Otherwlse 
IF the BKFILE equals the PFILE 
AND BK is not on the square four ranks ahead of the P 
AND WMOVE and the WK can immediately reach the square in front 
of the P 
THEN WKOPP is TRUE 
Otherwlse 
IF WMOVE and the WK can immediately land on the square 
two ranks below the BK 




. WKOPP is FALSE 
~ 
5 IF SSOP OR KOPOP OR \VKOPP are TRUE 




IF WMOVE 1s TRUE 
THEN mark the square of the WK with "-1" and the BK' s square "2" 
Otherwise 
Mark the BK' s square with "-1" and the \olK' s square "2" 
Mark the P's square in either of the above two cases with "P" 
Start building "HALOS", marking the squares with an increment 
of 2 by the same sign (+or -) around each K, alternating for 
each side to move.· 
Mark squares neither K can reach with "99". 
i.e. if the position is: WK:c3,BK:c6,WP:d4, White to move; 
See next page 
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PAGE H12 
We continue in this manner until 
the board is finally marked 
FINAL BOARD MARKING 
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5.4.3 The Bramer Adv1ce Text 
At che t1me the product1on of this adv1ce texc was done 
(1978-79) Bramer's Jl981) 20-class KPK program was not yet avall-
able. The final form of this Advice Text is given below and occu-
p1es 8 pages. One page for instructions, one page again for the 
10 stimulus positions (all White-to-play has only 1 winning 
move), and one page for board representation, which is in alge-
braic notation: one page is· devoted to the table containing the 
19 Classes, the Class Values, and corresponding Associated Func-
tions to be applied as tie-breakers in the event 2 or more moves 
fall into the .same Class. The 19 Classes and Associated Func-
tions themselves occupy only four pages. The 10 possible types 
of moves for White in KPK are defined at the bottom of this page. 
This was a likely design error in the Advice Text, since the in-
dices for move types could easily be confused with the 9 dlf-
ferent Associated Functions. For this reason very precise in-
structions, and adherence to them, are required for success w1th 
this Advice Text. There are one and a half pages of definitlons. 
Again, most chessplayers can surmise the meaning of Procedures 
STALEMATE and CANRUN for themselves. As mentioned earlier, the 
19 Classes themselves should be easy to understand. 
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PAGE Bl 
lJ:iE. BRAMER ".ll rT.ASS" PROGRAM AS. A KEK. APYICE ~ 
INSTRUCTIONS 
On PAGE B2 you will find 10 King and Pawn vs. King (KPK) po-
sit~ons with White to-move. Use the Table on PAGE B3 to help you 
.determine the BEST MOVE. Classes and Associated Func~~ons are 
defined on PAGES B6-B8. Definitions which may be of use appear 
on PAGES B4 and BS. 
Steps to do the above are: 
(1) Try each legal K move, and then P move of the 
possible ones (PAGE B3). 
(2) Decide on the move(s) which falls into the 
highest CLASS VALUE (PAGE B3). 
a. If 2 or more moves fall into the same Class, 
ties can be broken by applying the appropriate 
Associated Functions. 
b. If there is still a tie, choose the lowest 
numbered move (PAGE B3). 
Scratch paper and chess set/board are provided for any cal-
culations you may need to perform. Fill in your decisions on 
PAGE B2. 
Subjects will have one hour to complete the experiment. Use 
whatever chess knowledge you have to facilitate your decisions. 





I I BRAMER TEST POSITIONS BEST HIGHEST i ASSOCIATED 
(All Positions White to Move). MOVE CLASS l FUNCTIONS . , i 
I 
WK BK WP 
; 
------------------------------- -------------- ----------------- -----------------
1. dl fB c3 
2. d5 d7 b5 
2. c6 b8 bS 
4. c3 a7 c4 
5. h7 b8 d2 
6. c3 b5 d3 
7. b5 c8 d4 
8. c3 b5 d5 
9. g4 bB d6 





















~ ~ CLASSES, THEIR VALUE, ~ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONS 
CLASS CLASS ASSOCIATED 
order of testing) VALUE FUNCTIONS 
1 10 2,3,0,0 
2 20 0,0,0,0 
3 150 0,0,0,0 
4 140 1 ,0,0,0 
5 30 2,3,0,0 
1 6 31 0,0,0,0 
6 40 1 ,2,3,0 
7 50 0,0,0,0 
8 130 1,4,7,0 
9 120 1 ,0,0,0 
10 11 0 1 ,0,0,0 
1 1 100 1 ,0,0,0 
1 2 90 0,0,0,0 
1 3 80 1 ,0,0,0 
14 70 1 ,6,5,0 
18 65 4,1 ,8,0 
19 64 0,0,0,0 
20 85 0,0,0,0 
1 5 60 2,3,7,9 






A P on Rank 2 can make a 
The 8 possible types of K mov~s. "9" or a "10" move. Ordinary 





(Boolean) i.e. TRUE or FALSE 
S, S1, S2 are integers; 
If the BK's rank is 8 AND (the WK's file equals the 
BK's file) AND (the WK's file equa1s the P's file) 
AND (the WK's rank is 6) AND (P's rank is 7) 
THEN TRUE 
If the BK's file equals 1 THEN set S to 1 
If the BK's file equals 8 THEN set S to -1 
Otherwise FALSE 
Set S1 to BK's file plus S; Set S2 to BK's file plus 
(2 times S); (If the WK's file equals S2) AND (the 
WK's rank is greater than 6) AND (the P's file equals S1) 
AND (the P's rank equals 6) 
OR 
(If the WK's rank equals 6) AND (the P's rank equals 7) 
AND ((If the WK's file equals the BK's file) AND (the 
P's file equals S2) OR 
(the WK's file equals S1) AID (the P's file equals S2)) 
THEN TRUE 
otherwise FALSE 
PROCeDURE DIST (A,B,C,D): 
The Maximum of the Absolute (Positive) Value of the difference~ 
(A-C), (B-D); i.e. the number of K moves between 2 squares ci 
file and rank A, B and C, D respectively. 
PROCEDURE CANRUN: (Boolean) 
IF The BKR is at least 2 less than the PR 
OR . 
the BK's file distance from the P minus 1 is greater than 
the effective number of moves till the P Queens 
OR 
the WK to P file distance is 1, the PR is 5, and WKR is 7 
OR 
the WK toP file distance is 1, the PR is greater than 5, 
and the WKR is greater :than 6 
OR 
the PR is 7, the WKR is 6, and the WK to P file distance 
is 2 or 1 
AND . 
the WKF equals the PF OR (the WKF is less than the PF 
AND the BKF is less than the PF) OR (the WKF is greater 
than the PF AND the BKF is greater than the PF) 
THEN TRUE 
Otherwise FALSE 
BKINC: IF the Absolute Value of (the BK to P file difference) 
equals the BK to P rank difference 
AND the BK's rank is at least 2 greater than the P's 
THEN BKINC equals 1 
Otherwise BKINC equals ZERO 





PPR: IF PR equals 2 
THEN 3 
Otherwise PR 
WKF: The WK's file 
WKR: The WK's rank 




TRANSLATION OF BRAMER'S l2 CLASSES 
INT'O ENGLISH 











The P can immediately be captured 
The BK is in STALEMATE 
The P is on the 8th rank 
The P CANRUN 
The BK's distance from the P, plus BKINC 







WKF equals the PF and the WKR is greater than 
the PR and t~e BK is adjacent to the square 
2 files to the right of the WK 
OR 
The distance of the BK from the square 3,8 is 
less than the distance of the WK from that square 
OR 
The WKF is equal to the P file and the WK'S rank 
is 2 or more greater than the PR and the BK is 
adjacent to the square on file 3, 1 rank below 
the WK 
OR 
The PR is greater than 2, WKR is 4 greater than 
the P's, and the BK is adjacent to the square on 
file 3, 2 ranks above the P 
OR 
WKF equals PF, WKR is 3 greater than the P's, 
and the BK is:adjacent to the square on file 3, 
2 ranks below the WK 
(DRAW) 
The BK can immediately occupy the square in 
front of the P (DRAW) 
The WK is on the square in front of the P 
and B can take the opposition (DRAW) 
The WK is 2 or more files closer to the P than 
the BK and not below the rank of the P 
( \vHI TE WINS) 
The WKR equals the BKR AND the WKR is 1 or 2 
greater than the PR AND the file difference 
between the WK and BK is 2, and between K's 












The W?~ is areater than the PR AN~ the WKR 
minus the PR is less than or equal to the PPR 
AND the K's are on files ad1acent to the P 
AND the BKR is 1 greater chan.the WKR 
(WHITE WINS) 
The WK is somewhere in front of the P, on the 
same file (WHITE WINS) 
The Kings are in oooosition (i.e. the WKF equals 
the BKF and the BKR is 2 greater than the wXR) 
and the WKR is greater than the PR 
AND 
The WKR minus the PR is less than or equal to the 
PPR 
A! 'ID the WKF is adjacent to the PF (WHITE WINS) 
The K's are in opposition and the WKR is greater 
than the P's (WHITE WINS) 
OR 
The K's are in opposition and the WKR equals the PR 
(DRAW) 
The WK is· I or 0 files f·rom the P . 
AND the WKR is greater than the PR 
AND the WKR minus the PR is less than or equal to 
_the PPR (WHITE WINS) 
The w~R is greater than the PR ( w-ri I TE WINS} 
The P's rank equals 6, the WKR equals 5, 
the BKR equals 7 and the WKF equals the BKF 
(opposition), and the file difference between 
the WK and the P is 2 (WHITE WINS) 
The WKR is equal to the PR, which is 5, and the BKR 
equals 7 
AND the file difference between WK and P is 2, and 
the file difference between BK and P is 3 
AND BETWEEN is TRUE (WHITE WINS) 
(Residual Class) All positions so far unclassified 





:3t.:t.nd:1 for Maximum; MAX of the value~ comou ted i~ tc::J be takr=:n in 
t! ... =tc=n c a::i e . 
Nurn.ber Definition 
1 MAX of PR 
2 8 minus the MAX of the file difference 
and the rank difference between WK and 
3 8 minus the MIN of the file difference 
and the rank difference between WK and 
4 MIN of WK to p file difference 
5 MAX of WK to p file difference 
6 MAX of WK to p rank difference 
7 MAX of WR-
8 8 minus the MIN of WK to p rank difference 




5.4.4 Bramer's KPK Program as a Human Window Example 
Comprehensibility and memorizability go hand in hand. The 
following is a commentary as seen through the eyes of a chess 
maateJ:. 
The value (win OJ: dJ:aw) of every legal KPIC position with 
White-~-DKW:, can be determined by considering the Class 
Black-t.o.-DKW:. successor positions. Note that text not in 
Classes which follow, the text between the parentheses is to 
cilitate understanding of the actual Class definition used 






The P can immediately be captured. 
The BK is in STALEMATE . 
The P is on the 8th rank. 
(It has alJ:eady been determined that the P 
cannot be captured (not Class lO and theJ:e 
is no Stalemate (not Class 2) so the P can safely 
be promoted to a Q). 
The P CANRUN. 
(This definitional Class is comprised of 
~e cases: 





2) The BX is outside· the square of the P where 
in both Class l and Class 2 above he cannot 
catch the P. 
3) The.P can simply advance to promotion since 
the WK can provide p1:otection and the BIC 
cannot immediately capture it. 
4) Same notion .as Class 3 above. 
5) The P is on the 7th rank and is sure to 
queen with help from the WK.) 
(All the above Classes are not satisfied and the 











(Rookpawn and one of the following cases is t~1e: 
1) The WK can be "pinned" onto the R-file by 
use of horizontal Opposition, i.e. the BK 
is 2 squares to the right of the WK. 
2) The BK can reach the key defensive square c8. 
3) Same notion as Class 1 above. 
4) The BK is sufficiently close to stop the P 
or pin the WK to the R-file. 
5) Same notion as Class 4 above.) (DRAW) 
The BK can immediately occupy the square in 
front of the P. (But cannot capture it 
(Class 1 above).) (DRAW) 
The WK is on the square in front of the P 
and B can take the Opposition (i.e. the BK 
can step onto the square on the same file, 
2 ranks above the WK). (DRAW) 
The WK is 2 or more files closer to the P 
than the BK and not below the rank of the P. 
(WHITE WINS) 
(The WK can "block out" the BK from the P.) 
(An "arcade" has been built for the p to 
walk through to promotion.) (WHITE WINS) 
Class 10 (The WK is a limited number of squares ahead of 
the P, the K's are on opposite sides of the P 
on adjacent files, and the WK is assured of the 
Opposition ahead of the P.) (WHITE WINS) 
Class 11 (The WK is on the files of the P, ahead of it 
and the BK cannot capture the P or obtain 
the Opposition.) (WHITE WINS) 
Class 12 (The K's are in Opposition, the WK is a limited 
number of squares ahead of the P and the WK is 
on a file adjacent to the P's.) (WHITE WINS) 
Class 13 (The K's are in Opposition and the WK is 
ahead of the P (WHITE WINS) 
OR 
The K's are in Opposition and the WK's rank 
is equal to the P's.) (DRAW) 
Class 14 (The WK is 1 or zero files from the P and 
ahead of it to a limited degree.) (WHITE WINS) 
Class 18 (The WK's rank is greater than the P's, assuming 
the above conditions have not been satisfied.) 
(WHITE WINS) 
Class 19 The P's rank is 6, the WK's rank is 5, the 
BK's rank is 7, and the WK's file equals the 
BK's file (Opposition) with a file difference 
of 2 between the WK and P. 
(Special Case) (WHITE WINS) 
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Class 20 (Assures that Class 19 can be achieved.) 
(WHITE WINS) 
Class 15 (Residual Class) (All remaining positions). 
(WHITE WINS) 
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5 . 5 Res u 1 t. s of Ear 1 y E :cp er 1 men r: s 
The prel1m1nary results were of oar~1cular helo in f1nd1ng 
many ways of 1mprov1ng. correc~1nq and ref1n1ng cne Beal Adv1ce 
Tex~. The Def1nitlons Page was sllghcly mod1fied. lt t..tas 
scressed ac the bottom of the Dec1s1on-Taole that 1f no maccn1nq 
Rule was found, then che pos1tion 1s a Draw. F1nally. the !h-
s~ruct1ons for this Adv1ce Tex~ were made more exnl1c1c. 
In scoring the results of che actual exper1menc we are Gon-
cerned with essent1ally one factor, in~elllgioilicy from ~he hu-
man user's point of view. Th1s can be measured by answer1na two 
immediately obvious questions: 
lJ Can humans use an advice text for a speclalized knowledge 
domain designed from a computer program in che manner WP 
have described? 
2) Which of our three specimen Advice Texts 1s the bes~ 
"teacher" in terms of being usable by the human chess no-
vice? 
To answer the first question properly we are in~erested in two 
pieces of information: A) How well would a group of chess 
players perform 1n finding the correct value or moves from our 
standardized set of KPK positions? B) The percentage or 
correct values for some correct reason(s) from che tocal number 
of response-events, where a·response-event is the pa1r of answers 
consisting of an Advice Text's appl1cation (depending on text 
used, could be "wrong", "right", "partially wrong", or "partlally 
right") and the value or move g1ven for a pos1t1on. 
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As we can see from the tabulations of our limited data in 
Tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, the Advice Texts compa1:e reasonably 
closely on the pe1:centage of cor1:ect 01: pa1:tially correct uses of 







Hence a correct answer from Seal's is slightly more likely to be 
for some right reason than a correct answer from Harris-Kopec's 
or Sramer's. We can also see f1:om these tables that the percen-
tages of spurious right answers, i.e. situations where the right 
value or move for a position has been given, despite incorrect 

















as total percentages of correct 
These percentages are remarkably close and when considered in 
light of the results with control subjects (see Appendix C) might 
give the impression that prior exposure to advice texts has no 
effect on accuracy of evaluation of KPK positions. Subsequent 
testing on novices gave different results as will be seen in 
Chapters 6 and 7. 
To attempt to answer the second question, we consider the 
matched-pairs results of administration of two Advice Texts in 
succession to a given subject. Unfortunately the number of such 
results is too small to show any significant trends. A few 
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results can, however, be ascertained (Table 5.6): 
1) Subjects seemed to be confused if they used the Harris-
Kopec after Beal. 
2) The overall average percentage of correct answers with 
correct application of an Advice Text as the first of a 
matched-pair was considerably higher for Beal's than for 
Harris-Kopec's (58.4% vs. 39.8%). 
3) The percentage of correct answers with correct application 
was generally considerably higher for Beal's than for the 
Advice Text paired with it. 
From these data we cannot draw firm conclusions about how the 
Bramer Advice Text compares with the other two as a "teacher", 
especially as the first of a_matched pair. However, it was con-
sistently observed that when the subject understood and followed 
the instructions for the Bramer Advice Text he did very well and 
considered it a learning experience, otherwise he got quite 









Table .5 .3 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
BEAL ADVICE TEXT 
Tabulations 
Subjects Rating RR RW W*R W*W W/R W/W 
H. Borland 1625 2 0 
H. Urq_uhart 1535 0 0 
D. Ward 1725 6 0 
R. Ratcliffe 1365 5 0 
T. Lacey 1485 1 0 
L. McGregor 1680 5 0 
J. Blaikie 1250 0 0 
Totals 19 0 
Average rating 1524 







































Percent correct value with no-matching = W/T = 9/55 = 16.4 
KEY 
Categories: RR RW W*R W*W W/R W/W 
RULE: RIGHT RIGHT \ffiONG WRONG WRONG WRONG 
but but non- non-
matching matching matching matching 
VALUE: RIGHT WRONG RIGHT WRONG RIGHT WRONG 
T = Total number of response-events (correct and incorrect) 
U = Number of opportunities per subject (15). 
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Table 5. 4 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
HARRIS-KOPEC ADVICE TEXT 
Subjects Rating YR NR NW T 
1 . A. Mount ford 1625 1 0 2 0 3 
1""1 H. Urq_uhart 1480 0 0 1 3 4 c::.. 
3. B. Ratcliffe 1365 0 0 2 4 6 
4. R. Kelly 1735 2 0 2 1 5 
5. N. McGregor 16oo* 6 0 1 0 7 
6. L. McGregor 1680 7 0 2 1 10 
7. J. Blaikie 1250 4 0 1 5 10 
Totals 20 0 11 14 45 
Average rating 1534 
Percent Correct Value with Advice Text correctly a~plied = YR/T = 20/45 
= 44.4 
Percent Correct Value with Advice Text incorrectly ap~lied = NR T = 24.4 
KEY 
YR .. YW NR NW 
ADVICE TEXT 
YES YES NO NO CORRECTLY APPLIED. 
VALUE: Right Wrong Right Wrong 
T = Total number of res~onse-events (correct and incorrect) 
u = 10 
* Rating is an a~proximate estimate. 
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Table 5. 5 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
BRAMER ADVICE TEXT 
Main Tabulations 
Subjects Rating FR FW PR NR 
1 . D. Ward 1725 3 0 2 2 0 
2. R. Kelly 1735 3 0 3 0 2 
3. T. Lacey 1485 0 0 0 0 3 
4. N. McGregor 16oo* 2 0 2 1 5 
Totals 8 0 7 3 10 
Average rating 1635 
FR FW PR .PW NR 
1 • E. Camp bell 1580 1 0 3 1 2 
2. F. Taylor 1610 0 0 1 3 0 
3. R. McKay 1300 0 0 0 1 0 
Totals I 1 0 4 5 2 
Percentages - Main Tabulations 
Percent correct value with advice text partially 
. FR+PR 15 4 or fully correctzy appl~ed = :. T = 36 = 1. 7 
Percent correct value with incorrect advice text 
NR 10 
incorrectly applied = ~ = 36 = 27.8 
Categories: FR FW PR P\-T 
ADVICE TEXT YES YES YES YES 
CORRECTLY APPLIED. FULLY .FULLY PARTIALLY PARTIALLY 
MOVE SELECTED: RIGHT \ffiONG RIGHT WRONG 
T = Total number of response-events (correct or incorrect) 
u = 15 





















% R( 1 ) % R(2) 
1 . H. Borland ( 1 '2) 37.5 0.0 
2. L. McGregor ( 1 '2) 100.0 70.0 
3. B. Ratcliffe ( 1 '2) 33.3 0.0 
4. J. Blaikie ( 2' 1 ) 0.0 40.0 
5. H. Urquhart ( 2 '1 ) 0.0 0.0 
6. A. Mount ford (2,3) 33.3 
7. R. Kelly (2,3) 40.0 
8. N. McGregor (2,3) 85.7 
9. T. Lacey ( 1 '3) 62.5 
10. D. Ward I ( 3 '1 ) 100.0 
KEY 
(1) = BEAL; (2) = HARRIS-KOPEC;. (3) = BRAMER. 
R = Number of fully correct or partially correct applications of 
Advice Texts giving correct value or move. 
Note: Percentages given are based on total of response-events 
in each case. 
In each case the pair of numbers reading from left to right 
represents the order in which the two Advice Texts were 
administered, i.e. (2,1) means that Advice Text 2 was 
administered, followed by Advice Text 1. 
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5.& Surnmary and ConcluslonS 
We have compared !ou~ pro9rame which compute e9sentially the 
same runc-r: ir;n! in the sa.me comput.er 1angl.4age (ALCOL-~0) . on -che 
sarne machine (DEC-10). The function com9\.\.tec! is the gatne-
theoret i.c value of all legal 1. 79, 656 KPK JlOS 1t lons a-f-t.er allowing 
for righc-!eft !ymmetry, considering White-~o-move and 3laek-to-
move positions se~arately. Although conventional algor!'thmlc-
type solution-programs for the evaluation of thr~ above function 
can ~e produced, a dlfferenc cradeoff becween s-r:orage-space and 
exectJ"C.lon-time 1s necessary t:.o bring r:he g1ven soluc.lon-orc)aram 
w1cn1n cne oounds of t:.he human w1nciow. 
The quest1on of "computational effic1ency" (i.e. eff1c1ency 
o~1na 1nversely proport1onal t:.o ·the rec1procal of the product of 
~n::ocessc;r-time and machine memory) has oeen cons ldt:!r·eci with :re-
gc:&.rd r:o our four specimen· programs. In c.hi:~ reaard we found tnac. 
the orocessor-t:.ime requ~red to run t.he :aeal or1)aram (. C6 sec.) 
w"=t.s comoarable tc) the time iF toc::,k tr::J .. iccess the Clsrke da.t.at.aase 
t. 05 sec.), while the Harr is and Bramer ~rograms were comnaracJ.i~ 
w1ch each other (.15, .18 secs.,res~ectivelyJ. On mach1ne memorv 
!words in core) the Beal program and t:larke dat.a:Oase access rou-
tlne were again comparable (approx. 3600) as were the Harr1s and 
Eramer programs ( ap~r_ox. 5600, 7200 words, res~ectively). However 
we must not forget that the Clarke database's actual com~utatlon­
al efficiency 1s comcounded bv a data-file which occu~1es approx-
lmately 82,000 words on disk. Hence the order of comou~aclonal 
~ff1c1ency, measured from the soace-tlme oroduct (see above i. 
from h1ghest to lowest: was Beal, Harris, Bramer, and Clarke. 
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These four programs perform their tasks correctly 1n all or 
nearly all cases. Differences• ber.ween programs ar1se in t..he 
number, "grain si2e", and concrJmitant {::ompl~xit.y r:lf thf-+i~ o.onati-
tuent patterns. When translated back into the English language 
the programs (excluding for the moment Clarke's "database oJ:o-
gram") are distinguished as: 
1) The Harris-Kopec Advice Text, which used 7 overall 
pat.terns 
(correspondingly a lot of calculation) 
2) The Bramer Advice Text, based on 19 derived and ex-
tended text-book patterns 
(considerably less calculation) 
3) The Beal Advice Text, consisting of 48 patterns in the 
form of a decision table 
(very little calculation). 
Our hypothesis was that when these translated programs are 
presented to novice human chess players as open book "cribs" (ad-
vice texts), performance will be as follows: 
l) The Harris-Kopec program: Subjects ~ understand, 
cannot carry QUL. 
2) The Bramer program: Subjects can understand, 
.can carry out. 
3) The Beal p~ogram: Subjects cannot understand, 
~ carry out. 
The statistical results of the tests done using these 
three advice texts have been too limited t..o confirm ~hls hv-
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poches1s. However, ~he verbal test1mony of subJec~s placed cne 
Harris and Bramer adv1ce texts 1n the "can understand" category, 
1n conformity with the foregoing prediction. It remains unclear 
which advice text required the least of a human subject's brain 
resources, and therefore was most "executable", although the in-
dicatlons pointed to Beal's. Again this is in line with the "hu-
man window" hypothesis. The notion of executabjJjty as used here 





(1) Syntax errors· mean that a subject may get stuck at some steo 
Wlthin the advice text or end up giving wrong anawera because 
some symbol, word, format or instruction has been misunderstood. 
In this context we label such· misunderstandings as errors in "lo-
cal understanding", while in general when "understanding" is re-
ferred to we are concerned with the "global understanding" of 
some KPK concept an advice text may be attempting to convey. 
Other ~yn~ax errors may occu~ due to faults in the design or 
translation of a program into an advice text. (2) Semantic er-
rors 1nvolve the misinterpretation of an instruction in an adv1ce 
text. This misinterpretation would occur after the specific com-
ponents of an instruction have been correctly 9rocessed. S~man­
tlc errors are usually conceptual in nature. These may sometlrnes 
be hard to distinguish from syntax errors where the spec1fic com-
ponents have been incorrectly assembled grammatically and thereoy 
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an lnstruction cannot be carr1ed out. (3) Tlme-complexlty 
characterises representations which require t.a.c. m..w:h human compq-
t.atlon ~.to lie within t:he bounds of the "human window". (4.) 
Space-complexity refers to errors due to ~ large a short-~ 
memory tequirement, as in the deeply nested constructions of the 
Harris-Kopec Advice Text and to a lesser extent the Beal Advice 
Text. For any combination of the above reasons a subject may not 
be able to execute the steps in an advice text to obtain correct 
answers. In post-mortem questioning Beal subjects plainly stated 
that despite finding that they could carry out the necessary 
steps to use this advice text, they had learned little or nothl!h:::· 
from it: in the "global" sense they had not understood it. The: 
experiments were not, however, specifically designed to tesL 
this point. 
Most of Beal's 48 rules define what can be -classified as 
"special cases" and not concepts. The limited number of responses 
given by Harris-Kopec advice'text subjects indicates that, as 
expected, it was not always executable in real time, although 
subjects.stated that they could clearly see its potential as a 
learning aid. The data for Bramer subjects was really too limit-
ed to reach any conclusions about its value as an advice text. 
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Y.l. .THE. CLARKE APV I CE !En 
6.1. Objectives 
Can novice human chessplayers execute and learn from an ad-
vice text which details the usage of a database for the lockup of 
the minimax-optimal values of all the possible 98,304 KPK confi-
gurations? 
Here we are addressing the issue of the cognitive efficiency 
of a representation (recall that this was defined as the computa-
tional efficiency with %eepect to the "b%ain machine") and what 
such a "p-rain-or iented" rep%esentation might look like? In the: 
context of the human window (an interval on the memorv-
requirement axis of a plot of execntjan Lime. versps memory space) 
a Clarke Advice Text clearly l'ies in the realm of too P.Xt ens j an-
al, for here the grain-size is very small, and the number of 
grains, namely the 98,304 possible KPK configurations, is too 
large to be memorized. In the following experiment, however, 
~h~s cut-off point boundary for the window was nullified bv pro-
vision of an external store, namely accesa to the Clarke databas~ 
itself. Such a representation is in itself opaque ~o human in-
telllgibility. The questions we attempt to answer are: 
l) If provided with the Clarke database as a kind of 
exte~nal memory, can a human chess novice perform the com-
putations necessary to look up a position? In other worda 
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is the advice text executable? 
l) As a result of using the Clarke database do the suo-
j ects learn concepts relevant to the mastery C:Jf the !\:P~ 
endgame? 
The distinction here between "concept learning" and "Skinner-type 
learning" (i.e. based on a stored rote-dictionary of stimulus-
response entries) is crucial and most difficult to demonstrate. 
In the main, we consider the issue whether any form of learnlng 
or understanding 1s possible. 
Wnen considering the question of executabllity, there are 
four types of . errors which were discussed in the prev1ous sec-
tion: 
( l) syntax .. 
(2) semantics 
( 3) time-complexity 
( 4) space-complexity 
(1) syntax error5 here would involve a suoJect's inability to 
carry out some step in the advice text due to the inability to 
interpret some symbol, word, format or instruction. (2) $PmaprJc 
errors 1n this case could involve such proolems as misunderstand-
ings in the rules of KPK, the notion of White's nwinning" and 
Black's "drawing", misunderstanding of the meaning of various 
symbols in the database, and the method for decoding the1r value. 
(3i ~-compjexity errors refer to errors due to the require-
ment of 1:..c.c. lilllC.b. coml;lutatjon for the human. (4) Space-romp1PXJ~Y 
errors have already been referred to in the requirement of ~ 
large ~ short-~ memory for the human. Since by executing the 
steps in the Clarke Advice Text in orde~ to obtain a correct 
answer, subjects were not required to memori2e anything, space 
complexity errors were not an issue, except to the extent that 
too large a requirement of such external memory might cause dif-
ficulties of accurate retrieval. 
6.2 Experimental Design 
Amongst schoolchildren 15-17 years of age, two groups of 
about 10 subjects each were sought: chess novices (N) who knew 
the legal moves and rules, and those who did not know the legal 
moves and rules (NK). In all cases a WK, BK, WP and a chess 
board were provided and subjects were invited to use them 
throughout the experiment. The experimental steps were: (I) 
The group N was given a "Pre-Test" on 10 critical positions (KPK 
positions where White to play, has only one winning move) to find 
out what prior knowledge these subjects had. (Ia) The 1~ grou~ 
of subjects were then taught the rules of KPK by a "KPK ~anual" 
and tutorial coaching if necessary. (II) Subjects in each group 
were then taken by hand through a number of worked exam~les on 
the use of the Clarke Advice Text. The time and number of exam-
ples required (up to 5 worked examples had been prepared) was 
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reco~ded until both the subJect and experiments~ were satisfied 
tn~ ~· su~ject had beGn able ~o ea~~y o~ the ~q~ired task for 
obtaining a correct answer from the database. (III) All subjects 
we~e then given a wo~k sheet on which we~e p~ovided 10 KPK posi-
tions and thei~ app~op~iate Position Numbe~s fo~ which they we~e 
to indicate their opinions for the game-theoretic value with 
White and Black to move. These were then to be compued with the 
looked-up minimax-optima.l game-theoretic values which wer.e decod-
ed from a listing of the fCPIC database. (IV) Finally all sub-
jects were given a •Post-MOrtem Test• on 10 new positions each of 
which were specifically related to those in part III in that they 
were translations or shifts left, right, up or down. Of these 10 
White to move positions, 6 were critical, 3 had more than one 
winning move, and one was a draw. 
Thus afte~ p~esenting NK subjects with our KPIC manual and 
asking if they had any queries, we assumed that such subjects 
lcnew the legal moves and objef"tives for ICPIC as well as any typi-
cal N subject. In tact ou~ experimental results to some extent 
bear this out with a somewhat unexpected finding to be presented 
later. With this experimental design there was no practical way 
to substantiate the real pre-experimental chess knowledge of any 
NIC subjects beyond knowledge of legality. The experimental 
design had the flaw of allowing fo~ the possibility of winfo~med 
guessing" on the Post-Test in that just p~ior to it when subjects 
perfo~med the Database Compa~ison Section they would discover 
that 9 White-to-move poaitiona were won, while 8 Black-to-move 
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positions were drawn. 
A mo~e difficult p~oblem in design waa deciding juat how to 
present subjects with the positions which were to be looked up in 
the database in order to determine execntahility. Hence it 
seemed most reasonab~e to request that subjecta. on~y parform thQ 
comp~eta decoding proceaa, from praaantAtion of A gc~i~ion in 
algebraic notation to its minimax-optima~ game-theoretic va~ua, 
in the Worked Examp~es Section (11) of the experiment. By giving 
tutoria~ coaching where necessary and recording the number and 
time required by each ssubject tor each workad ctsamplo, it ti4d 
possible to ascertain wh~ther thia very tedious procesB of encod-
ing, looking-up, and •unmasking• was in fact feasible; in other 
words was the Clarke Advice Text executable? Therefore in·section 
III subjects were provided with Position Numbers in order to fa-
cilit&ta the ~k of looking up and unmaaking. The poAAibility 
of testing subjects on-line was considered, but then the issue of 
inexpetleMce, ~n£amil!ar1ty, and alienatlon trom vou•s and thei~ 
"Tables. 6 .1, 6 .2, 6.3, and 6.4 are ·tne Pre-Test. 
for N subjects, the Clark~ Advice Text, the Database Comparison Section, and 
the Post-Mortem Test. 
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6.2.1 Example of Position Retrieval from the Clarke Database 
Position: WK:d1, WP:c3, BK:f8 
Note: This position is Figure 2 in Clarke (1977) which he 
describes as, "···more interesting and causes all but the 
best players some trouble". 
Taking the formula given in the text, and considering the possi-
ble ranks of these three pieces, we get: 
WPR WPF WKR 
I = 16384 (3-2) + 4096 ( 3-1 ) + 512 ( 1 -1 ) 
WKF BKR 
+ 64 ( 4-1 ) + 8 (8-1 ) + (6-1) 
giving I = 244829 
Since there are 18 entries per line we would find the entry 
representin~ the minimax-optimal value for this position by skip-
ping 24829/18 = 1379 rem.? or 1379 lines and 7 entries to the 
right. The entry for. Position Number 24829 appears as 567. 
W( I) 
567 = 27 * 21 + 
B(I) 
0 
Which means White-to-move wins in (21-7) 









a b c 
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6. 3 Results 
A total of 23 subjects, 12 N and 11 NK, were tested from 5th 
and 6th year classes at Holyrood High School in Edinburgh. All 
subjects ranged between 15 and 17 years in age with 5 of the 11 
NK's and 1 of the 12 N's being females. The experiment normally 
lasted between 1 1/2 and 2 hours, with typically 1 to 3 subjects 
being tested at the same time. The approximate times required to 
complete the four parts of the experiment were as follows: 
Section: I I I I I I IV 




KPK Manual 3 0 
Worked Ex. 30 Clarke Adv. 30 Post-Test lS 
" " 30 " " 30 " 
The average score on the Pre-Test (which consisted of 10 
critical wins) of the N subjects was 5. Since this .test involved 
the correct choice of one from two possible answers, Win or Draw, 
on chance guessing alone one could on average expect precisely 
this score, 5, with no a priori knowledge of the task domain. 
Thus we can assert that our novice subjects (N) were truly chess 
novices, at least with regard to KPK. 
Of the entries in column 4 of Table 6.5 about half 
corresponded to unassisted performances, from which it was con-
cluded that the C1arke database when used as an advice text for 
novice· human subjects ranging between 15 and 17 years of age'· was 
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" 15 
sufficiently human-executable for our purpose. In worked exam-
ples subjects were able to carry out the necessary steps in order 
to obtain a Position Number from a position presented in algebra-
ic notation, look-up the Position Value for this Position Number 
and unmask the position's minimax-optimal game-theoretic value 
from this number. 
The ability at NK subjects to come ta g~ipa with the can-
tents of the 4-page KPK Manual very much depended on their wil-
lingness to ask questions when unsure, their ability to retain 
and recall what they had read, and comprehension of the essential 
goals for each side in KPK. The Worked Examples Section (II) 
which all subjects participated in, normally required two fully 
completed efforts through the tedious process of converting a po-
sition in algebraic notation into a Position Number, looking-up 
the Position Value, and unmasking the Position Value into a 
minimax-optimal game-theoretic result with White-to-move and 
Black-to-move. Typically misunderstandings ·at this stage would 
occur because subjects did not realize that the symbols PR,PP, 
WR, etc. were to be substituted for by numbers and applied in the 
formula given for obtaining a Position Number. It was also 
necessary for the experimenter to explain the distinction between 
the Position Numbers in the fi~st column of the database listing 
and the Position Values in the remaining 18 columns and that the 
first column was essentially a place-holder (finder) whose Posi-
tion Value was located immediately following in the second 
column. It was noted that the time required to complete the 
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first worked example ranged between 8 and 20 minutes and was 
often twice as long as the time required for the second example. 
In some instances it was clear that subjects had a solid grasp of 
the task after only one wo~ked example. 
In Section III <Clarke Advice Text, Table 6.::1· involving the 
exercise of looking-up the Position Numbers provided on a work 
sheet after subjects had put down their opinions <Win or Draw), 
the database's answers coincided with subjects' opinions on 73/. 
of the instances recorded in column 7 <under '0') of Table 6.5. 
This was somewhat unexpected since subjects had not as yet been 
given any coaching on the specific concepts involved in KPK: 
there was, however, the possibility of some indirect assimilation 
occurring during the training with the worked examples of the 
look-up procedure. In this regard subjects were asked to consid-
er after each look-up how their answers differed or compared with 
the database's answers and why. SubJects' average Value score 
(of 10) was 7.38 as given in Column 8 under "V" of Table 6.5. 
This indicates that most of the t.ime they were able to execute 
the look-up task, but were ~ar from accurate in doing so. Roughly 
the same conclusions can be drawn from the Results <Column 9, 
under "R") of subJects' success in decoding minimax-optimal 
game-theoretic values with White-to-move and Black-to-move from 
the database. In short they were JUSt as good at guessing the· 
correct game-theoretic value "blind 11 as they were at looking it 
up in the Table. Conclusion: as a "crib" the Clarke Advice Text 
was ineffective, although the comparison of the last two columns 
of Table 6.5 <see also later> indicates a tutorial effect of its· 
use. 
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....................... _-.,,_ .. ··- .... _ .......................... ·····-· -----·- ,_ . ·--· --· .... _ .. .. 
·rhe random p~obability of ~uccessfully guessing for the 
above part o~ the experiment was small~ It can be calculated 
based on the number of wins and draws <11 and 9 respectively> in 
the 10 configurations <20 position~> to be looked up <with White 
to move and Black to move> and the corresponding expected proper-
tion of correct answers given by a random retriever. This proper-
tion is 10.38 I 20 or 51.9 /. while the actual results give 73i. 
under Column 7 ('0') and 75.45/. under Column 9 ('R' >. Further-
more, matching answers under Column 'R' were only given credit if 
they included the correct minimax-optimal as well as game-
theoretic values, e.g. 11 White wins in two moves ... The likelihood 
of such precise, completely correct responses sheerly by guessing 
is ·there-fore very remote. 
The first real opportunity to determine whether any form of 
learning had taken place arose with the testing or all subJects 
. 
in the Post-Test. Table 6.5 indicates the results on the Pre-
Test and Post-Test for the a~propriate subJects. One unexpected 
result was the extreme similarity of average scores on the Post-
Test between the N <Avg. 6.42> and NK <Avg. 6.64> subJects. In 
only one case did a subJect score less than 5 on the Post-Test 
and in this case his score still went up from 3 to 4. As Table 
6.5 indicates, in two cases N subjects' scores were unchanged tD. 
Allen 5, 5 and E. Regan 7,7) and in two cases subJects' scores 
went down, though it is worth noting that th·ese went down from 
rather high initial scores <M. Tweedie 7,6 and D. Torrance 9,7). 
All NK subjects scored at least 5 on the Post-Test. 
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.. Student's t-test .. , was performed to determine the signifi-
cance of the mean Pre-Test - Post-Test difference of the 12 N 
subJects, and gave P < 0.05 <P < 0.02 for a !-tailed test>. With 
the logit transformation the significance was similar (see Table 
6. 6). 
However it is clear from questioning to and from the experi-
menter that in eome caeee NK subjects had forgotten or misunder-
stood some of the rules such as Kings cannot move adjacent to 
each other, or that the BK could not move into a "checking 
square" of the P, or that the P could be captured by the BK if he 
ie adjacent to it. 
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..................... '· ....... · ............ _ 
6.4 Conclusions and Discussion 
The Clazke database when used as an advice text for novice 
human subjects ranging between 15 and 17 years of age, was suffi-
ciently human-executable as indicated by their performance on 
wo~ked examples. The results indicating an overall average of 
ove~ 70% correct decisions, (0 -· 73%, V - 74%, R - 75%; see Table 
6. 5) at least comparable with ·other more chess-knowledgeable 
Subjects who had no previous knowledge of the legal moves 
and objectives for KPK were able to learn these within about 
one-half hour.. MOst significantly it was clear that subjects had 
learned something about KPK in order to have been able to obt,;.lln 
the co~rect value (win or draw) for a White-to-move position in 
65.3% of the instances tested. The difficult problem to resolve 
is just what kind of learning had taken place. The only infol'!ma~· 
tion akin to feedback which subjects had received on their 
knowledge of KPK were the results of the worked examples and the 
database's answers compared to their own opinions, it seems rea-
sonable to assume that only some form of Skinner-type rote 
learning had occurred, with some generalisation, if only of the 
"geometrical displacement" type. This means subjects may have 
been able to recall some outstanding or overall piece configura-
tion and its value from earlier examples (particularly when re-
lating Section IV, the Post-Test, to Section III, the examplee 
using the Clarke Advice Text). 
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Howeve~ we can be quite ce~tain that no concepts such ae "if 
the WK is able to gain the opposition ahead of the P, then White 
wine" o~ "if the BK can ~each the double-blockade equ~e, then 
Black draws" had been learned or induced, ·nor had some facsimile 
of them. In other words subjects had not acquired any "deep 
unde~standing" of the problem domain and~herein lies the distinc-
tion between concept learning and other forms of learning for 
domains of sufficient complexity. 
The fact that in some cases subjects had been able to get 
co~rect answers on the Post-Test, despite the occasional serious 
misunderstandings (as mentioned in the previous Section (6.3)) 
which they had endured throughout the course of the expe.riment, 
can only be explained by their ability to recall some geometr ica.."; .. 
configuration from rote learning. 
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··-··· ~--····--·-······ ····-·--·----·····- ·-·· .... - ~---·--•........ . - . --· .. -. .. . 
Pre-Test of Novice (!) Subjects on lQ Critical KPK Positions 
(All Positions White To Move) 
WK BK WP RESULT (Win or Draw) - - -
1 • d3 d6 b3 
2. c4 c6 c2 
3· f4 a6 c5 
I 
4. e5 e7 c5 I· 
I 
5. b2 d5 b3 
6. a4 b7 b3 I 
7. b4 a6 c4 
8. g7 e8 c2 
c7 a2 c3 I 
10. d5 c3 a2 








Symbols, Formulas, and Encodings for Clarke Advice Text 
PR is the White pawn's rank, range 2-7 
PF " 11 11 11 file, 11 1-4 
WR is the White king's rank, 11 1-8 
WF 11 11 11 11 file, " 1-8 
BR 11 11 Black king' a rank, 11 1-8 
BF 11 11 11 11 file, 11 1-8 
Counting from 0 there are 98303 configurations in KPK. 
Each of these configurations is mapped into a Position Number (0 
- 98303). The formula for obtaining a Position Number is: 
Position Number = (16384 * (PR- 2)) + (4096 * (PF- 1 )) + 
( 51 2 * ( WR - 1 ) ) + ( 64 * ( WF - 1 ) ) + ( 8 * ( BR - 1 ) ) + ( BF - 1 ) 
Each of these Position Numbers has a one to three digit Po-
sition Value which is the encoded value of any KPK position with 
White and Black to move given by: 
Position Value = (27 * Value with White to Move) + Value with Black to move 
Thus by dividing the Position Value by 27 you obtain a 
further encoding which is the Value of the position with White to 
Move and the remainder is the Value of the position with Black to 
move. 
The meaning of these encodings in chess terms is given as 
follows: 
Position With ~ Position With BTM 
Encoding Meaning Encoding Meaning 
0 Illegal, B in Check 
1 Draw by repetition 0 Draw by repetition 
2 Draw <-- Black Captures p --> 1 Draw 
3 11 11 in one move 2 Draw in one move 
4 11 11 in two moves 3 Draw in two moves 
5 11 " in three 11 4 11 11 three 11 
6 11 11 :in four 11 5 11 11 four 11 
7 " 11 in five 11 6 11 11 five 11 
7 " 11 six 11 
8 White Wins 8 Black Loses in 1 move 
9 11 11 in one move 9 11 11 in 2 moves 
10 11 11 " two moves 10 11 11 in 3 moves 
11 " " 11 three If 11 " 11 11 4 11 
12 " " " four 
,; 12 11 " 11 5 11 
13 11 " If five " 13 11 " 11 6 11 
14 11 11 " six 11 14 " 11 11 7 " 
15 " " 11 seven 11 1 s 11 11 11 8 11 
16 " " 11 eight 11 16 11 " 11 9 11 
17 " " 11 nine " 17 " " 11 10 11 
18 " 11 " ten " 18 " " " 11 " 
19 11 " If eleven ~ 19 " " 11 12 " 
20 " " " twelve " 20 " 11 11 13 " 
21 " " 11 thirteen 11 21 11 11 11 14 " 
22 " 11 11 fourteen " 22 11 11 " 15 11 
23 11 11 11 fifteen " 23 " 11 11 16 " 
24 " " " sixteen " 24 " 11 " 17 " 
25 " 11 11 seventeen 11 25 11 11 " 18 " 26 " 11 11 eighteen 11 26 11 11 " 19 11 
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T~ble 6·2 
Ten Clarke Advice Text Positions 
Your 
Opinion WK BK WP POSI'l"'ON NUMBER Value Result 
( I W I or I D ' ) T 
~+~------- ~~~~---------:~----------~~---3:~:------------~-------~fit::::::: ____ _ 
------- 2 • a5 d6 a3 18475 ----------
------- 3 . b2 d6 
4-d3 c6 
5-c4 d6 
------- 6 • a6 d5 
-------7 . ea a7 
-------8 • b 5 b7 
------- 9 • c 3 c7 
















WT" = ~~ite to move positions 
BTM'= Black to move 
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Post-Mortem Test of KPK ----
(All Positions White to Move) 
WK BK WP Result 
1 • g6 b5 d3 
2. a6 d7 a4 
). c~ e7 c) 
4. e3 d6 c2 
5. c4 b6 d4 
6. b6 e5 d3 
7. e7 a6 c3 
8. f5 f7 d5-
g. e3 e7 d3 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"Student's t-test" on performance of N subjects on Pre-test 
and Post-Test. 
x (difference between Pre-Test Sum Squares of 













Mean (x) = 17112 = 1.417 ~ 1.42 ~(x-i) t 2 = 40.40 
t = -X * sqrt(n) I s where 1 .417 
Mean 





sqrt(40.40I(n-1)) = 1 • 92 
Hence t = 1 • 41 7 * 3. 46 I 1 • 92 = ~ . 
P2rforming the logit transformation on the Pre-Test and Post-Test scores 
where log{. P.i) _ log{~) is used, giv~ x-values of: 0.00,+.42,+.] 9,+.37 ,+. 95 ,+. 97 
\ qi \qj 0.00,+.37 ,+.77 ,-~19,-.58,+.23 
which gives t • 0.29 * 3.46 I .46 • ~ 
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niE. NIBLETT ADVICE ~ 
7 . .1 Objectives 
Using the advice strategy of Niblett (1982) which had been 
implemented as a PROLOG program and a technique of "structured 
induction", Shapiro and Niblett (1981) were able to derive deci-
sion rules which correctly classified all legal Black-to-move po-
sitions. From the above two works Niblett was able to produce a 
slightly more compact version of his earlier advice text reduc-
ing it to only five high-level rules, which determine whether a 
W-T-M position is won or drawn. It had several favourable 
features for purposes of testing human novice chessplayer sub·· 
jects; that is: 
1. The five rules were relatively very concise as compared 
to, for example, some of those in the Beal, Harr is·-
Kopec, and Bramer advice texts. 
2. The rules were virtually self-contained, not involving 
many other lower ievel attributes, and could be clearly 
defined by accompanying diagrams. 
3. By a refined order of application Niblett was able to 
remove the necessity to test for special cases. 






That is, in addition to performance with an external store of 
advice, as with the earlier open-book "cribs", performance was 
also tested employing an internal store of advice, i.e. the 
"closed-book", memorized advice text. 
7.2 Design and Procedure of the "Open· Book" Experiment 
This experiment was designed to closely model the steps in 
the testing of the Clarke Advice Text (Chapter VI) wherever pos-
sible. Again there were to be two groups of subjects, with the 
NK subjects acting as controls. The 10 subjects in each group 
would be tested according to the following experimental design: 
~. Pxocedure ~ HK (~Knowing cbeaa moyea) Control Subjects: 
1. KPK Manual; experimenter assistance offered. 
2. 10 stimulus Pre-Test (White-to-move (W-T-M), won or 
drawn) positions. 
3. Grade Pre-Test; discuss WYong answers, allow subjects 
time to consider the results. 
4. Post-Test on 10 W-T-M positions. 
~- Pxoc&duxe ~ H (Noyice) Subjects: 
1. Pre-Test on 10 W-T-M positions (same as above). 
2. Up to 5 Worked Examples; time, experimenter assistance 
required, and any remarks were a~~ recorded. 
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3. Niblett Advice Text: 10 W-T-M positions. 
4. Post-test on 10 W-T-M positions. 
Thus NK subjects we~e again (as in Chapte~ VI) p~esented 
with the KPK Manual first to teach them the rules and objectives 
for KPK concisely in a few pages. They were permitted up to 
about thirty minutes to do this, and could ask the experimenter 
questions. All subjects were provided with a chess board marked 
from 'a' to 'h' below the bottom row of squares and from '1' to 
'8' up the left edge to facilitate use of algebraic chess nota-
tion. A White King (WK), a White Pawn (WP) and Black King (BK) 
were also provided for subjects' perusal throughout the experi-
ment. 
The first data obtained for all subjects (N and NK) was 
their performance on the Pre-Test which consisted of 10 posi-
tions, 7 won and 3 drawn, over about 20 minutes. All positions 
tested throughout the experiment were evaluated in terms of W-T-
M. The Pre-Test was then scored for NK subjects with wrong 
answers gone over and discussed by the experimenter. The 10 po-
sition Post-Test (6 won, 4 drawn) was then administered to NK 
subjects with about 20 minutes again allowed. Their purpose as 
controls in the experiment was to obtain empirical evidence as a 
means of certifying that the domain, KPK, was sufficiently hard 
not to be solvable by some form of chance or rote learning alone. 
The N subjects were then presented with the Niblett Advice Text 
with 10-15 minutes allowed to read and study it followed by the 
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Worked Examples. Subjects could try any number up to all five of 
these Worked Examples for which the time required and experi-
menter assistance, if any, was recorded. The examples were then 
reviewed and subjects proceeded to the third phase of the experi-
ment where the Niblett Advice Text was to be applied to 10 posi-
tions with up to 30 minutes allotted for the task. Of these 10 
positions, 7 were won positions 4 of which required the applica-
tion of the 5th rule (MAINPATT), 2 requiring the 4th rule (MAIN-
PATT or RANK6), and 1 requiring the 1st rule (CANRUN), the 
remaining 3 test positions being drawn. The fourth and final 
phase of the experiment entailed the Post-Test (20 minutes) with 
most of the 10 positions related in terms of concept and confi-
guration to those in the Pre-Test (Part 1) and Niblett Advice 
Text (Part 3) of the experiment presented earlier. The Pre-Test, 
Worked Examples, Niblett Advice Text, 10 test positions on it, 
and Post-Test, are presented in Tables 7.1 through 7.5 respec-
tively. 
The reader may note the change in design from Chapter VI 
with regard to proportioning of won and drawn positions in the 
test set. It was decided that the inclusion of a few (but less 
than 5) drawn positions in both the Pre-Test and Post-Test would 
serve better to prevent pure chance guessing, where previously 
this may have occurred and had been impossible to detect. 
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Pre-~ for ! and NK -- Subjects ~ lQ KPK Positions (Niblett Advice ~) 
(All Positions White To Move) 
WK BK WP RESULT (Win .2.!. Draw) 
1 . d3 d6 b3 
2. c4 c6 c2 
3· c1 e4 c3 
4. e5 e7 c5 
5· b2 d5 b3 
6. a3 b7 b3 
7. b4 a6 c4 
8. g7 e8 c3 
g. c7. a2 c2 
1 0. d5 c3 a2 
Name: ________________ __ 
Date: __________________ _ 




For each of the following positions please indicate which of 
the 5 rules in the Niblett Advice Text applies to explain why 
White Wins (W) or otherwise indicate that the position is a draw 
(D). Assistance from the experimenter can be requested if re-
quired. 
Position (All White to ~) 
1) WK:b3, BK:f7, WP:d3 
2) WK:f5 '· BK:f7 , WP:c5 
3) WK:a4 , BK:a6 , WP:g2 
4) WK:g7 , BK:f3 , WP:a3· 
5) WK:g6 , BK:c7 ·' WP:e7 
Table 7.2 
WIN Rule Applicable (No.) DRAW 
Name: ______________ _ 
Date: ______________ _ 
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The Niblett Advice Text 
For any White-to-move position we can decide if he WINS by apply-
ing the following set of rules in order: 
1. If CANRUN exists then White WINS. 
or ....... 
2. If the pawn's rank is 7 and the White King can safely move 




If the pawn is a ROOKPAWN and if and only if a position is 
achievable where CANRUN exists--or where-ROOKPATT exists, 
White WINS. 
or ....... 
If the pawn's rank is greater than or egual to 5 and if 
White can achieve MAINPATT or RANK6 (or they exist) then 
White WINS. 
or 






·~~ --····~•-•-- ... •• ---·-·--··--·-..,•a••-•o., 
Definitions and Examples 
1. CANRUN exists if the positions is such that the pawn can safely 









2. Queening Square is the square 9n the 8th rank of the pawn's file. 




exists if the pawn is on the rook's (or 'a') file and 
the Black King is more files from the pawn than the White King z-li~t~i 
not more than one rank above the White King and not below the 
White King. 
Ex • 
The figure below with the 
Black King on any square but 'X'. 
White King can 'box' 
Black King (on any squ<:.:r~: :· 
I X' ,) out. 
Ex. RANK6 can be achieved by 
advancing the pawn, then 
the kin 
Is pattern 







White to move in the figure below 
and the Black King is not direct!l 
opposite the White King (W) on a 





a b ~ .d 
These can be 




White to move has the 
pattern belo.w. 
(Page 2) 
Niblett Advice Text 10 Positions 
(All Positions White to Move) RESULTS 
WK BK ...E WIN, RULE ..2.!.. DRAW -
1 . d1 f8 c3 
2. c6 aS b5 
3· d6 c4 a3 
4. d3 d7 c3 
s. h3 h7 b3 
6. f4 c6 d3 
7. c4 c6 d2 
.. ... ________ 
8. c5 b8 d6 
--g. a3 c6 b3 
1 0. e4 e6 .d3 .......... -
Name: 
Date: 







Post-Mortem Test of KPK - ----
(All Positions White to Move) 
WK BK WP 
1 ••· d1 b4 d3 
2. a6 d7 a4 
3· c2 e7 c3 
4. e3 d6 c2 
5- c4 b6 d4 
6. b4 d6 d3 
7. c5 c8 c6 
8. f5 f7 d5 
e3 e7 d3 
1 0. f4 f6 b2 
Table 7.5 
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(Niblett Advice Text) 
Result (Win ~ Draw) 
Name: -------
Date: -------
N or NK: ------
7.3· Results of the Open-Book Experiment 
The 20 subjects who participated in this experiment were 
again members of 5th and 6th year classes at HolYTood High School 
in Edinburgh. All subjects ranged between 16 and 18 years in 
age, with 7 of the 10 NK's and 2 of the 10 N's being females. 
For the NK subjects the experiment ordinarily required about one 
hour in total for study of the KPK Manual, completion of the 
Pre-Test, its grading, and finally the Post-Test. The N subjects 
typically required about two hours to complete their four tasks 
with the time allotments (in minutes) approximately as follows: 
l. Pre-Test (20) 2. Study Advice· Text and Worked Examples (10-25) 
3. Niblett Advice Text (35). 4. Post-Test (20). 
Normally 2 to 4 subjects participated in the experiment simul-
taneously. 
Tables 7.61 and 7.62 give the results of the experiment for 
both groups of subjects. All 10 N subjects completed the 5 
worked examples in total times ranging between 10 and 25 minutes, 
with 3 subjects requiring assistance from the experimenter on ex-
ample 4. A cursory analysis of the data indicates the following 
clear conclusions on the Niblett Advice Text when presented in 
open-book form: 
1) The advice text was sufficiently human-executable. This 
is certified by the fact that 9 of the 10 subjects got 5 
or more right answers for the right reason (RR) with an 
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Performance of 1! Subjects 
Niblett Advice Txt Post-
Subject M/F Age Pre-Test RR RW' --y Test Net 
1. D. Christie M 1a 7 a 0 2 g +2 
2. P. Angelosanto M 17 g 7 0 3 4 -5 
3· J. McKeen M 16 g 7 0 3 6 -3 
4. A. Meadows M 16 3 5 1 4 4 +1 
5· J. Hay M 1a 5 5 2 3 6 +1 
6. F. Mitchett F 17 5 4 1 5 4 -1 
7. I. Pull in M 17 5 6 2 2 7 +2 
a. V. Creamer F 16 7 7 1 2 7 =0 
g. M. Devine M 17 a 5 1 4 6 -2 
10. J. Laws on M 1a 4 a 0 2 6 +2 -----------------------
Tots. & Avgs.: aM,2F 17 6.2 6.2 o.a 3.0 5.g -o.; 
Key: RR = Right Value, Right Rule 
RW = Right Value, Wrong Rule 
X = Wrong Value 
Net = Net change in score from Pre-Test to Post-Test 
Table 7.61 Results of N Subjects on Niblett Open-Book Advice Text 
Performance of NK Subjects 
Subject M/F Age Pre-Test Post-Test Net Chans;e 
1. c. Anderson F 17 a a =0 
2. M. Figuerola M 17 6 5 -1 
3· G. Figuerola M 17 g a -1 
4. T. Hutchinson F 16 3 6 +3 
5· P. Murphy F 17 7 5 -2 
6. D. Burn F 17 5 g +4 
7. P. McConville M 16 5 4 -1 
a. A. Sharkey F 16 6 5 -1 
g. A. Langton F 16 4 4 =0 
10. J. McLaughlin F 16 l 4 5 +1 '--------------------------------------
Tots. and Avgs.: 3M,7F 16.5 5.7 5.g +0.2 
Table 7.62 Results of NK Subjects on Niblett Open-Book Advice Text 
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overall average of 6.2. Furthermore, 6 subjects were able 
to obtain 1 or 2 additional right answers each for posi-
tion values (White wins or draw) through paztially correct 
applications of the advice text. 
2) The advice text did not in general or on average result 
in an improvement in score from Pre-Test to Post-Test. 
However, in each of the 5 cases where there was an im-
provement in score from Pre-Test to Post-Test there was 
also a score of greater than or equal to five in correct 
(RR) application of the Nib1ett Advice Text, with a total 
•Rightness score" (composed of RR and RW) ranging between 
6 and 8. 
3) As indicated by the results in Table 7.62 NK subjects 
did not improve from one test to the next (no intervening 
Advice Text use). 
7. 4. Design and Procedure· of the uclosed Booktt- Experiment 
This experiment was quite similar in construction to the 
testing of N (knowing-moves-novices) subjects in the Open-book 
Experiment (7.2), except for the addition of a 15 to 30 minute 
time slot for memorization of the Niblett Advice Text and then 
its application to the 10 test positions but now in closed-book 
form. Therefore the complete experiment lasted about 2 l/4 
hours. Since there were no control subjects (NK) used in this 
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experiment, extra caution was taken to ascertain that each sub-
ject was in fact a chess novice who knew the legal moves and 
rules required for this ending. The objectives for White (i.e to 
win by safely reaching the 8th rank with his pawn) and fa~ Black 
(i.e to draw either by capturing the Pawn with his King, reaching 
a stalemate position, or by three-fold repetition) were reviewed 
in general before administering the Pre-Test. Thus the experi-
mental procedure with time ·allotments in minutes (bracketed) was 
as follows: 
1. Review legal moves, rules and objectives for KPK ( 15) 
2. Pre-Test (20) 
3. Study of Niblett Advice Text ( 15) 
4. Worked Examples (12-26) 
5. Memorization of Niblett Advice Text ( 15) 
6. 10 Test Positions on Advice Text (20) 
7. Post-Test (20) 
The test materials used in all parts of the experiment were 
therefore identical to those used in the open-book experiment 
described in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 and illustrated in Tables 7.1 
through 7.5. When performing the test on the 10 positions with 
the closed-book Niblett Advice Text some subjects jotted down a 
few notes of what they had memorized. 
7.5 Results of the Closed-Book Experiment 
A total of 15 subjects, (8 males, 7 females), all students 
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...... __ .....,..- . ·· .. ·.:. .... ~-· ... _ _.- ··--·---.... ·-- ·-·--- ...... •'• 
at James Gillespie's High School in Edinburgh, were tested over a 
four week period. All subjects were 16 or 17 years of age. Sub-
jects were recruited by Mr. McDougall, the Assistant Head Teach-
er, and normally 4--at- a time-partl·c-rpa-recr-rn-the-experlnienl:.-,-w1.~h ·· 
• - 0 
the exception of one session when a female N subject had to be 
scr~ened out when it became apparent that she did not have an 
.adequate .grasp ~f the legal moves and rules of chess. 
As indicated by Table 7.72J improvement from Pre-Test to 
Post-Test was observed to a deg~ee that i~ f~rmally significan~ 
to a- level somewhat above earlier tests. <P < .02 on a one-
tailed test>. Although expected scores from pure guess~ng alone 
on Pre-Text and Post-Test (5.8 and 5.2 respectively> do not 
greatly differ the actual average results, as in the Open-book 
experiment, the sum of the rightness scores <RR + RW> on the Ni-
blett Advice Text, (7.26), is well above the expected "random., 
score oF 5.8 
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Niblett Advice Txt Post-
Name MIF Age Pre-Test RR RW X Test Net 
1 • V. Notley F 16 5 5 3 2 6 +1 
2. G. Mercer F 16 7 6 2 2 5 -2 
3· R. Linsay M 16 5 8 0 2 10 +5 
4. A. Sheffield M 17 5 8 0 2 6 +1 
5. G. Swan M 16 6 4 1 5 7 +1 
6. J. Gardiner M 16 4 5 2 3 3 -1 
7. R. Patton F 16 4 7 1 2 5 +1 
8. c. Ritchie F 16 4 5 2 3 7 +3 
g. N. Paterson M 17 5 6 0 4 7 +2 
10. D. Neilson M 17 3 4 3 3 9 +6 
11 • D. Carnall M 16 5 3 3 4 5 0 
12. c. Murray F 16 4 7 0 3 5 +1 
13. M. Cars on F 16 6 6 1 3 5 -1 
14. D. Camp bell F 16 7 9 0 1 6 -1 
15. R. Stew art M 16 6 6 2 2 7 +1 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tots. & Avgs.: 8M,7F 16.3 5.1 5.93 1.33 2.73 6.2 +l.J.j 
Key: RR • Right Value, Right Rule 
RW • Right Value, Wrong Rule 
X a Wrong Value 
Net • Net Change in score from Pre-Test to Post-Test 
Table 7 • 71 Results of N Subjects on Niblett Closed-Book Advice Text 
Subjects (n) x (difference between Pre-Test 
and Post Test) 















































Mean (x) • 17115 - 1.13 ~(x-i) t 2 • 67.78 
t • x * sqrt(n) I s where x a 1.13 
n • 15 
The Standard Deviation, s • sqrt(67.7BI(n-1)) • 2.20 
Hence t • 1.13 * 3.87 I 2.20 • 1.99 
Table 7.72 "Student's t-test" for performance of subjects on Pre-Test 
and Post-Test of Experiment Using Niblett Closed-Book Advice Text. 
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7.6 Concluaiona and Diacuaaian 
F~om the fo~egoing ~esults of expe~imentation with the Ni-
blett Advice Text we can conclude that fo~ chess novices it is: 
l) sufficiently executable 
2) fo~ the most part comp~ehensible 
3) not too complex to be memo~izable 
A bette~ unde~standing of its feasibility as a lea~ning tool fo~ 
KPK would require furthe~ experimentation. For example, it is 
unclear how much subjects depended on the results of their em-
ployment of the advice text (AT), open o~ closed-book, when tak-
ing the Post-Test. Had they reverted primarily to their 
knowledge of KPK prior to the experiment (which in most cases was 
minimal) or not?. How many subjects were simply confused by the 
AT? How often was the AT executed partially correctly (i.e. in-
ferior moves were"made in thei~ analyses) but leading to a total-
ly correct scoring (RR) of their answers? 
Such difficulties depending on numerous variables and un-
knowns will always become involved when one attempts to measure 
learning, but this has not been the main issue he~e. Instead we 
have been interested in the question of the executahility, 
cgmprebenaibilit¥, and. memgrizahjlity of a given knowledge 
representation. It is clear that performance on the open-book 
experiment did not greatly differ from that on the closed-book 
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. expe~iment. In both cases we may conclude by inspection of Right-
ness sco~es that the AT was executable. Furthermore, in both in-
stances where there was a tendency for improvement from Pre-Test 
to AT performance, there was also an upward trend from AT to 
Post-Test. We may therefore conclude that when the AT was 
comp~ehensible and subjects correctly learned new concepts con-
cerning the KPK domain it was reflected by an imp~oved Post-Test 
score. 
Performance using the closed-book AT as an internal store of 
advice was generally superior to performance with the open-book 
AT as an external store of advice. This is indicated across the 
line in Rightness score (compare Tables 7.61 and 7.71), by change 
in average scores from Pre-Test to AT, and change in average 
scores from Pre-Test to Post-Test. 
QVERATT SQMMARY QE. CQNCfilSIONg 
A specia~ized sub-domain of chess, KPK, has been studied 
f~om many points of view. In Chapte~ I of this thesis we consid-
er how the chess master views this domain and describe efforts to 
program it successfully. Chapter II focuses on the Ha~ris KPK 
Program, a standard algorithmic prog~am, detailing efforts to 
verify and improve its correctness; Chapter III is a description 
of Seal's and Bramer's programs ·along with Clarke's Database. 
Chapte~ IV compares the four programs as implemented in the same 
language, Algol-60, on the same machine, DEC-10. Chapter V 
describes early experimental work and the translation process for 
the Beal, Harris and Bramer Programs, as well as providing the 
actual advice texts. The results, summazy and conclusions f~om 
this experimentation are also given he~e. Chapter VI and VII 
are comprised of the account and results of further experimenta-
tion with the Clarke and Niblett Advice Texts ~espectively. 
The work detailed in Chapter II gives evidence for the dif-
ficulties encountered in debugging a KPK program developed by 
conventlonal algorithmic methods. The proliferation of special 
cases and the necessity of checking exhaustively fo~ maladies 
which may have ~esulted by side-effect from co~rections to them 
is largely responsible for these difficulties. 
Five correct or nea~ly correct knowledge representations for 
KPK have been studied primarily with regard to the following 
three prope~ties: 
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1) compntat;onal effjcjenc.y, which in order from highest to 
lowest (Niblett excluded) resulted in: Beal, Harris, Bramer, 
Clarke. 
2) cognitive effisioncy, conaide~ed with ~ega~d t~ ~1ve 
correct or very nearly correct computer program representa-
tions for KPK translated into English language •advice 
texts• distinguished as: 
l. Niblett 5 patterns, very little calculation 
2. Harris-Kopec 7 patterns, much calculation 
3. Bramer 
4. Beal 
5 .. Clarke 
19 patterns, considerably less calcu~ation 
48 patterns, little ca~culation 
98304 patterns, considerable calculation 
Though cognitive efficiency was experimentally unresolved in 
tests with Beal, Bramer, and Harris-Kopec, it was apparsnt 
that none of these was very easy to use or ideal. Indica-
tions of intelligibility were that Clarkeand Beal were tQQ 
extenajpnal, Harris-Kopec ~ jntensjonal, while Bramer and 
especially Niblett were sufficiently human-intelligible. 
3) gra;n ai%a differences and the necessary tradeoffa 
between storage-space and execution-time to fall within the 
bounds of the human window. 
Expe~imentation was also pe~fo~med to dete~mine the executa-
bility and memor izability (the latter only in the case of the 
Niblett Advice Text) of these advice texts. 
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l! ~ STUDIES FROM REAL WORLD APPLICATIONS 
The relationship o~ the experiments discussed in the forego-
ing sections to real world problems is hereby considered. The 
problems our human KPK subJects con~ronted in attempting to 
correctly carry out their tasks under idealised laboratory condi-
tions may be vie~ed as a microcosm of those faced by operators of 
complex systems <such as air traffic control centres and nuclear 
power stations> in emergency situations. As an example consider 
when an operator attempts a corrective action <by analogy the 
subJect searches for other legal moves or solutions from a 
given problem position> and receives no intelligible feedback, or 
possibly even conflicting information, as to whether the action 
has brought him closer to a correct solution to the problem. The 
same again was true for the human subJects here-- e.g. once em-
barking on a legal move from an initial won position with White 
to move, subJects had no way of knowing whether this path of 
analysis would lead them closer to a correct solution <i.e. a 
win), no~here <i.e. cycling), or seriously astray (i.e. a move 
which changes the game-theoretic value from a win to a draw>. A 
correlate of the relative opacity to them of all but the Niblett 
and the Bramer advice texts was that they could not obtain gui-
dance by consulting the machine's o~n representations. 
In sum, there are two special properties which are shared by 
the laboratory case studies testing KPK advice texts on human 




codified both within these control programs TOT' complex 
systems and also within the advice texts are domain-
speci-fic heuristics which are beyond the comprehension 
of those who opel'ate 01' use them. 
the "99~ ef.Pect" - while unde1' normal conditions OT 
perfol'~nce these advice texts 01' complex systems may be 
transpal'ent to their user or operato1', unde1' conditions 
of bT'eakdotJ~n <the unusual "1X cases"> the opacity o.P 
machine-oriented rules or col'rective actions becomes a 
critical facto1' compounding these conditions. 
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" " We no\11 address ·the ·issue of: ProbJ:ems of ..... tbte··'Human Window 
the need for satisfactory conceptual interfaces between man 
and machine in the broader context of information technoloqy. 
This issue has pervasive technological consequences in software 
design, and will now be discussed in the following sections in 
relation to four documented breakdowns of the user interface in 
complex computing systems: 
(9.1) Three Mile Island 
(9.2) Air Traffic Control 
(9.3) NORAD Military Computer 
(9.4) Royal Dutch Steel 
Investigations have been carried out into the above four 
pa~ticula~ cases as examples of wuse~-insc~utabilityw of complex 
and sophisticated aysteme. In each caae automation , the uae of 
machinery to perform tasks tnat previously had been accomplished 
exclusively by humans, plays a key role. In the past two decades 
automation has been inherently related to compnter1eat1pn as has 
been the case in the azeas which have been studied he~e. Since 
communications with machines, and not vice-ve~sa, it is neceasazy 
that the relationship between man and machine be humanised rather 
than tu~the~ ftgompute~iaedw. 
The mismatch between a technological ayatem and the humans 
who operate it can be eithe~ at a "su~face" o~ "st~uctu~al" lev-
-1~-
el. A knowledge ~epzeaentatian can be co~~ectable at the eu~faee 
level, but if ita etzuctuze az conceptual basie ia unsound, then 
no amount of human technology can co~~ect it. The nature of the 
unde!lying eAuaea of miamAtah between man 3nd m&Qhine, whftthftJ 
eaaent14lly At the surface level oz the structural level, ia the 
issue to which our investigation is oriented. 
It is ·no longer just laymen who are unable to comprehend 
how computers and the advanced information technology under which 
they operata, can co-ordinate within large sophisticated systems; 
control rooms in nuclear power stations, in air traffic, and on 
oil platforms are instances where large systems are now generally 
beyond the technical and scientific sophistication of those who 
operate them. 
~.~ Three ~ Island 
The nuclear powe~ statiori at Three Mile Island, Pennsylvania 
(known as T.M.I.-2 since it is one of two plants there) is one 
particu~ar case in point. In its conclusions in "The Accident At 
Three Mile Island• the Report of the President's Commission sum-
marizes the •causes of the Accident• with (pll, bottom): 
•In conclusion, while the major factor that turned 
this incident into a serious accident was inap-
propriate operator action, many factors contributed 
to the action of the operators, such as deficien-
cies in their training, lack of clarity in their 
operating procedures, failure of organizations to 
learn the proper lessons-from previous incidents, 
and deficiencies in the design of the control 
room." 
-·1S6-
In this ove~view of the "Causes of the Accident" the Commis-
sion st~esses that it was the "lack of attention to the human 
facto~ in nuclea~ safety" which was to blame fo~ the se~iousness 
of the accident. While the t~aining of operato~s and operation 
of the control room may have been adequate under normal circum-
stances, they we~e seriously deficient under accident conditions. 
Operato~s, even senio~ ones, did not have a sufficiently deep 
understanding of nuclear power under the complex prevailing cir-
cumstances. The specific p~ocedures which operators had to fol-
low as a result of the accident were at the least very confusing, 
and could reasonably have been interpreted to lead to the actions 
which the operators had mistakenly taken. Fu~thermo~e, the lee-
sons f~om previous accidents (which might have prevented the 
T.M.I.-2 accident altogether) did not result in new clear in-
st~uctions being passed on to the operators. 
The control ~oom also proved lacking in many ways, particu-
larly with ~egard to the "human interface". The commission ~e-
port continues: 
•The control panel is huge, with hundreds of 
alarms, and there are some key indicato~s placed in 
locations where the operato~s cannot see them. 
There is little evidence of the impact of modern 
information technology within the cont~ol ~oom." 
Let us now consider c.nother area of growiflg concern for information 
technology. 
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The year 1980 may be labelled by historians and scientists 
as the wyear of Mishapsw for American technology. Instances in 
the domain of control and operation of civil and military avia-
tion alone, are most evident. Some highlight examples are: 
(1) The numerous near-misses at Kennedy and other busy national and 
international airports. 
(2) The technological problems with the operation of the Hercules 
Sea Stallion helicopters which resulted in aborting the rescue 
mission to free the American hostages in Iran. 
(3) The NORAD military computer which falsely signalled a Soviet nuclear 
attack on three separate occasions. 
(4) Numerous crashes of fighter planes on training missions. 
These incidents (cases (1) and (3) will be among those in-
vestigated more specifically) dramatise the idea that as technol-
ogy rapidly advances and computers are given more responsibili-
ties, the role of the man-machine interface becomes more criti-
. 
cal. 
~-Z ~Traffic Control (A.~-~-) 
An article in The New Scientist (17 July, 1980) entitled 
wNear Misses in the Skyw, focuses on the problems of computers in 
air traffic control. We cite some examples and summarize its 
main points. 
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On 31 October, 1979 at 6.52 P.M. a faulty connection in one 
memory element in the IBM-9020 computer at the air traffic con-
trol (ATC) centre in Leesburg, Virginia nearly resulted in a 
mid-air disaster. The computer went down for 6 minutes during 
which two planes, a northbound Boeing 737 and a southbound Delta 
Airlines Lockheed L-1011 some 320 km. away, at altitudes of 8700 
and 9300 m. respectively, were· heading for Wilmington, North 
Carolina. Then at 7:06, when the pilot of the L-1011 asked per-
mission to descend to 8400 m. no-one at the control centre no-
ticed the potential hazard. It was only because the 737 pilot 
saw the descending Delta and managed to 
mid-air collision was averted. 
swerve sharply that 
A routine fault analysis seconds after this incident indi-· 
cated that a malfunctioning memory component had attempted tO 
contact each controller's display console. However, the memory 
component was part of a newly reconfigured system and had been 
misprogrammed to contact one more display console than existed. 
This mistake and the subsequent non-response from the "missing" 
terminal, resulted in the shutdown of the entire IBM-9020 system. 
When this and other such incidents were reported to the U.S. 
Federal Aviation Administration (F.A.A.) which oversees A.T.C. 
centres as well as airport control towers, the response was: "no 
accident has ever been directly or indirectly associated with a 
computer failure.• 
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Simila~ compute~ malfunctions have occu~~ed mo~e than 850 
times in 1979 at the 20 ATC cent~es ac~oss the United States. 
Afte~ the pa~ticula~ incident above, ATC cont~ollers complained, 
and one Leesbu~g cont~olle~ stated: "This type of accident will 
happen again. We can't keep defending this machine~y. If the 
equipment is obsolete, admit it and take co~rective action." 
Pe~haps this ai~ t~aff.ic cont~olle~ has missed the· main 
cause of his p~oblems. It is not the failu~es of machine 
ha~dware which ~e enti~ely to blame -- it is the methodology of 
fault diagnosis and how these faults ~e conveyed to the humans 
in ch~~ge that ia ~eaponaible. In this sense the cozzect func-
tioning of the h~dwa%e is the syntax component of the system. 
However, once a fault occu~s somewhe~e along the cont~ol system, 
the issue of semantics just "what is going on" in humanly 
comprehensible te~ms, becomes the key. When ai~c~aft identity and 
altitude data (which normally appe~ on the cont~olle~'s display 
screen along with the aizcraft's radaz images) suddenly disap-
pea~, then the air traffic controller is plunged into.a vacuum, 
the cognitive equivalent in ~ automobile of the discovery that 
the windscreen has fogged and the foot brake is not functioning. 
The New Scientist azticle goes on: 
•A few weeks later, on 25 November, the A.T.C. cen-
tre at Port Worth, Texas, experienced a powe~ fluc-
tuation which blew 32 fuses. The computer system 
failed, leaving display screens blank, and dep~iv­
ing controllers of even raw rada% data for 4 
minutes. No ne~-misses were reported, but the 
mishap caused another failure in the I.B.M. comput-
er. This led the system to shut down again on 28 
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November. 
During this second failure, controllers at 
Fort Worth were follpwing the progress of 19 air-
craft, including two American Airlines Boeing 
727's. Just before the breakdown, the controllers 
gave permission to one 727 to descend to 5400 m., 
the exact altitude at which the other other 727 was 
flying only 130 Jan. away. When the displays flick-
ered back to life 4 minutes later, an alert con-
troller saw the conflict and advised the descending 
airliner to. slow down. The two aircraft passed 
with only 180 m. between them." 
In 1979 the Leesburg centre alone had 200 failures, while Fort 
Worth had 74. New York's A.T.C. centre at Kennedy Airport had 
the longest breakdown on 14. November, 1979 lasting 13 hours. 
Fortunately there were no close calls, but the costs in tension, 
discomfort and dollars can be surmised when we consider the fact 
that 1.2 million gallons of excess fuel were burned. 
The events reported above and many more incidents which were 
not recorded specifically as •near-misses• led the Professional . 
Air Traffic Controllers Organisation (PATCO) to conduct a survey 
of computer failures in the F.A.A. air traffic· control centres. 
The survey led to allegations :at a Congressional hearing (April 
9,1980) that although the F.A.A. has $3000 million to spend on 
computers, it persists in operating a computer system that is un-
reliable and •possibly senile•. Just weeks before this hearing 
Congress received a report from the Government Accounting Office 
which concluded that the F.A.A.'s "past efforts to deal with 
mid-air collisions have been hampered by a lack of internal coor-
dination and disagreements over policy, approach, timing and 
direction" (ibid., pl89). These problems sound very similar to 
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those of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and their role in 
directly or indirectly causing the accident at Three Mile Island. 
Problems with computer breakdowns in A.T.C. were highlighted 
by two further incidents. 
The first event occurred on 18 January, 1980. Gerald 
O'Brien, became the first controller ever to be charged by the 
F.A.A. of tampering with A.T.C. equipment. Allegedly he ~­
fully removed data from computerised radar scopes and thereby 
contributed to the potential endangerment of a Soviet Aeroflot 
jetliner ·approaching Kennedy International Airport. This partic-
ular Aeroflot flight included the Soviet Ambassador, Anatoly 
Dobrynin on it. The incident occurred at a time when the loca2 
chapter of PATCO was publicly opposing the handling of Soviet or 
Iranian planes, because of the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan 
and the holding of American hostages in Iran. After a shift 
change at Kennedy's Inst%ument Flight Rules (IFR) room, an alert 
supe%vising controller became aware that the Aeroflot jet's radar 
blip did not carry any computer-generated alphanumeric identify-
ing data block, normaily indicating airline flight number, alti-
tude and ground speed. The supervisor then called the Air Route 
Traffic Control Centre (ARTCC) to clarify the situation. The 
fact that there was another plane in the same air sector -as the 
Aeroflot led to a confused instruction from the supervisor tel-
ling the Aeroflot to descend 10 miles too early in the normally 
very busy air space over Long Island. Fortunately there was no 
other traffic in the area so that no serious danger was present. 
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The second incident was just one of a series of close calls 
during the summer months at New York City•s airports. On 9 July, 
1980, about 10 miles east of Kennedy, a British Airways Boeing 
707 and a small private twin-engine Cessna passed within 150 m. 
of each other. This was not directly caused by any computer or 
human error, despite the fact that numerous mechanical breakdowns 
and human operational errors had been occurring at just this 
time. The computer in the IFR room did not automatically provide 
the British plane's data ~lock, next to the plane's •blip• on a 
radar scope, but this was obtained manually. 
The real problem lies in the crude "see and avoid" system 
intended to assure safe separation of controlled and uncontrolled 
aircraft mingling in the same airspace. Theoretically, under 
this system, since the weather was clear, the pilots of the 
planes involved should have been able to see each other and avoid 
danger. But the small craft was only detectable as a radar blip 
and waa only tracked due to the initiative of a controller who 
gave specific instructions for the computer to obtain further 
data. 
We can see that present methods of A.T.C. need to be care-
fully scrutinized, for in a number of cases disasters have been 
avoided only by astute human efforts beyond the call. of duty. 
Not enough attention has been given to how operators must prevail 
jn situations where computers malfunction. This is perhaps more 
confusing and hazardous 
radio transmissions alone. 
than when humans can rely on radar and 
• 
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There is a clear. split between long-term u.s. and European 
views 'of what the roles of people should be within A.T.C. In 
Hedley Voysey's article, ~Problems of mingling men and machines" 
(New Scientist, 18 August 1977) the u.s. view is presented by a 
quote from Andres Zellweger of the Advanced Concepts Staff of the 
F .A.A.: 
Today's A.T.C. system, which employs over 25,000 
air traffic controllers, is overly labour intensive 
and, with the current traffic control procedures, 
will become even more so in the future. The F.A.A. 
plans call for incr.eased automation of controller 
function with a human role change from controller 
of every aircraft to A.T.C. manager who handles ex-
ceptions while the computer takes care of routine 
A.T.C. commands. 
The attitude and direction of U.S. A.T.C. is diametrically 
opposed to the European outlook. Peter Sturgeon, of the Applied 
Psychology Department of Aston University, has for some· years 
been examining various aspects of the A.T.C. man-to-machine rela-
tionship. The European approach is· aimed at a partnership (sym-
biosis) between man and machine, which he sees as superior to ei-
ther working alone. Due to ~eal doubts over the reliability of 
U.S. methods, European and U.K. controllers have been reluctant 
to adopt the U.S. approach. The main concerns of the Aston 
University group are: 
(1) Will the controller who has to intervene in an except-
ional case be properly placed to do so? 
(2) OVer long periods of time the sheer lack of verbal 
communication between A.T.C. and individual aircraft 
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may lead to mistakes in instructions or 
(3) a generally increasing reluctance of humans to inter-
vene in the system at. all. 
The F.A.A. plans extend almost to the end of the century and thus 
it is unlikely that there will be a shift in the U.S. approach 
for some time. 
~-~ NORAP Military Computer 
Within an 8-month period during 1979-1980 the U.S. experi-
enced 3 false alerts indicating that it had been attacked by So-
viet missiles. These we1:e all due to compute1: e1:1:01:. The f ir~t: 
1:eported false alert occurred on 9 Nov., 1979 and was the resul't.i 
of a mechanical error when a •war game• information tape was 
inadvertently fed into "live channels" setting off early warnings 
of a nuclear missile attack from Soviet submarines probably lo-· 
cated in the north Pacific. This meant that 10 jet interceptors 
f1:om th1:ee bases in the U.S. and Canada we1:e scrambled aloft and 
missile bases throughout the U.S. were put on low-level alert. 
While the six-minute alert had been conside1:ed sceptically 
enough not to notify the President or Secretary of Defence, if it 
had lasted just one more minute the incident would have been 
brought to their iDUDediate attention. There have been several 
such false alarms in the past, notably in the late 1950's and 
early 1960's caused by computer failures, natural phenomena, and 
test firings, but this was the first where the command went out 
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f~om the NORAD (No~th American Air Defence Command) centre in 
Colorado Springs, Colorado, to the vast complex of defence cen-
tres chained ac~oss the United States. 
A second false alert occurred on 3 June, 1980, again within 
NORAD due to a computer error. Again the warning indicated a 
missile attack from the Russian mainland and f~om submarines~ 
Within seconds the alert spread to the U.S. strategic air com-
mand in Nebraska and to the National Military Command Centre in 
the Pentagon .. 
It required only 90 seconds for the Command Staff buried 500 
m. below Colorado's Cheyenne MOuntain to check the alarm against 
radar and satellite information to confirm that there was actual-
ly no evidence of a Soviet attack. A minute later it was decided 
that the nuclear alert which had been transmitted to U.S. mili··· 
tary command posts around the world, was cancelled. Thus the 
false alarm lasted only 3 minutes, but it required 20 more 
minutes for the U.S. strategic forces to stand down. 
On 6 June there was yet another alert, but this was an in-
tentional one, in an effort to duplicate the circumstances sur-
~ounding the first event on 3 June. As previously, the alert was 
not deemed serious enough to notify President Carter or Secretary 
of Defence Harold Brown, although the "situation room" in the 
White House and the President's command post were told. 
A two-week investigation headed by Gerald P Dineen, an As-
sistant Secretary of Defence, revealed that the false alerts were 
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caused by a single faulty integrated circuit. 
The key precaution which is built into the NORAD alert sys-
tem is that it is an a-stage process whereby a key human decision 
must be made at each stage. This prevents machinery alone from 
ordering a nuclear strike. Defence officials at Cheyenne Moun-
tain gave the further assurance: "If there are eight different 
stages, then we were only at step one " 
However, the real concern of o.s. officials are two cir-
cumstances which could be the direct result of a false alarm: 
l) the "shrinking time factor• and 
calating responses•. 
2) the possibility of "es-
l) the "shrinking time factor" is the critically short period of 
time in which humans in either the o.s. or Soviet Onion must be 
able to read computer signals and make decisions. This is 
directly related to the fear that since the Soviet warning sys-
tems and technology are less sophisticated than those in the 
U.S., they would have less time to consume for making a decision 
and testing the certainty of their information. Perhaps even 
more pertinent to this shrinking time factor is that approximate-
ly 75% of the Soviet nuclear strike force i.s on land-based 
launchers. This means that they are most vulnerable targets for 
o.s. attack and that they require more time to reach their tar-
gets as compared with the more balanced land-based, airborne and 
seaborne force in the United States. 
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2) The possibility of "escalating responses". Though these nu-
clear alerts were discovered to be "false" and the result of some 
computer error in 6 and 3 minutes respectively, it is quite sig-
nificant that 20 minutes were required to bring a.s. forces down 
from their higher state of alert. An alert, whether or not 
false, means that there is sudden, great activity at military 
command posts. Bomber crews start their engines, some planes 
even take off, land-based missile silos are brought closer to 
firing, and ballistic missile submarines receive signals. There 
is little doubt that the Russians could spot at least some of 
these movements; they could then respond quickly and with more 
magnitude. These "escalating responses" could continue until a 
full scale nuclea% confrontation could result from a simple 
misunderstanding of normal precautionary steps due to a false 
alarm. 
~-~ Rayal Dutch Steel 
The study of automation and how it effects the operators of 
a large control system requires the .cooperation of many different 
pa%ties. At the highly automated Hoogovens hot strip mill of 
Royal Dutch Steel such a rare cooperation between management, 
psychologists, ergonomists and workers was achieved. The study 
was carried out by specialists of the British Steel Corporation, 
the Technical University of Delft and Hoogovens, together with 
production management for a period of 18 months from Feb., 1975. 
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The productivity of the Hoogovens hot strip mill had dropped 
abruptly and the key question was, to what extent was this prob-
lem caused by a newly installed highly automated control system. 
The following summaxy of the main conclusion is from Hedley 
Voysey (New Scientist, 18 Aug. 1977, pp. 416-7): 
RThe operators became so unsure of themselves that, 
on some occasions, they actually left the pulpits 
used for control unmanned ... The operators also 
failed fully to understand the control theory of 
the programs used in the controlling computer, and 
this reinforced their attitude of Rstanding well 
back• from the operation - except when things were 
very clearly going a~y. By intervening late, the 
operators let the productivity drop below that of 
plants using traditional control methods. So auto-
mation had led to lower productivity and operator 
alienation simultaneously.w 
An idea which had appealed to the plant's designers was ~o 
enclose the steel strips being rolled. However this serious~y 
obstructed the ability of the p~ant's experienced operating staff 
to assess when there was a serious computer failure, either in 
the complex pro~ams or electrical input sensors. 
The remedy for this unsatistactory situation at the Hoogo-
vena plant was not simple either~ It required that operators be 
taught the intricacies of the system they were running. This in-
volves the control methods, the operation of programs in process 
terms, and all visual cues which might be helpful in detecting 
problems. With the complex physics of the system, the theory of 
the control sytem is intricate as well. Again, as in the case of 
T.M.I.-2, we see the need that operators are not just button 
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pushers who can only deal with a limited number of situations, 
but highly skilled and trained individuals, with appropriate 
salaries"for their responsibilities. 
We summarize some of the further conclusions of the Hoogo-
vens study, which was entitled: Human Factgrs Evaluation Hoogo-
BIUI. Hg. 2. ~ Strip Hill. 
(a) There is no evidence that automation at the Hoogovens 
plant forced people into jobs which are socially 
unacceptable. 
(b) Automatic systems should be designed so that it is 
possible for the 
problems and take 
react to problems 
is en. 
operator to anticipate potential 
preventive action, rather than 
only after they have already ar-
(c) Information displays should be designed to help the 
ope~ator predict performance and to help him under-
stand the decisions being taken by the automation, 
as opposed to the use of displays only to indicate 
the state of a process. 
(d) The visual. and auditor-y information which the opera-
tors use in the present mill is of paramount impor-
tance to their task, and special attention should be 
given in future designs to providing the best possi-
ble view of the process. 
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(e) A suitable form of back~up is required in the event 
the process computer is out of action or inaccurately 
set up. 
(f) The facilities for operator interaction with the com-
pute~ system should be extended, particularly to en-
able him to monitor and improve the performance of 
the automation; this would include the alteration of 
incor~ect o~ suspect data to produce a "better set 
up•; by •game playing• with the computer to examine 
the desirability of alternative courses of action; 
and by using, whe~e necessa~y, the operato~s' co~rec~ 
tione to the automatic control as well as automation 
feedback loops, to update the computer set ups. 
(g) Ope~ato~ t~aining should emphasize the function and 
perfo~mance of the automation. Ope~ato~s should be 
t~ained so that they can define and articulate thei~ 
technical · needs clearly to production and automation 
enginee~s. 
These conclusions are in line with the general Eu~opean view 
of what the relationship between man and computer should be. 
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9.5 Ove~view 
For ce~tain special tasks ~hich a~e socially c~itical, 
stand-alone information systems should not be ent~usted ~ith 
operational control. Ce~tification should only be granted to 
systems which demonstrably conduce to the user's understanding of 
the task-environment. A clear distinction between ••surface" 
(cosmetic> and "structural" <conceptual> causes of interface 
b~eakdown in an information system is therefore needed. The in-
vestigation of our four case·studies from the real world leads to 
the common finding that some task-environments are still too in-
fested with defects of interface design at the surface level for 
the study of the latter cause of breakdown to be even addressed. 
This theoretical case can be demonstrated in model domains on a 
laboratory scale such as we have investigated here, and must be 
kept in mind as real-life task-environments of increasing com-
plexity are penetrated by machine systems. 
The fact that of the five advice texts tested only the Ni-
blett Advice Text was clearly 11 internalisable" <in the sense of 
becoming part of the user's mantal furniture> gives some indica-
tion favouring the A.I.-structured approach for complex 
problem-domains. 
An analogy is optical instrumentation where "su~face" causes 
of poor viewing respond to cosmetic correction <e.g. polishing a 
clouded lens), whereas some other causes are structural <such as 
faulty focal adJustment> and ra~uire less superficial interven-
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tion. In soft~are today, the issue of st~uctural ·as opposed to 
surface causes of inscrutability has yet to be addressed by the 
profession at large. 
The case studies cited here, each involving compute~s in 
·complex systems, but with failures at the interface between man 
and machine, provide only minimal evidence for the human ~indo~ 
hypothesis for the reason given above, i.e. they incu~ issues 
~hich are too lo~-level due to opacity at the surface level. 
Nan•theless they point to hazardous trends and give suggestive 
evidence for what the required focus of futu~e ~ark should be. 
Commitment must therefore be to interactive man-machine sys-
tems whe~ever possible. Within this context the only computer-
basad decision structures which can be regarded as safe are those 
amenable to conceptual debugging at run tim•. No commercially 
available soft~are of the present state of the art has this pro-
pe~ty, ~ith the exception of little-known packages of the "ex-
pert systems" type. These special A.I. systems can be extended 
to inco~porate high-level expertise in fault diagnosis and 
correction both in other programs and also in themselves. We do 
not see any other path to ultimata safe solutions. 
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~Times , p.l , Sunday, 8 June, 1980. 
Computer Error Falsely Indicates A Soviet Attack. 
~ ~ ~ Times p.A14, Friday, 6 Juner 
1980. 
Brown Says False Alarm Cannot Activate Missiles. 
Zba ~ ~ Times , p.A16, 10 June, 1980. 
Sulzberger Jr., A.O Error Alerts U.S. Forces to a False Missile 





The computer that keeps on crying wolf. 
Scientist , pp.375-6, 26 June, 1980. 
'Alert' mistake difficult to resolve. ~ Times, 
Monday, .9. ~, ll.S.O.. 
University seeks improved computer reliability. 
~ Times , p.4e , Wednesday, 11 June, 1980. 
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Royal Dutch Steel 
Crawley, J.E.; Ketteringham, P.; Vine,D.; and 
Price, C.; 
Cover and Summary of Project Report: Human Fac-
tors Evaluation Hoogovens No.2 Hot Strip Mill, 
Britjsh steel Corporation , Battersea Laborato-
ry, FR/2Sl/76(B), August, 1976. 
Community Ergonomics Action; Human Factors Evaluation at Hoogo-
vens No. 2 Hot Strip Mill; Prgceedjngs gL ~ 
Meeting ~ 2A-22 October ~ in 
Ijmuiden/Amsterdam. 
(See also references for Air Traffic Control) 
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Appendix A-~ 
Correction of Type 0, Type 1 and Type 2 Harris Program Errors. 
Of the 37 Type 0, Type 1 and Type 2 errors, only Type 0 
represent genuine Harris program errors. Type 2 errors can be 
trivially corrected by marking all values in the database which 
evenly divide 27 as meaning Black-to-move draws, i.e. 459 - 27 x 
17, remainder 0, means Black-to-move draws. These were marked 
incorrectly in procedure BASVAL as wins. Type 1 errors required 
some tracing to discover why IRESB•4 (meaning Black-to-move 
d~aws, according to the database and p~ocedure BASVAL) rather 
than IRESB•3, meaning that Black-to-move loses. After some care-
ful tracing of the values passed by procedure BASVAL and its sub-
sequent decomposition of database values, Type 1 er~ors were re-
moved simply by replacing a division sign (/) with the Algol 
function fo~ integer division (div). It seemed type 0 e~rors, 
though genuine, could also be trivially corrected by: 
(a) not allowing the program to "imagine• all positions whe~e 
WPRANK•2 as if WPRANK•3 for convenience or 
(b) handling the case where WP:a2, BK:al, as a special one, 
although the~e will b~ other positions whe~e WPRANK cannot 
be "imagined" as 3 co~~ectly. 
In orde~ to secu~e as much gene~ality as possible, app~oach 
(a) was chosen to correct Type 0 e~rors. At first the following 
was added to the test IF WPRANK•l Aml ~(BKLIST(WPLOC)) Aml 
Ha!(ADJACENT(Hlt,iiE,)) nfim WPLOC:•WPLOC + ~- This means, if the 
WP is on rank 2 counting from 1, (Harris uses a board rep~esenta-
tion which numbers ranks and files from 0 to 7) and the BK cannot 
immediately move to the square the WP is on, nor is the WK adja-
cent to the Pawn, then "imagine• the WP on rank 3. This change 
successfully corrected Type 0 errors. However, in retesting seg-
ments of the sample 2002 positions, a new error, due to the above 
correction, was discovered. That is, positions such as WP:a2, 
WK:al, BK:cl, where the WK is adjacent to the WP and the WP is 
not on the BK'e list of possible moves, dQ :equi:e that the 
Pawn's rank be incremented in order for them to be evaluated 
correctly as wins with Black-to-move. Finally, the following 
clear, but very inefficient, code was added to the test IF 
WPRANX•l to remove Type 0 errors: Atlll BMOYE Aml (.SX•.iiE.+FLANK(~] 
.QB mt•tii.+Ft,ANK(.2.] .QB .BX•.iiE.+.DmiH) Di!H WPLOC:•iiLQC; ~ 
WPLOC : •WPLOC + .l. 
This means, if it is Black-to-move and the BK is anywhere just 
behind the WP, it is incorrect to ~imagine~ the WP on rank 3 in-
stead. of rank 2. 
A further test on another·sample of 2000 positions (Nos. 
lOOl-2000 see tabulation on p.31 ) resulted in only one error, or 
99.95% correctness. This error, with WK:b4,BK:b2,WP:a2, can also 
be classed as a Type 0 error. This subset of Type 0 errors must 
generalize across all 4 files 1 the pawn is evaluated on. The ad-
dition of the condition: OR WK•WP + AHEAD(l] OR WK•WP + AHEAD(2] 
OR WK-wP + AHEAD[3] to the earlier mentioned ammendments, cured 
this problem. 
. -- ......... .J•·- "'"··-·--··-··. ·• ........... ·-·· .. _ ....... - . 
Appendix A.2. 
Correction of Type 3 and Type O.n Harris Program errors. 
Due to the biased nature of Type O.n and Type 3 errors, 
some •easy fix• to a programming error was sought. The error had 
to be related to some faulty increment of the WPRANK which did 
not affect the values of positions where White-to-move could win 
by advancing the pawn, but would have a vital effect on positions 
where Black had only one drawing move. As predicted, the error 
was quite obvious after reviewing the changes described in APPEN-
DIX A.l; .ELSE WPLOC:•WPLOC + ~ should have been: .ELSE ll WPRANI(•~ 
lliEH WPLOC:•WPLOC + ~. Finally this implies that in most posi-
tions with the pawn on the second rank it is safe to •imagine• 
the pawn on the third rank, but in some cases it is absolutely 
wrong. Therefore most of the reported errors for the sample. of 
800.ran~omly selected positions were caused by this mistake. 
Type 3 errors (i.e. WP:c3,WK:h3,BK:h7, B to move) were re-
moved by the discovery and correction of a small encoding bug in 
PROCEDURE RANK234 (see fig. 5), where the intermediate test per-
formed for special distant King relationships, ll ~ >• 
~(.BX,!lE+~) was changed to ll (WI<RANJC <• WPRANI( Abl1l 
(~(lil:,lii:+IIE.) )• ~(mt,~+~) -~) Aml HC:l!(~ OR KOPOP)). 
The PROCEDUREs SSOP and KOPOP are described in Section 2.1.3 and 
they were intended to ensure that positions where the WK could 
get the opposition with his pawn on rank 3 or 4 were evaluated as 
wins ~ ~ ~ ~ cguld ~ ~ oppgeitign abead ~ ~ 
~- Thus the errors described in Bitner & Hansche's report for 
their figs. 6 and 7 and similar positions, were removed. 
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What follows is a description of the rules of play for a 
very specialized yet non-trivial subset of the game of chess. 
The movements of the 3 pieces involved, a, White King (WK), a 
White Pawn (WP), and a Black King (BK), are very limited, 
though one mistake can critically alter the result. The possible 
results are either Whit.e wins by obtaining a position where his 
pawn will be decisive, or tne-position is a draw. 
Chess is played on an 8 x 8 board whose squares are marked 
as in the following diagram. The board is labelled from White's 








Pawns can only move forward one square at a time on a file 
(column) except from their starting position on rank (row) 2, 
when there is the option of advancing them one or two ranks. 
For the purposes of this miniature game of chess, if the WP 
can safely reach the 8th rank, then White is said to have a won 
~osition. Kings can move one square at a time in . any direction 
(forward, backward,. left, right, or diagonally). Kings cannot 
move adjacent to each other. The BK cannot move to a square di-
agonally ahead of the WP. If White advances the pawn to a square 
..... ··- ............................. ·-
which is diagonally directly below the BK, then Black is said to 
be in "CHECK". White and Black alternate moves; A move is 
denoted by piece to square, i.e. 1.Kd7 means that White's first 
move is WK to d7. Black moves are indicated by"···" before the 
move played, i.e. 1 .... Ka7 indicates that Black's first move is 
BK to a7. Pawn moves are denoted simply by the square the WP is 
to be moved to, i.e. 1.c5 is WP from c4 to c5. 
II. Examples 
Fig 1 : WK:d4, BK:d6, WP:c2, W to play. 
Here White's legal moves are Kc4, Ke4, Kc3, Kd3, Ke3 
(but not Kc5, Kd5 or Ke5 since these moves would bring the 
Kings adjacent to each other) and the two pawn move options 
c3 or c4. 
Fig. 2: WK:d3, BK:d6, WP:e4, W to play. 
Here White can play Kc4, 
and e5+ (Pawn to e5, Check). 
capture the Pawn by .•. KxP by 
his King on the square e5 
board. 
Kd4, Kc3, Ke3, Kc2, Kd2, Ke2, 
On this last move Black could 
simply replacing the Pawn wit~ 
and removing the Pawn from the 
Fig. 3: WK:e5, BK:c6, WP:d4, B to play. 
Here Black can play ..• Kb7, Kc7, Kd7, Kb6, Kb5, but 
not Kc5 (since this would be moving into check from the 
Pawn) nor ••• Kd6 or Kd5. 
Fig. 4: WK:h2, BK:b4, WP:d5. 
Here with Black to play 1. Kc5 is possible and 
Black captures the Pawn next move (draw). However with White 
to play 1.d6 is possible and the Black King cannot catch the 
Pawn and prevent it from reaching d8 safely. 
Fig. 5: WK:c5, BK:c3, WP:a2. 
An unusual position whereby the Black King appears 
close enough to the Pawn to capture it, but because of spe-
cial features is unable to do so: ... Kb4, ... Kc4, and 
Kd4 are all illegal because each of these moves would bring 
the Kings adjacent to each other. The move .•. Kb3 is ille-
gal because it moves into check from the Pawn and on 
... Kb2 White would play 2.a4 and then the Pawn would 
be able to 'run away' and reach the eighth rank. 

III. Objectives 
White tries to win by gaining access to the 8th rank for his 
Pawn. This is achieved either by simply advancing the Pawn and 
"beating" the Black King to that square or by the White King's 
support of the Pawn by coaxing the BK from that square, or by a 
combination of the above methods. Black draws by either (1) Cap-
turing the Pawn or (2) being stalemated or obtaining a position 
which ultimately leads to stalemate. 
Stalemate occurs when it is Black's turn to move, he is not in 
check, but cannot make any legal moves. Fig. 6 illustrates a 
Stalemate. 
APPENDIX ~: Performances ~ ~ Control Subjects ~ KEK. Quiz 
NAME RATING R RR RW ww WR PERCENT RIGHT 
(lOO X R/24) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. K. Sorn 1315 12 3 3 3 0 50.0 
2. G. Morrison 1485 18 7 1 1 0 75.0 
3. J. Harmon 1606 17 6 1 1 1 70.8 
4. B. Potter 1700 18 7 1 1 0 75.0 
s. P. And er son 1703 16 5 2 1 1 66.7 
6. T. Dougherty 1740 20 6 1 2 0 83.3 
7. D. Moy 1430 13 4 1 4 0 54.5 
8. J. Cook 1570 19 6 2 1 0 79.2 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
AVGS.: . 1569 16.63 5.50 1.5 1.75 0.25 69.3 
R - No. of correct responses of maximum 24. 
RR - No. right responses for right reasons, i.e. correct wbestw moves 
of maximum 9. 
RW - Right Value, Wrong Best move. 
WW • Wrong Value, Wrong Best move. 
Note: RR + RW + WR +· WW • 9. 
Appendix D 
Tests with a small sample of rated human chessplayers 
Name ~ Rating Pre-Test ~-~ -----
1 • c. Tomlinson 1 1 1175 6 9 
2. A. Condie+ 1 6 1570 1 0 9 
3. A. Hunter . 18 1905 10 1 0 
4. D. Holmes 1 6 1930 1 0 10 
5. A. Wright 1 5 1960 1 0 1 0 
6 • A. Biancini 1 6 1975 10 10 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ female subject 
This testing with a small sample of subjects using the Pre-
Test and Post-Test administered with the Niblett Advice Text 
(open and closed-book) gives some indication that ratings of 
at least 1600 would be required for humans to correctly 
evaluate KPK positions. 
Appendix != Notes 
1. As reported on page 32 , it was later discovered that only 
Black-to-move (B-T-M) positions were being compared for 
correctness with database values. Hence all figures of per-
centage correctness which follow refer only to B-T-M posi-
tions unless stated otherwise. 
2. Since Beal's Fortran program was found to be 100% correct when 




From: Firbush News 7 (1977), Edinburgh: ~1achine Intelligence 
Research Unit, University of Edinburgh (ed. J.E. Michie). 
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Recent Developments in Computer Chess 
by 
t D. Kopec 
}lachine Intelligence Research Unit 
University of Edinburgh 
Scotland, U.K. 
"If one could devise. a successful chess machine one would seem 
to have p~netrated to the core of human intellectual endeavour." 
A. Newell, J. C. Shaw and H. A. Simon (1963) 
"Chess playing programs" in Computers and 'Thought 
The above was written fourteen years ago and since that t~ne it must be 
admitted that progress has been disappointing.* However some recent develop-
ments are encouraging: 
(1) a. Northwestern's Chess 4.5 won the Class B section (USCF rating 
scale 1600-1800) of the Paul Masson Tournament, held in July 
in California (5-0). 
b. Chess 4.5 ~lso defeated a Class A player in an'individual 
match g~e (see page 41 for game record). 
(2) Special chess hardware with a 10-ply lookahead has been designed 
by Greenblatt and Missouris. Two Experts have been included among 
its victims. It can look at more than 100,000 b~ards/sec. 
Even in tha end-game, gene~ally agreed to be the most difficult phase of 
chess, there have been some successes. In the Soviet Union, the entire space 
of all R + P vs. R positions has been computed out and stored as a lockup table. 
}!any masters and grandmasters have been knot-m to go wrong in such endings. The 
same was done·with Q + P vs. Q. David Bronstein, a former World Championship 
cont~nder, consulted that database for the correct strategy to win an adjourned 
game. 
The following notes concern interesting featur~s of two chess programs 
which I have myself been concerned with. Not all the ideas were implemented. 
I 
"t-Tork at Dartmouth College, New Hampshire, USA 
The computer chess project at Dartmouth is headed by Dr. L. Harris. ~ork­
ers have included H. Montgomery, H. Terrie, D. Levner and my~elf, among others. 
The program was written in GCOS, the assembly language for the Honeywell 635. 
Dartmouth's program was the first program to challenge Northwestern's 
"'" 'u .s-. National Master 
* This article was written before CllliSS 4.5's later successes. 
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ascendancy in the ACM tournaments. In the 1973 ACM U.S. Computer Chess Cham-
pionship, held in Atlanta, Northwestern's program was lucky to draw against 
Dartmouth. It only did so because the latter had no repetition check. Par-
ticularly encouraging was the fact that in a game of more than 50 moves, 
Dartmouth was never in a losing position. 
The program is divided into two major evaluation functions, h and a. s 
is con'ierned with the "soft", positional features of a given board position, 
while d is concerned with the ''hard" tactical feat:ures of a position. The 
specific chess concepts which comprise a and 6 are called "Detectors". A set 
of related~detectors are assigned various values (weights) and are put into 
a table. h includes tables such as Centre Control, Piece Mobility, Pawn 
Structure, King Safety, etc., whiled includes tables such as Pins, Forks, 
Discovered Attacks, Levers. The program is also divided into modules (Opening, 
Middle Game, and Endings) which allow greater flexibility in the assig~ent 0f 
weights. For example, in the opening, Piece-development, Centre control, and 
King safety are stressed. A persistent problem which many programs still hav~ 
is the too early development of the queen, because of its tremendous square 
control, mobility, and ability to produce threats. By assigning a value of 
-300 (where lOO ~ pawn) to every minor piece (B or N) still on the back rank, 
piece development is given prominence, since the program tries to get rid of 
these initial negative values. Other examples of tables which employ modul.a?: 
flexibility are Occupation of the Centre, and Rook on 7th. Greater weights 
are assigned to these in the middle game and ending than in the opening, to 
avoid moving the same pieces too often, before others have moved at .all. 
An idea which 't'las never fully implemented was that of an "Attack-Defence 
Ratio". This is a measure of the difference between the sum of the forces 
attacking the quarter of the board where the enemy king is located and the 
sum of those forces which defend the same squares. If this difference in 
force is greater than a certain threshold value, an "alarm" i.s set off which 
results in'a higher a value and an increase in the depth of search. In this 
manner, long sacrificial variat~ons are more carefully investigated. A bench-
mark of sacrificial positions would be a good test for its effectiveness. 
Dartmouth's most "informed" table was the one on pawn formations, called 
"PFORM". Among its standard detectors were Isolated Pawns, Backward Pawns, 
Doubled Pawns," Passed Pawns, and Duos. Detectors such as Chains, Mini-chains, 
Shielded Backward Pawns, Potential Passed Pawns, and the table, ''Levers", were 
among the more esoteric concepts which were added later. Many of these defini-
tions were taken directly from Hans Krnoch's classic work Pawn Power (~ Kmoch, 
1959). The concept, Levers, using a modified definition of my mm--"pawn moves 
which improve our formation an.d hurt our opponent' s"--proved useful in the 
recognition of critical pawn moves. In addition, the levers concept helps to 
guide the placement of pieces especially in the opening and middle g~e. It 
could also help toward plan formation. Some further pawn formational concepts 
from Pawn Power which were never programmed were Outposts and Weak Square 
Complexes. The Dartmouth program is probabl~ in theory, capable of more 
sophisticated pawn formational evaluations than any other program;. however their 
implementa.tion is rudimentary. The program had at one time approximately 50 
detectors in various tables and many others 'tvere planned. 
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Another idea due to Ha.rris was that of "Heuristic Packets" for specific 
openings, by which Lmportant goals (inherent in the openings), could be stored 
as pieces of information. These Heuristic Packets were to include such informa-
tion as the importance of controlli.ng a certain square, an important le::ver, a 
square to atm a piece for, etc. and record kept of successes and failures which 
could then be-used to modify the evaluation parameters. Unfortunately, this 
idea was not properly implemented. · 
Work at the Machine Intelligence Research Unit, Edinbu~gh 
Tan's program (see Tan, 1977) breaks dmm any K + P ending into a basic 
description of its components. Using a vocabulary which is defined in P~wn 
Power, the pawn formations are broken down into Fronts, the relation3hip_s __ _ 
between opposing pawns. The. role and relation between each pawn ~~ithin these 






Table of Pawn Relations 
name graphical notation code l counter pawn <-> 1 
-ram <+> 2 
sentry < •• > 3 
lever <.+.> 4 
ruo 
= 5 
twin ::a X 6 (inverse:i~ 
potential prate ctor = > 8 (inverse:9 
protector ::a I = > 10 (inverse:l 
An enemy pawn ahead on the same file is a counterpawn, and a senty 
when it is on a neighboring file •••• Counterpawns and mutual sentries 
of distance 1 are called rams and levers respectively. Friendly 
relations give rise to a duo· t·Then the pauns are abreast on tv1o 
neighboring files, and a t'tvin ( doublepa'tm) 'tvhen they are on the 
same file. A baclcward neighbor is a protector (distance 1) or a 
potential protector (distance> 1)." 
From S. T. Tan (1977) 
Some of these relations may be very useful if developed further. For example, 
if a pawn is "over-loaded", in that it is performing several roles at on.ce, its 
removal may lead us to a winning strategy. An example in practice is shm1n b~r 
the problem position_in Figure 1, which I have taken from Basic Chess Ending3. 
Its solution becomes clearer when we consider the numb~r of roles perfo1-mcd ~y 
the pawn on square 33 (square= 9*File +Rank). 
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Figure 1: From Basic Chess Endings (R. Fine) 
.Thus, 33[ 1,31] J i.e. pawn on 33 is a Counterpawn to pawn on 31 
33[2,32], i.e. pawn on 33 is a Ram to pawn on 32 
33[3 ,21]' i.e. pawn on 33 is a Sentry to pawn on 21 
33[8,22], i.e. pawn on 33 is a Potential Protector to pawn 
on 22. 
(See preceding Table for definitions.) 
Rather than queening the passed RP ~diately, which would result in a 
quick draw due to Stalemate, the 1 solution lies in White's capture of that pawn 
on 33. 
A graph representation for the same position is given below,' as Figure 2, 
using Tan's notation as in Table 1, with the addition of "/\" to denote a passer 
(my notation). 
Another concept put forward by.Tan is that of an ADD (Attack Defense Dia-
gram). (See Figure 3.) Some of the evaluations suggested for an ADD are as 
follows: (1) Relations within fronts; (2) Defenses to threats of (1); (3) Pos-
sible attacks of Kings agains Pawns; (4) Defenses to (3); (5) Support possibili-
ties; (6) Joint attacks. Tan also breaks down nearly all possible relationships 
that might go into the ADD into B.N.F. (Backus-Naur Form). As yet there is no 
working program for the ADD. As a step towards designing one I have tested how 
the evaluations would work on some simple K + P endings. It seems that at least 
three concepts must be added: (1) Opposition, (2) Triangulation, (3) Outside 




Q = ~lacl~ Pa~n · 
0 = White Pawn 
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Figure 2: Graphical representation for chess position shown in Fig. 1 















Figure· 3: Same position, in the form of an Attack-Defence Diagram 
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Common Faults of Existing Programs 
One obvious fault is due to what Berliner has termed "the Horizon effect". 
That is to say, given a fixed depth of lookahead, and the.usual definition of 
quiescence (no checks or captures) a program may waste time and material in 
order to defer a loss which to a deeper search can be seen as inevitable; or, 
alternatively it grabs shortsightedly at a small gain, oblivious to a major 
one beyond its horizon. It might be helpful to consider all material gain 
threats in the same league as captures and checks. In other words, a position 
is quiescent when there are no checks, captures, or threats to gain material. 
Another way to deal with this problem might be with a one-ply search beyond all 
double threats. However, a precise definition of a double threat is not easy 
for the programmer. 
· Other program faults are due to its lack of knowledge. We cannot expect 
too much from computer chess play when there is so little to guide its decisiona 
making process. The human chess player, particularly at the master level, em-
ploys rapid knowledge-based pattern recognition or feature detection. There 
are also many experiences (good or bad) which cause him to revise his thinkin~-~ . 
Such experiences lead to the formulation of a hierarchy of rules which can guide 
play. Consider the following position which might easily occur in the Benoni 
Defense. 
Black has just played N-QR3. 
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Most computers would probably play B X N here, if out of their opening 
library. On pawn structural grounds alone the move is very reasonable (Black's 
isolated doubled Queen's Rook Pawn)~ However experience has shown that Black's 
resulting two Bishops and half-open Queen's Knight file more than compensate 
for the weak-looking pawns. Another piece of knowledge which most programs 
lack is when the qualitative value of pieces changes. When is a Bishop worth 
more than a Rook? When is a Knight worth more than a Bishop? Many such con-
ceptualizations over a chessboard are based on the style and originality of 
individual pLayers. · 
Representation of Human Chess Knowledge 
I have only recently been convinced by Professor Donald Michie's argument 
that every "bit" of chess information assimilated by Bobby Fischer over 34 years 
of life can in principle be input· into a computer. Thus, if. we consider that 
the fastest rate of human information input is 30-50 bits/sec. and multiply. this 
by the seconds in a year and then by 34 (Fischer's age) we still have a quantity 
of information which can easily be stored and retrieved by a computer. There~ 
fore the problem is one of representation, not of space. 
When we co~sider that at most a chess master will "look at" (search) 50 
boards versus the more than 100,000/sec. which can be viewed by Greenblatt's 
new chess machine, Cheeps, we see the need for some rules of compression of 
human chess knowledge. Such rules as: two bishops are an advantage, knights 
are better than bishops in closed positions, don't block the Queen's Bishop Pm·;on 
with the Queen's Knight in Queen's Pawn openings, and the continuous refinement 
of such rules by human players must surely strengthen any computer chess program. 
But how many of the rules by which masters play we should a~ to use in a progra~ 
is another question. The number has been estimated by ~~o different sources, 
Simon and Gilmartin (1973) and Nievergelt (1977) as lying in the range of 10,000 
to 100,000. : 
Challenge to Reader 
As a tail piece, I wish to put forward an hypothesis that a chess game 
between two computers can easily be distinguished .from one between Bobby Fischer 
and a master. It is based on the general statements about computer play made in 
this paper and also the following points: 
(1) Integration of Position (Entr~py) 
(2) Development of Pieces 
(3) Material Equality 
(4) Simplification. 
I suggest the reader take a few minutes to look at each of the positions in 
Figures 4-9, and then decide for each whether it is between two computers, or 
Fischer vs. a Master. Each of the positions occurred after 20 moves of play in 
the game. The solutions are on page 46. 
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Figure 5 Figure 6 
· Figure 7 Figure 8 
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IRON-FISH vs. CHUTE 1.2. 
Fischer-~icevski, Zagreb 1970. 
Fischcr-Hamman, Natanya 1968. 
SORTIE-CHESS 4 .1+. 
DUCHESS-INON-FISH. 
Fisch~r-Camera, Siegen 1970. 
(All computer positions from U.S. Comnuter Chamnionship 1975 by D.J:\.1. Le"y) 
Not~ that in all the Fischer games, at move 20, as opposed to the co•-
puter ga:il<.:~n, there is more integration of forces. The lines bet-.-teen black 
and white fo1:c.es are ntore cleArly draHn. Fischer games have more develop-
men!:, i.e. fe,..rer pieces on the back rank, and material is more even. In 
general, computer games show more simplification at move 20. I base this 
last point on the idea that since current programs don' t knmv \vhc;. t tc do 
with their pieces, there will be more trade~. 
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Pattern-ba-sed representation of c-h-esS end-game 
knowJedge 
I. Bratko*, D. Kopec and D. Michie 
Machine Intelligence Research Unit, University of Edinburgh, Hope Plrl< Square, Meadow 
Lane, Edinburgh £H8 9NW 
Students of computer chess aim at an operational theory of 
Master skill-operational in the sense that it can be run on 
the machine. [n one form of the aspiration Masters must be 
defeated across the board under full tournament conditions, 
so far achieved only for 'blitz' chess but not for play under 
standard time control (see S!GART Newsletter No. 62, 1977). 
Another form of the 'Master skill' aspiration aims at correct 
play for defined subsets of chess. It is not known whether 
'strong mastery' in this sense is attainable for the complete 
game or whether chess is 'hard' in the sense of K.nuth ( 1976). 
We can, however, start with elementary endings such as King 
and Queen versus King (denoted KQK), KRK, KBBK. 
KBNK and KPK, and seek to extend mastery backwards 
a step at a time into the game's increasingly complex hinter-
land. 
Work at Edinburgh follows the.second approach, seen as a 
means for studying forms of knowledge representation :·in 
reiation to three desiderata: (a) forms more powerful than 
present programming languages for specifying strategies, 
(b) forms more suitable for proofs of correctness of strategies 
and (c) forms more convenient for automatic optimisation 
of strategies t ·.machine learning'). 
None of the above listed end-games contains anything prob-
lematical from a Master's point of view and computer programs 
embodying correct strategies have been written for all of 
them. In reviewing this work Bramer (1977) remarks that the 
task, not of playing such end-games correctly, but of expressing 
in program form the knowledge required for correct play, 
has turned out to be surprisingly and disproportionately hard. 
For his own implementations of KRK and KPK Bramer uses 
pattern-based models of a general kind now accepted as 
indispensable to the extension of machine mastery into more 
complex chess subdomains. Such exercises as KRK and KPK 
can be done (with some difficulty) wit~out special programming 
tools; but it needs only a small step in the direction qf great~r 
complexity to bring us into territory where the use of such 
tools become critical. 
fn this i)aper we describe pattern descriptional aids to 
strategy building in two areas more complex than KRK, 
K.PK. KQK and the rest; namely (a) pawns-only positions and 
1b) :he defence of king and knight against king and rook. 
Describing pawn structures 
T.:n ( 1977) has developed a program which breaks down any 
K + P ending into a basic description of its components. 
Using a vocabulary which is defined in Kmoch's (1959) 
Pawn Power. the pawn formations are broken down into 
Fronts. i.e. islands containing opposing pawns, and further 
subdivided into Groups (same colour only). The role of each 
pawn in terms of its relationships to other pawns is then 
cefined. as shown in the upper part of Fig. 2 which uses terms 
explained by Tan as follows: 
'An l!nemy pawn ahead on the same file is a counterpawn, 
and a sentry when it is on a neighbouring file ... Counter-
pawns and mutual sentries of distance I are called rams 
and le\·ers respectively. Friendly relations give rise to a 
duv when the pawns are abreast on two neighbouring 
files, and a rwin (doublepawn) when they are on the same 
*Present address: Jozef Stefan Jnstitut~. Ljubljana, Yugoslavia. 
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Fig. 1 From Basic Chess Endings (R. Fine) 
file. A backward neighbour is a protector (distance 1) 
or a potentia/ protector (distance > 1 ). I 
Some of these relations may be very useful if developed further. 
For ex~mple, if a pawn is ·overloaded' I in that it is performing 
several roles at once, its removal may lead us to a winning 
strategy. An example in practice is shown by the problem 
position in Fig. 1 taken from Fine's (1964) Basic Chess 
Endings. Its solution becomes :learer when we consider the 
number of roles-performed by .the pawn on square 33 (square 
== 9 x file + rank). 
Thus, 
33 [1 1 31], i.e. pawn on 33 is a Counterpawn to pawn on 31, 
33 [2, 32], i.e. pawn on 33 is a Ram to pawn on 32. 
33 [3, 21], i.e. pawn on 33 is a Sentry to pawn on 21. 
33 [3, 33], i.e. pawn on 33 is a Potential Protector to pawn 
on 22. 
Rather than queening the passed RP immediately, which would 
result in a quick draw due to stalemate, the solution lies in 
White's capture of that pawn on 33. 
A graph representation of the same position is given in the 
lower part of Fig. 2, using Tan's notation with the addition of 1\ 
to denote a passed pawn. 
Another concept put forward by Tan is the ADD (Attack 
Defence Diagram, see Fig. 3). Some of the relations proposed 
for an ADD are as follows: (a) relations within fronts: (b) 
defences to threats arising from (a); (c) possible attacks of 
kings against pawns: (d) defences to (c): te) support possibili-
ties; (_f) joint attacks. Tan also breaks down the rela:ionship5 





Q= Black Pawn\ 




Coun rerpawn < ;a 
Ram <+ > 
Sen~ry <---> 





Passer (our notation) ::=.. 
Fig. 2 Graphical representation for chess position shown in Fig. 1 
no working program for the ADD. As a step towards imple-
mentation, we have tested how the evaluations would work 
on some simpJ~ K + P endings. It seems that at least three 
concepts must be added: (a) opposition, (b) triangulation, 
(c) outside passed pawns. These features are important and 
occur frequently. 
ALl 'advice taker' system 
In a related use of pattern-based representations of chess 
knowledge we have developed a linguistic vehicle for applying 
McCarthy's (1959) 'advice taker' concept. In Advice Language 
i (Michie, 1976) knowledge is conveyed to the system in the 
form of one or more advice tables, each specifying a number of 
rules. A rule is applied to a position (in a manner famili~ to 
commercial users of decision tables, and to academic users of 
production systems) if and only if the position matches the 
rule:s 'condition pattern'. Associated with each rule is a list 
of pieces of advice. Each piece of advice is specified in terms of 
Hubennan-type (Huberrnan, 1968) better-goals and holding-
goals, together with move-constraints to control the branching 
of the search and a depth limit to terminate it when no way 
has been found of achieving the given better-goals. 
ALl has been implemented in the POP-2 programming 
language as a package consisting of four comparatively 
independent modules (core-occupancy of compiled code on 
the PDP-10 is shown in parentheses): 
I. A problem-solver performs tree search in whatever problem 
space is specified to it by the legal move generator, using 
the domain specific knowledge contained in the currently 
loaded Advice Tables (2K). 
2. An Advice Table editor acts as a link between the system 
and the user, enabling him to create, extend and modify 
the system's Table held knowledge interactively (4K). 
3. A playing module executes a strategy generated by the 
problem-solver in the form of a Huberman-type forcing 
tree (6K). 
4. Chess-relevant but subdomain independent POP-2 predicates 
act as the building blocks from which the table writer 
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assembles relevant patterns and pieces of advice from which 
to construct his rules ( 13K). 
In addition subdomain specific predicates are norn:all): 
required for each new Advice Table. The POP-2 sysrem Hselr 
occupies 19 K 36 bit words of store. 
Modules I and 2 are chess independent and can be used for 
solving other combinatorial problems. The domain spec~fic 
knowledee directs the action of module 1 in the followmg 
way: a ;ule is invoked by a pattern-match with the current 
situation (chess position) and the corresponding pieces of 
advice are then tried one by one until module I can find a 
'forcine tree' that guarantees the achievement of better-goals 
while preserving h;lding-goals. 
Considered as an ultra-high level programming language, 
ALl seems to provide a natural means of describing heuristics 
in combinatorial algorithms. In one experiment (Michie, 
1976) the King + Rook v. King ending (KRK), regarded by 
Zuidema (1974) as a laborious programming task, was ex-
pressed as an Advice Table and a strategy checked out at a 
cost of only two man-days. More recently (Bratko, 1978) 
·the whole mating procedure known from the chess books was 
compressed into a Table of only one rule, comprising S pieces 
of advice expressible as follows: 
I. Look for a way to mate opponent's king in two moves. 
2. If the above is not possible, then look for a way to further 
constrain the area on the chessboard to which the opponent's 
king is confined by our rook. 
3. If the above is not possible, then look for a way to move C":-
king closer to opponent's king. 
4. If none of the above pieces of advice I, 2, 3, works, ·.:le!-: 
look for a way of maintaining the present achieverr.::-:~ts 
in the sense of 2 and 3 (i.e. make a waiting· move). 
5. If none of I, 2, 3, or 4 is attainable then look for a way c.:· 
obtaining a position in which our rook divides the two kings 
either vertically or horizontally. 
The 'and-or' tree search, carried out by module 1 of the .-\L: 
system when generating a forcing tree satisfying a corresponding 
piece of advice, is limited to a depth of 2 ply for pieces 2. 3 and 4, 
and to 3 ply for pieces 1 and 5. Quality of play was respectable 
by the standards of the chess books, never needing more than 
25 moves to force the mate. The worst case minimax-optimal 







WK White king 
WG Whitegroup 
BK Black king 
SG Slack group 
NIL Null group 
The ADD corresponding to the position shown in Fig. 1. In 
the form described by Tan· (1977' the ADD would not 
indicate the self-stalemate threat which the BK generates 
jointly with BGl. The above diagram is based on an extended 
notation which takes care of this. For a fuJler accotmt Tan's 
paper should be consulted. Integers denote the minimal 
number of moves required to carry out a threat 
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HOW DIFFICULT IS THE KJ.'lKR PROBLE:\-1? 
Fine, KRKN, 8 pages. From chess 
player's 
point of view: {
-Chess books: Keres, KNKR, 2 pages. 
Longest variation in Fine before capture of the Knight: 24 moves; longest known variation 27 moves. 
-Tournament games: usually a comparatively easy draw, but there are exampies where the weaker side went 
wrong (e.g. Neumann-Steinitz, 1870). 
-Knowledge v. search: 
L Rules of chess: don't get mated! Up to 24 moves before losing knight plus up to !6 moves before 
being mated: 
~ 80 ply 
2. Additional advice: don't lose knight! 
- 48 ply From chess 
programmer's 
point of view: 3. Additionally: keep king and knight together! 
Necessary, and probably sufficient, iookahead is: 
10 ply 
4. Advice contained in KN KR table. 
To preserve draw, and conserve king-centrality: 
4 ply 
Ftg. 4 Salient features of the K!'fl{R end-game. The size of the totaJ problem space, after reduction by disr~rding symmerric cases, lies be-
tween 3 x 106 and 4 x 106• The boxed figures show the depth of search necessary, for the program's given state of kno"led~e. to select 
a draw-presening move. Ply = haJf move 
The L'fKR game 
In further experiments with the ALl system, the king + knight 
v. king + rook ending (K..J.~KR) was used as an experimental 
domain that is not trivial from the human expert's point 
of view. Fig. 4 presents some data that illustrate the difficulty 
of this end-game. The first two items, chess books and tourna-
ment games, give some insight into the difficulty from the 
chessplayer's point of view. The difficulty from the pro-
grammer's point of view is illustrated by the third item which 
indicates the relationship between the amount of knowledge 
possessed by the program and the depth of game-tree search 
required for correct play. 
The KNKR ending is usually drawn, but under certain 
circumstances the stronger side (the one with the rook)· oan 
win. A winning procedure, when there is one, consists usually 
of combining three basic principles (Fine, 1964): 
I. Create mating threats. 
2. Force separation of king and knight. 
3. Stalemate and capture the knight. 
The KNKR advice table must cope with the above threats 
and thus preserve a draw for the weaker side when starting 
from a theoretically drawn position (in all such, the king and 
knight are not separated). The table, shown in Fig. 5, contains 
enough knowledge (according to experimental tests) both to 
preserve the draw in positions with king and knight sufficiently 
close together and to maintain the degree of centrality of the 
weaker side's king while searching to a depth of at most 4 ply 
(half-moves). Centralisation of the king is important to the 
weaker side because mating threats can occur only when the 
king is on the edge. Therefore when the king is on the edge 
the defence becomes considerably more difficult. The KNKR 
table thus actually conserves the degree of easiness of defence. 
When the king is started on the edge and not separated from 
the knight, for those positions which are theoretically drawn, 
the table preserves the draw in all cases tested. Recently 
a class of specially tricky positions has been discovered by 
D. Kopec, not previously known in chess literature, where the 
only correct defence requires a counter-intuitive separation 
Volume 21 Number 2 
of king and knight. A correct treatment of such posmor:: .. 
with king and knight separated would require additional 
knowledge. 
The upper table of Fig. 5 specifies four rules (CR, Rl, R2, ER; 
by the 'Yes, No, Don't-care' column patterns. These patterns 
refer to POP-2 predicates ftanking the table: 
OKEDGE -our king on the edge; 
OKONSEP -our king and our knight separated (distance 
greater than 4 in king moves); 
CORNCASE--corner case, a special 'classical' situation 
(e.g. Fine. 1964) with the king in the corner, 
requiring exceptional treatment. 
The current chess position is matched against the rule patterns 
from left to right. As soon as a match is found the correspond-
ing rule is applied. For example, if the position does not 
satisfy the CORNCASE condition and the king is on the edge 
and the king and knight are not separated, then rule R2 matches 
the position and the list of pieces of advice !, 5, 6. 7, 8, 12 is 
applied. The pieces of advice are defined by the lower tabie 
in Fig. 5. Consider for example Advice no. 1 called 
KILLROOK. The better-goal to be satisfied in them-to-move 
positions specified with this piece of advice is TRDEAD 
(their rook dead). As already stated, depth of search is limited 
to 4 ply, and to improve search efficiency we also specify 
holding-goals NOT ONLOST (not our knight lost without 
compensation) and TRDEAD OR CHECK {their rook dead 
or their king in check). By this the search is limited to con-
sideration of immediate captures and checking-moves, which 
amounts to looking for ways of forking their king and rook. 
This tactic is indicated by the fact that there is no other way 
to force capture of the rook. 
When testing the correctness of the table a variety of players, 
two of National Master strength (rated over 2300 on the 
international scale), have engaged the system in play for a total 
elapsed time of more than l 0 hours ( 150 moves on each side, 
starting from different positions). No absoiute way exists of 
proving correctness for all possible positions short of either 




KNKR Table CR RI R2 ER 
condition { OKEDGE N y predicates OKONSEP N N CORN CASE y 
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1: KILLROOK y (Y) y y 
j 
2: HOLDl (Y) y y y y y y y (Y) y e 
c 3: HOLD2 (Y) y y y y y y (Y) 
e 4: HOLD3 y y y y y y y (Y) 
5: HOLDEDGI y y y y y y (Y) 
0 6: HOLDEDG2 y y y y y 
f 7: HOLDEDG3 y y y y (Y) 
8: HOLDEDG4 y y y y 
a 
9: CORNCASE (Y) (Y) (Y) y d 
V 10: APPROKON y y y y 
i 11: SURVIVEl y y y c 
12: SURVIVE2 y e 
Fig. S The upper table is tbe KNKR Advice Table as written and tested. The integer lists index a repertoire of 12 pieces of advic~ These are 
shown in the lower table expanded in the form of calls to indicated subsets of the 14 goal predicates listed along the top. 'Y's enclosed in 
brackets are logic:ally implied by the other predicates selected in the same row. The symbols in parentheses (uan) and (ttm) mean 'us-to-
move' and 'tbem-to-move' respectively 
positions or (b) formal proof. ALl's tabular format offers 
simplifications which make the latter an attractive topic for 
study. 
When playing the K.NKR ending on the PDP-10 computer the 
present implementation of ALl spends on average about one 
minute of computer time per move, mostly due to the com-
parative inefficiency of the forcing-tree generating routine. 
The program examines about 10 nodes in the game-tree per 
second. When run on comparabie machines, other chess-
playing programs, e.g. CHESS 4.5 (Slate and Atkin, 1977) 
or MASTER (Birmingham and Kent, 1977) examine at least 
a few hundred positions per second. A new version, AL2, 
is under construction with an eye to increased run-time effici-
ency. among other improvements. But considering ALl's 
efficiency from the point of view of programmer productivity, 
these experiments gave evidence of great savings. Table writing 
and check-out for KNKR occupied one of us (I.B.) for less 
than six weeks. We doubt whether correct play, especially if 
'centrality preservation' is to be included, could be program-
med using standard methods in less than a substantial multiple 
of this figure other than by promoting large proliferations of 
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forward search. As an annotation on this last remark, we 
append results. kindly supplied by D. Slate, of having the 
leading US tournament program CHESS 4.5 play the KNKR 
game against an expen opponent from selected starting 
positions. 
Performance of CHESS 4.5 tournament program with KNKR 
Tournament programs have the aim of playing reasonably 
well, but not of course with guaranteed correctness. in all 
phases of the game: opening, mid-game, and ending. Such 
'general' chess programs cannot pay much anention to specific 
features of different position-types. ~ather these programs 
embody generalised chess principles, or heuristics, hopefully 
applicable to the large majority of possible positions. Lack of 
position-type specific knowledge is to some extent balanced 
by deep lookahead, facilitated by fast game-tree search routines, 
efficient tree-pruning~ efficient coding, and fast hardware. 
CHESS 4.5 was required to defend the weaker side of KNK.R 
against a human opponent rated just over 2000 on the US 
Chess Federation scale, i.e. an ·expen'. The program ran on a 
CDC 6400 machine, on which it was able to win the 1976 
The Computer Journal 
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ACM Computer Chess Championship (more recently it has 
had highly successful trials on the much faster Cyber 176). 
CHESS ~.5's general evaluation function was used without 
allowing any adjustment or special 'tuning' to the KNKR 
probl~m. Search depth was set to 7 ply. Since forced variations 
are searched beyond this pre-set horizon. moves 8 ply deep 
were occasionally searched in the present case. Under these 
conditions, CHESS 4.5 typically looked at a few tens of thou-
sands of nodes per move and spent up to 120 seconds per move, 
typically between JO and 60 seconds. 
Three trials were made, using test positions taken from those 
used in the experimental validation of the KNKR table earlier 
described. 
I. A 'classical' difficult defence (Fine, 1964: Keres. 1974) with 
the weaker side's king in the corner. CHESS 4.5 found 
correctly the move considered most difficult in the books, 
but then stumbled on the fourth move of the main 'book' 
variation. obtaining a lost position. 
2. Another difficult position. with the weaker side's king on the 
edge (Keres. 1974). CHESS 4.5 found the only correct 
defence against the main line given by Keres (i.e. 8 best 
moves in a row). 
3. A further p_osition taken from our own tests, with the weaker 
side's king in the centre (easiest defence). CHESS 4.5 
aJlowed its king to be driven to the edge resulting in a harder 
defence. This enabled the opponent to create mating threats. 
and after additional weaker moves by the program the 
king and knight got separated, leading to a lost position. 
It is interesting to observe that the program's opponent, 
although an expert, after achieving theoreticaUy won positions 
never grasped the opportunity actually to defeat the program. 
This has a bearing on the level of difficulty of this subdomain. 
Conclusion: thanks to efficient tree-search, CHESS 4.5 was 
able to find a correct move in many difficult positions. But the 
References 
lack of specific advice: 'Keep king and knight together~· and 
'Preserve the centrality of the king!' could not be entirely 
compensated by the efficient and comparatively deep search 
to 7 or 3 ply. 
Discussion 
It was pointed out by Shannon ( 1950) on general grounds. and 
more recently by Berliner ( 1974) on the basis of authoritative 
new theoretical and experimental work. that fast tree-search 
and uniform heuristics will not suffice for mechanising the 
highest levels of chess skill. In spite of impressive recent 
progress up the human tournament scale by 'brute force' 
programs the knowledge-gap from which these programs suffer 
still bars them from the higher reaches. The work here reported 
shows that the weaknesses inherent in the brute force style can 
be shown up even by quite a simple chess subdomain. Tne 
same subdomain. however, yielded readily to a more 
knowledge-oriented approach, for which the AL 1 system 
provided highly effective support. 
The underlying formal model of the ALl problem-solver 
closely matches the basic structure of a range of combina-
torial problems. Our experience supports the idea that the 
Advice Language methodology should be applicable to prob-
lems in such areas as algebraic manipulation. symbolic 
integration. robot plan-formation, and a variety of optimisa-
tion and scheduling tasks. While detailed accounts appear 
elsewhere ( Bratko, 1978; Bratko and Michie. 1978), this brief 
overview was prepared in the hope of arousing interest am 
those actively engaged in one or another of such areas. 
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